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Murray Man
Is Charged
In Florida

By AL ROSSITER Jr.
UPI Space Writer
SPACE CENTER, Houston
(UM—Apollo 14 lunar explorup the steep flank
ers struggledcapped
ridge today
of a crater

Robert Moyer
Speaker For
The Realtors

iearching for clues to the birtn of
:he moon and found a milewide
expanse of boulders bigger than
Twenty-three members and
trucks.
guests attended the monthly
Gary Ftiggins Herndon, for- Alan B. Shepard and Edgar
luncheon meeting of the Murraymerly of Murray, has been D. Mitchell—breathing heavily
Calloway County Board of
charged with second degree in the toughest of man's six
Realtors held Friday at noon at
murder in connection with the lunar walks—quit before the
the Holiday Inn.
known
Parr,
crater
Ann
the
Sally
of
of
rim
death
reached the
Robert Moyer, the guest
as Sally Ann Jones of Hazel, but chipped samples of the
discussed the work of
speaker,
according to the Police Depart- giant boulders that scientists
the Murray Planning and Zoning
the
from
blasted
ment of Boca Raton, Fla.
were
think
Commission, composed of nine
Herndon, whose birth date is original lunar crust. They may
with Mr. Moyer as
rnern6ers
September 29, 1940, is now in the date back to the moon's
chairman. He-explained the work
Palm Beach County jail. He was beginning 4.6 billion years ago.
the responsibilities of the
charged with second degree Mitchell reported the boulder and
and said that
commissfon
murder after the death of Sally field covered a square mile and
ahead of
currently
is
Murray
Ann Jones on Thursday at three that most of the boulders were
many similar cities in planning.
Raton,
Boca
one
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hospital
a
But
at
p.m.
brownish gray.
Also that the commission enFla.
was "Definitely white in color,
to plan for the orderly
deavors
The Murray man had been a very definite difference in
development of Murray in the
charged with failure to exercise color."
years ahead.
care, driving while intoxicated, "I chipped off one of the
Plans were made at the
and no driver's license after the white rocks," he said.
meeting for all realtor firms to
Top Too Far
one car accident on Monday,
February 1, at 10:32 p.m., ac- The astronauts, making their obtain a zoning map of the city.
Don Tucker, state director,
cording to the Boca Raton police. second moonwalk since FriHerndon was reported driving day's landing, discovered the explained the sales caravan
a 1958 Plymouth sedan when the top of the crater they -tried to sponsored by the KAR to be held
car hit a palm tree on West reach was farther away than it in Hopkinsville on Friday,
Canino Real, Roca Raton, Fla., appeared. And finally, about February 12.
the police said. Mrs. Parr or Mrs. 2,1 hours into the excursion,
Ray Roberts, president,
Jones was a passenger in the car they turned around and headed
presided at the meeting.
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early
fered wounds prior to the ac- away.
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Gene
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4 Staff
house by
The body of Mrs. Jones is being way up, after several rest
North Second Street. The flames had shot through the roof of the frame
returned to the Miller Funera stops, the astronauts were told
Home of Hazel.
by ground Control to stop. This
scrubbed the "fun" portion of
the difficult climb, they had
slated to roll one of the
giant rocks into the crater, but
The Murray Woman's Club was
the scientific goal of the climb
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to the Kentucky
hostess
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of Hazel was claimed by death
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their
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mission LRC ) staff and were the that its work had two overriding
By Robert P. Dalton
the astronauts' heart rates shot
Murray -Calloway County FRANKFORT, Ky. ( UPI)— starting point for the committee concerns for both the House and
Friday, February 5. at the
on
Mgher than at any time on the
Hospital. She was 62 years of age. Eight possible plans for reap- in drafting legislation for the the Senate.
clubhouse.
Joint funeral services for Mrs.
mission.
The Hazel woman was an portioning the Kentucky General special session of the legislature
Registration began at 900 a.m.
Rebel Gibson and her grand- ...Shepard's rats reached a
Wonderfully endowed young man
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Jones,
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Ann
Coffee
Sally
Mrs.
daughter,
is Dan Miller. Fine mental active member of the American Assembly were given to mem- set for Feb. 25.
maximum of 150 and Mitchell's
House and Senate district lines to
Department,
Delta
capacity and good personality. Legion Auxiliary and a lifetime bers of the Interim Reap- Six of the redistricting plans add one additional Senate seat in Will be held Sunday at 1:30 p.m. climbed to 128. The tempera- the
HP switched from pre-law to pre- member of the Hazel United portionment Subcommittee were to split counties-'ake one Jefferson County and add five at the Hazel Church of Christ with ture in their water-cooled Mesdames William B. Britton, C.
Methodist Church. She was well Friday as they began their work section of a county and add it to
Bro. Henry Hargis officiating. spacesuits rose to the 80s B. Ford, Stanford Hendrickson,
med. He'll make it.
more House seats for the county;
known throughout Calloway on redistricting.
another county-in creatii,g the give Fayette County one more Pallbearers for Mrs. Gibson before the pilots turned up their and Graves Hendon. Mesdames
Sam Knight, Thomas Brown and
Good to talk with Turner the County and took an active part in The plans were drawn up by the districts-. One proposal was made seat in the House and add one will be KeittrEirkerson, Bonnie cooling systems.
Castle Parker were in charge of
Si. John, Lemon Nix, Joe Bruce
other day. He's another young the church and civic activities. Legislative Research Corn- for the House and one for the
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(Continued on Page Five )
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Littleton's is expanding and sister, Mrs. Laverne Fleischman of February was filed Friday at were one for reckless driving, one with occasional rain tonight mother and the granddaughter colleagues to complete man's son, Murray president, welcomed
moving over into the Diuguid of Nashville. Tenn.; one brother, 5:23 p.m. by the officers of the of public drunkenness, one for probably changing to snow will be in the Hazel Cemetery first exploration of the lunar the representativekfrom -fifteen
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Old1968
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Joe Pat Route
two-foot rctk with "a whale of present from Arlington, Bard.
--These frozen Mexican dinners Pallbearers will be Dr.
driven one for shoplifting at Roses Kentucky tiu-ough Wednesday. was born January 23, 1887 in
Anderson, Flavil Robertson, J. T. smobile four door hardtop
lot of glass in it."
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Laws, Wayne Flora, Noble by Carolyn F.
the police report.
lower 30 were the late David St. John and "It's a fantastic
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Murray.
Story,
here," said Mitchell three- La Center, Lone Oak, Marion,
Nice visit yesterday from Ed Simmons, and lelon Strader.
was
to lower 40s. Lows Tuesday and Mat t ie Nix St. John.
Burial will be in the Hazel Police said Mrs. Woolley
of the way up to the Mayfield, Murray, Paducah,
quarters
Downs of Reidland. He liv,ed here
Highs
Speaker
Wednesday 5 to mid teens.
Survivors are one son, David rim of the, depression, called
ts going south on South 12th Steeet Bill Furgerson
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years
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Meet
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g
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Murray;
Cote,
.,Avenue.
St reet
at the
the Carlisle County Junior
three miles east of Murray at the Hazel. Friends may call
The Sigma Department of the on Mondav. Fair to partly cloudy grandson, David Robinson of hill'
Church, on 12th Street, failed to stop and
grade's getting pretty Woman's Club, a new KFWC club
"The
time. Says he knew Nathan ,Hazel United Methodist
the Woolley car in Murray Woman's Club will have Tuesday and Wednesday.
Hazel; one sister, Mrs. Flossie
olocated next door to the Miller collided with
in the Bardwell area.
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Mrs. Don Keller reported on
at the club house on Monday,
the Mid-Winter board meeting
February 8, at 6 • 30 p.m.
held in Covington, January 25-n,
Bill Furgerson, football roach
and Mrs. George Hart, Kentucky
the
is
at Murray State University,
Editor,
, News
Clubwoman
scheduled speaker. Sigma
discussed the peed for additional
husbands will be guests.
subscriptions, reporting, and
Hostesses will be Mesdames
advertising for the state
John N. Purdom, Bobby N.
magazine. Other reports from
Crawford, Joe Hal Spann, Ron
state committee chairmen and
and
Overbey.
Ed
Christopher,
district chairmen were heard,
Bill Wells.
and rules for the pending contests
were discussed.
Sweetheart Dinner Will
At noon lunch was served in the
club
dining room. The devotion
Held By The Thetas
was given by Mrs. C. C. Lowry.
The annual Sweetheart Dinner
The highlight of the afternoon
(potluck ) will be held by the
session was the presentation of
Theta Department of the Murray
slides of major club projects in
Woman's Club on Monday,
the district. Mrs. Don Keller was
February 8, at 6:30 p.m, at the
in charge.
Cruh4house,_
Other representatives of the
Presenting the programs will
Murray Woman's Club' in atbe students of the Student
tendance were Mrs. Matt SparkSpeakers Bureau of Murray High
man, local first vice president;
left ) Calloway County Chairman for
School, directed by Ronald W.
Mrs.0. B. Boone, Jr., second•viCi
ARTHRITIS VOIAINTEERS HONORED—Mrs. John Belt, (far
County leaderBeshear.
Mrs. Alien Russell
preSident;
the Arthritis Foundation preients certificates of appreciation to her 1970 Calloway
Jaw. Kelso,-- • Thrtu-httthands or guestx will 716fiiiray Participants in the mornha kesiion a the First District Kentueliy Federatioi, I Women's publicity chairman; Mrs. J. I
_ ship. From left: Mrs-. Robert D.1144§4004, AOPISarority, Murray StateLniversity; MISS
Marion,
Winn.
with
Mrs.
George
shown
Club
are
Woman's
Murray
BroonfieM.
the
be included in the dinner. ChM Wiitic.hop beta Friday at
Calloway County High Sxhool F.H.A.: Miss Karen Alexander and Miss Mary I,ee
Mrs. Don Hosick, legislative chairman •
Professional Woman's Club
Hostesses 'will be Mrs, C. W. FirstDistrict Goiernor. They acre, left to right: Mrs. Sam Knight. Mrs. Bethel Richardon.
• Mrs. Henry 5teKenzie, and Mrs
shirray High School F.H.A.: Mrs. Hoyt Roberts, Murray Business and
. Jones. Mrs Charles Hale, and Keller. MrselVitin, Mrs. Matt Sparkman. Mrs. Thomas Brno.ii. and Mrs. George Hart.
Max Hurt.
and Mrs. Wallace Ford. Gamma Omicron Chapter, Beta Sigma Phi Sorority "The enmity-wide
•
•„,Miss Martha Gluey
campaign totalled $1245.00." Mrs. Belt said—"an all-time for this county."
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By LOUIS CASSEI.S
UPI Senior Editor
BY
WASHINGTON (UP!)
We reserve the right to reject any Advertising, Letters to the Editor,
LONEL TAYLOR L. DAVIDSON
or Public Voice items which, in our opinion. are not for the best America's worst urban problem
is not crime, or traffic, or
interest of our readers.
money.
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES: WALLACE WIT
00., 1500
FRANKFORT, KY.-During procedural right of appeak.--if,
It's people. Too many people
Madison Ave., Memphis, Tenn.; Tian Ai Life Bldg., New Yak N.Y.,
the week a young man from the after all Procedural rights-are
living too close together.
—Stephenson-13M., DEVOE, Mien.
northern part of the state came to exhausted and he still is in Class
The 1970 census showed that
Entered Daily at the Post Office. Murray. Kentucky, for
our office seeking information I-A, he would then become a
about two-thirds of the U.S.
transmission as Second Class Matter
regarding his "draft" status. The member of the 1971 prime
population now is huddled
inquirer was born on Feb. 25, selection group. If RSN 179 in the
SUBSCIPTION RATES: By Carrier in Murray, per week 34, per together in urban areas com1949. His Random Selection 1971 prime age group is not
Month $1.52. In Calloway and adjoining counties, per year, $5.50; prising less than 2 per cent of
Zones 1 & 2, $13.00; Elsewhere $16.00. All service subscriptions $8.00. the nation's land area.
Number ( RSN( was 179. This reached by his local board by the
RSN was from the Dec. 1, 1969 end of this calendar year, and
Overcrowding either causes
'The Outstanding Civic Asset of a Community is the
provided there is no change in
lottery.
Integrity ef ii.. Newspaper"
or complicates virtually all of
Our caller had recently with- policy, he would be eligible to
the other difficulties involved in
drawn from a seminary because revert to a lower selection group
the present urban crisis in full conscience he could not on January 1, 1972.
traffic congestion, housing shorQ One of our engineers
agree with the philosophies extages, racial tensions, crime,
pressed by two of his instructors. classified II-A requested to drop
air pollution, inadequate muniPrevious to the withdrawal, he his deferment because he had a
cipal services.
had met all the requirements for lottery number of 250. He was
It also contributes to the
Every year the nation observes Boy Scout
a divinity student classification placed in Class I-A by the local
rapid deterioration of manners
board. We made a timely appeal
(IV-D).
-the disappearance of ordinary
Week in observance of the founding of the Boy
Selective
Service
Although his RSN (179) was under
decency -from human relationScouts of America 60 years ago. This year, 4.5
higher than that reached by his Regulations. Our question is, can
ships in big cities. Psychologimillion Boy Scouts and their 1.5 million adult
local board in 1970, he could not a registrant by letter or other
cal tests have demonstrated
leaders will observe the birthday of Scouting
voluntarily drop his deferment in means withdraw our appeal?
that rats, when placed in an
A. The registrant cannot deny
December (1970) because he was
under a new banner'.'
overcrowded
cage, become
classified IV-D. You may recall the employer the right to appeal
tense, irritible, insecure and
Instead of Boy Scout Week,there is now to be
that in October 1970 the director provided for in current Selective
finally vicious. Excessive proxia Boy Scouts of America Anniversary
of Selective Service issued a Service Regulations.
mity seems to have the same
Celebration during the entire month of
Q. I read in a recent column of
regulation permitting young men
psychological effect on human
to voluntarily drop their defer- yours that the records of
February
beings.
ment if they were in Classes II-S, registrants 26 years of age and
While two out of three
Presently, one out-of-four boys of Scout age
II-A, II-C, or III-A. If they were older in certain -classifications
struggling
Americans
are
with
is a member of the Boy Scouts of America, and
reclassified I-A by the last day of would be destroyed. I amain alien
the increasingly inhospitable
through a new long-range development plan,
the year with a RSN higher than over this age, recently admitted
environment of urban life, 98
that reached in their local board, for permanent residence. Will I
called BOYPOWER '76, the Boy Scouts plan to
per cent of the nation's land
their vulnerability for military be required to register?
area, including many of the
involve a representative one third of all boys in
service would be lessened on
most beautiful sections, rethe Scouting program.
A. Yes. You will be required to
January 1 as they would be
mains underpopulated. In this
register
and will be issued a
Parents are missing a bet when they
moved- into a lower selection
vast expanse of town and
Registration Certificate
overlook the good works of the Scouts. The age of
group.
.country America, life is less
The registrant told us that his However, no file will be
Scouting begins at eight years and extends
stressful, the pace _is more
_
credits would be fully acceptable established.
leisurely, the air is cleaner, the
through 17. The eight-year-olds can enroll in the
BIG PUSH NEAR LAOS—American vehicles crawl along a muddy road near Lang
in another seminary. His
cost of living is lower, and it's
Vei during a major drive by 29,0)0 U.S. and South Vietnamese troops that have
Cub Scouts. When a youngster reaches 11 years
question was,if he enrolled in this
possible not only to know ----occupied 1,000 square mites of Northwest Vietnam near
-1.110k'
(Radiophoto)
of age, he can become a full-fledged Boy Scout—
seminary would he be eligible for
your neighbor, but to love him.
and participateln vigorous outdoor programs to
871,900
thefts
in
1969
occurred in continuation of his IV-D.
Clearly the time has come for
the Northeastern United States It was made clear to him that
a reversal of -the flow of
teach boys concepts of honor; duty to God and
(a rise of eight per cent over enrollment in another seminary
population into urban centers.
country; service to others; and self-respect.
1968.) Southern and Western does not assure an automatic
And there are encouraging
The Boy Scout organization had its inception
states each reported 22 per cent classification of IV-D. Upon
signs that such a reversal ma;
on July 29, 1907, when a small group of boys and
of the figure (an increase of 13 receipt of proper certification
be in the making.
per cent), and the North Central from the seminary, the local
Between 1950 and 1960, so
two men set up a camp in a sheltered bay on an
By Dave Thompson
reported about 52 per cent of the states, showing a 15 per cent board would give due conmany people moved into cities
island off England's southern coast. The group
State News Bureau
to
a
IV-D
persons arrested in Louisville car increase, reported 27 per cent of sideration
that their population grew
was led by Lord Baden-Powell, a British hero of
classification. In the event the
the thefts.
about 50 per cent faster than FRANKFORT, KY.-Auto thefts yearly are teenagers.
*Boer War,and the boys were from the streets
the nation as a whole. But thefts in Kentucky and the nation Teenagers often steal cars for Thefts in 1969 rose 12 percent board determined he does not
"joy rides" but the most serious over tbe 1968 total and were 168 meet the qualifications for a IV-D
diEngland a cities—and from the most exclusive
during the decade 1960 to 1970 are on the upswing.
classification
and
he
Is
the growth rate of metropolitan Thefts have increased so much Ihefts occur in auto theft rings. per cent' higher than 1960.
•sehools.
reetassified I-A, he has 'a
areas was only slightly greater during the past 10 years that the Professional thieves often
Two years later, Boy Scouting came to the
than that of the total popula- Insurance Information Institute transport stolen cars across state
United States when Mr. William D. Boyce, a
tion. This indicates a significant (III) of Cincinnati, and the In- borders for resale or may use the
surance Rating Board ( IRB) car in the commission of another
Chicago newspaper and magazine publisher.
slowdown in urbanization.
All that's needed to start listed a continuous rise in auto crane. such as a holdup or bank
inspired by his acquaintanceship with Scouting
population
flowing
in
the thefts as one of the main reasons robbery.
in England, incorporated on February 8, 1910
opposite direction, many ex- in rising automobile insurance Another method of operation by
the Boy Scouts of America in Washington, D C
perts believe, is for the federal rates.
the rings is to take a car "to
The IRB, a central reporting order." If an "order" has been
A Federal Charter from Congress was granted
government to offer some
inducement for people to quit agency authorized by law to received for a particular year,
on June 15, 1916. Today we owe a debt of
the overcrowded cities and maintain uniform insurance make and model, the thieves will
gratitude to the vision of Lord Baden-Powell and
start life anew in the great rates in Kentucky, represents scout the area until they find an
Mr. William D. Boyce.
some 200 insurance companies automobile fitting the descripopen spaces.
which recently nearly a 25-per tion. They will either make the
There is no better way of expressing that
The Almanac
cent increase in rates.)
steal then or mark the car for
gratitude than by furthering the cause of the
By United Press latensational
Auto thefts in Kentucky stealing under more favorable
Scouts at every opportunity during the month of
Today is Saturday, Feb., 6, zoomed from 7249 in 1967 to 11,179 conditions.
February.
in 1969, a rise of 54.2 per cent over
the 37th day of 1971.
A ring may also utilize
- • registrations
The moon is between'.its 'first three years.
other
and
Thirty-tree per cent of the documents to match a descripquarter and full phase.
The
morning
stars are insurance claims under full tion of.a junked car or scrapped
Mercury, Venus, Mars and coverage and comprehensive automobile. Often the two
were based on some form of auto correspond so closely, the ring
Jupiter.
theft.
The evening star is Saturn.
will not alter motor or vehicle
Those born on this day are An auto theft, as defined by registration numbers. •
the Federal Bureau of In- Twenty-nine per •cent- of---the
Cletus M. Lamb,age 57,died this morning. He was a resident of under the sign of Aquarius.
Farmmgton Route One.
British actor Sir Henry Irving vestigation fP1811,is the unlawful
stealing Or driving away of a
Marsha Hendon, New Concord 8th grader, made the highest was born Feb. 6, 1838.
motor vehicle, including atscore on the competitive American History Test,sponsored by the
On this day in histor-y
Captain Wendell Oury chapter of the Daughters of the American
In 1778 Massachusetts ratified tempts, but it also includes taking
parts or articles from cars.
Revolution. Beverly Goode, Murray High, won second, and the Constitution.
e the auto
Maril-VriFiye Parrish, Faxon, won third.
1941 the new apanese
6,000-MILE LIFE OR DEATH TRIP—Roger
Work is about complete on the addition to the Calloway County ambassador to the United theft picture, the percentage of
Garcia (second from left), 18, says goodbye
before leaving San
D.
Health Center. A room,10 x 19, has been added on the west side of States arrived with a state- recoveries continues to decline
Francisco
for London in ad attempt to
the building.
ment. "There is no question because of the increased activity
from terminal cancer through England's e_p_pe death_
Imperial canMurray College High chapter of the Future Business Leaders of whatsoever
outstanding
be- of professional auto theft rings.
cer Research Fund. With him are (from
left) his
America installed a FBLA chapter . af- Cilloway County High tween the two countries that . According to the FBI, during a
mother, Mrs. Robert Garcia; tilt girl
friend, Lisa CongSchool. Greta Br000ks is president of the College High chapter cannot be settled
in an five-year period an estimated one
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Good As His Putts

11-A

Ratings
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before, someone asked?
By BRUCE COOK
"Sure, I do it all the time,"
Tom
—
(UPI)
OPPONENT
MARGIN
FAVORITE
HONOLULU
Shaw cracked, adjusting his
GAMES OF 2-841:
Shaw puts on one of the most
hat.
PORTLAND
10
AIR FORGE
spectacular putting shows ever
GEORGIA
9
Palmer and Weaver, both Southern Sidelines
ALABAMA
Open.
Hawaiian
seen in the
MERCY
26
AQUINAS
- .the 00 sIegree heat,
a..
hatless
POINT PARK
He grata off the last_
BALDWIN WALLACE 12
Finished at 116 after Arnie lost
and into the press tent to
his putting touch on the last
WAYNE-MICHIGAN
19
how he did it, but everyone
HARDIN SIMMONS
6
three holes and made matters
CENTENARY
else
wants to know something
ROLLA
CENTRAL MISSOURI 14
worse by losing a gamble on a
COLLEGE
first.
CHARLESTON
33
UNC
CHARLOT1Eshot.
dangerous
get
you
where'd
Tom,
3 CITADEL
CHATTANOOGA
"Hey
Not His Style
8 BERRY
CLARK-GEORGIA
crazy hat?"
the
23 ROLLINS
CLEMSON
He was 9 under at the 18th
By DAVID MOFFIT
"I bought it this morning."
center will be "one of the out- ionals — and, if they reach
7 WEST FLORIDA
COLUMBUS
tee and could have played it
UPI Sports Writer
luck?
SOUTHERN
FLORIDA
For
7
college pliyers in the the finals, there's always Woodstanding
CONNECTICUT
not ATLANTA I UPI)—Kentucky's
28 H. TILLOTISON
CORPUS CHRISTI
"Nope. To keep my tender safe for par, but that's
nation before he leaves Ken- en's UCLA.
he Adolph Rupp is so far out in
6 PROVIDENCE
CREIGHTON
But title or no, Adolph Rupp's
nose from getting sunburned Palmer's style. Instead,
-tucky."
14 SO. MISSISSIPPI
EAST CAROLINA
tried to belt a super drive to front of his colleagues these
is."
already
it
than
worse
any
Rupp and his Kentucky teams victories keep on piling up.
31 FITCHBURG
E. CONNECTICUT
clear a dogleg and ended up in days that hardly anyone bothers
Hat Gets Attention
14 APPALACHIAN
have dominated Southeastern
E. TENNESSEE
d with to keep count any mote, but—
OHIO NORTHERN
5
FINDLAY
Shaw's new broad-brimmed, a treacherous rough—an
Conference basketball for so
STATE
SACRAMENTO
bogey.
12
a
STATE
FRESNO
just for the record—that was long that their victories are FASTEST TIME
white straw hat drew nearly as
• 8 • ND RD
FURMAN
a little rtre his 850th victory the other night
much attention Friday as his "I tried to get
for granted.
DAYTONA BEACH, Fla.
TAMPA
12
GEORGIA SO.
id when his Wildcats beat Auburn. pretty much taken
23 FLORIDA TECH U.
putting, which enabled him to out of the drive," Palmer
GEORGIA-SW.
After all, if the Wildcats win (UPI)—Les Snow of Bloomingthe wtorig Actually, that figure is debat9 FLORIDA STATE
GEORGIA TECH
pass Arnold Palmer and take afterward. "It was
the SEC title this year—and ton, Ill., posted the fastest
GRACE
11.
GOSHEN
$200,000 thing to do."
able. Some folks refuse to they are in the lead as usual— qualifying time Friday for the
the
in
lead
the
halfway
I
S
A
TEXAS
24
PAYNE
HOWARD
Palmer's rounds were 67-69. count the five games Kentucky it
tournament.
will be their 26th such cham- Automobile Racing Club of
4 TROY STATE
JACKSONVILLE-A.
a -pair of won in an international tournaThe jovial Oregonian shot a Weaver was in with
.,ACKSONVILLi.-F. 21
pionship in the 39 years the America 300-mile race at the
and
cool
his
to
3 CH• ICAGO STATE
JUDSCM
ment in Tel Aviv, Israel in Au- conference has been in exist- Daytona Speedway.
67 for a 36-hole score of 135 and 68s, thanks
17 COLORADO
KANSAS
lead over Palmer deadly play arawid the greens. gust 1966 and those purists say nce.
one-stroke
a
Snow was clocked at 176.176
PARK
29
KANSAS CITY
came the "Baron of the Bluegrass"
and little known Dewitt Weaver Behind the leiners
around the track while the
6 OKLAHOMA STATE
KANSAS STATE
Bruce
*
champi
offhis
defending
Oh, Rupp has had
really only has 845 victories to
27 METRO STATE
of Atlanta.
KEARNEY
second best time of 174.740 was
MISSISSIPPI ST.
17
seasons—but they've been few turned in by Tom Brusher of
KENTUCKY
his credit.
Shaw knocked in birdie putts Crampton with 69-68--13e.
INDIANA
30 NORTHWOODStockton Either way, 845 or 850, that's and usually far between. The
KENTUCKY STATE
of 20,25, 35 and 30 feet on the PGA champ Dave
Springfield, Ohio.
N. E. LOUISIANA
10
LOUISIANA TECH
and Miller Barber were in the a lot of wins. The closest active 'Wildcats' longest dry spell was
all
topped
then
and
nine
front
STETSON
4
FLORIDA
MIAMIin
was
10 EVANGEL
college coach is Johnny Wooden a five-year span from 1959
NO. WESTERN
on No. 16 when he blasted wide 139 group; Billy casper
FAIR. DICKINSON
MONTCLAIR
and rolled in a a large crowd at 142 and Jack of UCLA who has won six of the through 1963 when Mississippi EVANS WITHDRAWS
bunker
a
out
of
TENNESSEE
14 MID.
145 past seven national champion- State won four crowns and Aus
MURRAY
60 foot putt for a scrambling Nicklaus barely made the
YORK (UPI)—Bob
NEW
6 ST. FRANCIS-PA.
NIAGARA
slipped to a two-over 74 ships—and he's won only 539 burn one with Kentucky taking
cut.-He
CARJLINA
NORTH
3
par.
ST.
CAROLINA
NO.
Evans of Pittsburgh, a 6-foot-3
BOWLING GREEN
5
games, more than 300 behind second three times and third sophomore forward, withdrew
NO. ILLINOIS
Had he ever putted like that for 144.
5 LO1JIS1ANt COLLEGE
N. W. LOUISIANA
another.
Rupp.
from Columbia Friday for
BUTLER
NOIRE DAME ,25
Rupp has never had a losing academic reasons.
Adolph Rupp has been head
7
LOYOLA- ILLINOIS
OHIO U.
basketball coach at Kentucky season, although Kentucky did Evans will be eligible for
SAN DIEGO STATE
18
PACIFIC
3 OAKLAND CITY
PIKEVILLE
for 41 years. He's now about 70 only break even (13-13) in 1967, readmission next February. He
4 V. M. I.
RICHMOND
years old and ailing and it fig- and his .825 winning percentage averaged 21.3 points on the
PLYMOUTH
21
ST. ANSELMS
that the only thing that is even more fantastic than his freshman team last year and
ures
WICHITA
7
ST. LOUIS
NICHOLLS-LA.
keeps him going is that fifth total number of victories.
S. W. LOUISIANA 12
8.1 points on the varsity this
-23 ALLIANCE '
STEUBENVILLE
There were those who doubt- season.
NCAl. title that has eluded him
23 MISSISSIPPI
TENNESSEE
up
since he got Nc. I back in 1958. ed that Rupp could come
usibrf-asifucia —14 TENN. WESLEYAN.- 11
It looked like 1966 was to with a championship team this
TULANE
9
By United Press International Bucks ao move to within
UTAH STATE
the have been tgat year. That was season after having lost All- HEADS FIELD •
FLORIDA
15
VANDERBILT
Chamberlain showed 3oints of second place on
Wilt
14 MTDDLESURY
leader the only year in the past seven American Dan Issel and all
VERMONT
CARACAS (UP!)—Roberto de
Friday night that Lew Alcindor ill-' me list behind
WILLIAM A MARY
11
VIRGINIA TECH
Baylor.
Elgin
and
in
when UCLA missed the finals conference Mike Pratt — but Vicenzo of Argentina will head
.Thaniberla
may still have a few things to
IDAHO STATE
' 21
WEBER
arid Kentucky, posting a 27-2 they were underestimating the the field of 96 pros from eight
Other Activity
SEATTLE
WEST TEXAS
learn.
DAVIS A ELKINS
W. VIRGINIA WES. 17
nations in the $20,000 GM Open
Chamberlain played a strong Elsewhere in a full schedule mark that season, appeared to Baron.
DAYTON
2
W. KENTUCKY
Rupp has so much raw talent beginning here Thursday. The
defensive game and keyed a A NBA activity, Portland beat have No. 5 sewed up until be28 HILL.,DALE
YOUNGS TOWN
he is constant- event offers a $7,000 prize to
third-period Los Angeles rally San Ftancisco, 123-117, Detroit ing upset by unheralded Texas at Kentucky that
ly faced with a morale problem the winner.
York 108-99, Western, 72-65.
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that
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from
because she's
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may become the
in 1962 and Sir Ivor in 1968
,sport is the lack of available which one day
season.'
activity of all.
space other sports demand. It biggest leisure
GAMES OF 2-9-71.
24 YESHIVA
AUELPHI
17 NEW PALTZ
ALBANY-N.Y.
ANDERSON
23 MANCHESTER
30 OZARKS-ARKANSAS
ARKANSAS TECH
14 .EDWARD WATERS
ARMSTRONG
4661100.10
32 FRANCIS MARION
AUGUSTA
16 ARKANSAS
BAYLOR
24 LAN BOTH
BETHEL-TENN.
11
GETTYSBURG
BUCKNFIL
32 FREDONIA
BUFFALO STATE
RIDER
10
CATHOLIC
CLEVELAND STATE
CENTRAL ST,OHlo 19
CHADBON STATE t 2j SOUTHERN ST.-S.D.
GENEVA
15
CLARION
NEW HAMPSHIRE
DARTMOUTH
CEDARVILLE
IS
DEFIANCE
KINGS -PA.
DETROIT
15 DANA
DOANE
ST. RENEDICIN
_ 4
DRURY
TAYLOR
12
EARLHAM
23 S. E. OKLAHOMA
E. C. OKLAHOMA
ROCKY MDUNTAIN
22
E. MONTANA
S. F. AUSTIN
E. NEW MEXICO
5
INDIANA CENTRALFRANKLIN
PIEDMONT
14
GARDNER WEBB
LOYOLA-MARYLAND
GEORGETOWN-D.C. 11
.36 SAGINAW VALLEY
GRAND VALLEY
PARKSIDE
.24
GREEN BAY
4 , WABASH
HANOVER
C. C. N. Y.
HARTFORD
ANODE ISLAND
11
HOLY CROSS
MICHIGAN STATE
1
INDIANA
ROCK
SLIPPERY
27
.
INDIANA-PA
19 DICKINSON- PA.
JUNIATA
22 CENTRAL OKLAHOMA
LANGSTON
MISS. COLLEGE
18
LIVINGSTON ST.
MILWAUKEE
51
MARWETTE
PAULS
ST.
19
MARYLAND STATE
8
BOSTON COLLEGE
TTS
MASSACHUSE
OLLINS
Li
KEELER
18 SUFFOLK
MERRIMACK
ALD. BROADDUS
18
MORRIS HARVEY
-• 7- • "IOWA STATE
NEBRASKA
R-UTAH
WESTMINSTE
9
N. M. HIGHLANDS
6 OHIO STATE
PURDUE
4 T. C. U.
RICE
CUMBERLAND
11
RIO GRANDE
WRIGHT STATE
ST. JOSEPHS-IND. 16
BAPTIST
EASTERN
16
SALISBURY
TEXAS TECH
1
S. M. U.
20 TENN. TEMPLE
SOUTHERN TECH
PANHANDLE
18
S. W. OKLAHOMA
BRIDGEPORT
1.2
SPRINGFIELD
14 TEXAS A 6 M
TEXAS
CENTRE
.
23'
IA
TRANSYLVAN
-12 TAMPA
VALMSTA
JAMESTOWN
16
VALLEY CITY
21 -FAIRFIELD
VILLANOVA
FOX
ASEORGE
INWARNER PACIFIC
6
SHORTER
WEST GEORGIA
ROGER WILLIAMS
20
W. NEW ENGLAND
21 BINGHAMPTON
WILKES
4 ROCKHURST
WILLIAM JEWELL
2 SOUTHERN ILLINOIS
WISCONSIN

AubOrn Vician Marks850th Win For Rupp

Wilt Shows Lew May
Have More To Learn

Today's Sports Parade

Pro Cage Standings

2

Bowling Is Becoming
Big Sport For Japanese

One HOI.JR

DRsicI66neRs

DRIVE-IN
WINDOW
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eat-A1)11..
Father needs to
practice fatherhood
By Abigail Van Buren
it ifrl in CbCaIS Trissre-n

Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Burnett of
Sedalia Route One are the
parents of a baby girl, Lisa Ann,
weighing six pounds eleven
ounces, born on Tuesday,
February 2, at 7:52 p.m. at the
Murray-CallowaY County
Hospital.
Thetr —other children are
Jimmy, age ten, Johnny, age
seven, Tracy, age five, and Tina,
age two. The father is employed
at the General Tire Company at
Union City, Tenn.
Grandparents are J. D. Burnett
of Farmington Route One and
Mr. and Mrs. Martin Ray of
Detroit, Mich.

Miss Cathy Lou Harris and Don, Stephen
Ernstberger Are- United In Marriage

Ilione 715.110 or 751 4,47

Meo.J.K.Burkoon . .

Saturday, February 6

A RUMMAGE SALE WILL BE
HELD AT THE American Legion
Hall, South 6th and Mapl Club will meet at the Holiday Inn
Streets, starting at eight a.m. at ten a.m.
The sale is sponsored by th
Theta Department of the Murra
Concord
New
The
Woman's Club.
Homemakers Club will meet at
home of Mrs. I. B. Mayfield at
An Old Fashioned Fiddler's the
p.m.
Contest will be held at Jeffery one
Gymnasium, Calloway County
Grove
Harris
The
High School, at seven p.m.,
Homemakers Club will meet at
sponsored by the Band Boosters
the home of Mrs. Clifton L. Jones
Club. Admission is 50 and 75
at one p.m.
cents.

Isms Sort, Isc.1

DEAR ABBY: Is it possible for a man to be the father of
four wonderful children and not have one ounce of paternal
Instinct' I think that's the case with my husband. He has
four children any father would be proud to claim, yet if I
ever heard him give any one of them a compliment I think I
would die of the shock. The only time the children have
known for sure that they had a father is when they did
something he didn't like, and then he'd hit them.
Don't suggest professional help. My husband knows more
-than the experts. Maybe if you print this letter he will see it
and realize its meant for him. LONG SUFFERING WIFE

SATURDAY—FEBRUARY 6. 1971

A chili supper will be held at
the Martin's Chapel United
Methodist Church, sponsored by
the youth of the church. Serving
will start at five p.m.

Samuel Christopher is the
name chosen by Mr. and Mrs.
James Lee Scott of Murray Route
Eight for their baby boy,
weighing eight pounds ks ounce,
born on Wednesday, February 3,
at 2:50 p.m. at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
They have two other sons,
Randal, age thirteen, and Roger,.
age nine. The father is employed
at Taylor Motors, Murray.
Grandparents are Sam Scott of
Dexter Route One, Mrs. Ethel
Scott of Murray, and Mr. and
Mrs. James Mitchuson of Dexter
Route One. Mrs. Fannie Scott of
Dexter Route One is a great
grandmother.

Murray
South
The
Homemakers Club will meet at
the home of Mrs. Paul Maggard,
807 North 20th Street, at 10:30
a.m.

The Arts and Crafts Club will
meet
at the home of Mrs. Melas
Sunday, February 7
Teens Who Care will sponsor a Linn at 2:30 p.m.
party for the 12 and 14 year old
children of Outwood Hospital, Evening circles of the WSCS of
Dawson Springs. For information the First United Methodist
call the sponsors, Dan Shipley or Church will meet at 7:30 p.m. as
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Wagar, or follows: Wesleyan with Mrs.
the officers, Churck Hussung, Nate Beal, 303 South 8th Street;
Dean Willis, Gail Lyons,or Karen Ruth Wilson with Mrs. W. P.
Russell, 1112 Elm Street; and
Russell.

The next time you start to
ask the question, "What will
they think of next?", please
don't say it very loud.
Some wild-eyed idea man
might hear you and create
something so new and goehawful different that we'll all
have to live with it.
Don't get me wrong. I
think creativity is a fine
thing, ranking right up there
with motherhood, equal
rights, and thoughtful husbands. But some of the things
they create when they're being creative have a way of
creating problems for us poor

uncreative creatures
The other day, for instance, I was reading an ar-tide about all the new things
we're going to be surrounded
with in the '70s.
What really gave me pause
was the new furniture that's
DEAR WIFE: I doubt if anyone as insensitive as your
envisioned. Instead of chairs
husband would get the message. I hope it's not too late for
that look like honest-togoodness chairs with sure
him to thaw out a bit and show some signs of affectionate
Hannah with Mrs. William Swan, 'fluff cotton-cushioned innerfatiseghood. The father who functions only as a prosecutor
springs, they say we'll be
Murray Route Seven.
Monday, February 8
and disciplinarian had better prepare for a lonesome old age.
using fantasy-shaped legless
The Almo School PTA will meet
things of inflated plastic.
Harrigan,
recital
of
Tom
Senior
From the looks of them, I'd
in the school gym at seven p.m.
DEAR ABBY: I have had this problem for five years but
Mr. and Mrs. Don Ernstberger.
Murray, French horn, will be at say furniture makers are gothe
Lucille
Ross
as
finally
th
Mrs.
I
Oas,
905
today
Luke
Well,
and
Mrs.
myself.
Mr.
to
admit
it
to
wanted
I never
ing to have to put signs on
peaker. All parents are urged to the Recital Hall, Fine Arts them saying "chair" so you'll
Olive Street, Murray, announce
did.
Miss Cathy Lou Harris, daughter's wedding a three piece ttend
No know Where to try and sit
830
p.m.
Building,
MSU,
at
the birth of a baby boy, Jakob,
Everytime I get mad at myself I take it out on my hair.
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. James ensemble of pink knit designed
charge.
when your hostess invites
weighing seven pounds ten
What I mean, exactly, is that I cut it. I know that I look much
you to. Some of the newN. Harris, Murray Route Seven, with a rounded neckline and The Suburban Homemakers
Wednesday,
born
on
ounces,
I
better with long hair, but I keep cutting it anyway and then
and Don Stephen Ernstberger, fitted sleeves. She wore a
Student-Faculty fangleds are shaped like huge
Murray
State
the
home
of
will
meet
at
Club
February 3, at 4:15 a.m. at the
-doughnuts and, if you're lirnam sorry afterwards.
son of Mr. and Mrs. Thomas headdress of matching illusiori Mrs. Lenith Rogers at seven p.m. luncheon will t held at the her enough, you can curl up
Murray-Calloway County
I don't de anything else to myself along the line of
Ernstberger of Murray Route attached to velvet bows and other with Mrs. Harry Russell as United Christian Ministry at in the hole that goes right
Hospital.
destroying my looks, but this is bad enough because I know
Five, were united in marriage in matching accessories. Her
12:30 p.m. The admission 'is 75. through 'em. (That's the
hostess.
They have another son, Aaron,
cruller way of discriminating
unusually
an
long.
It's
it's
feature—when
best
my
my hair is
a beautiful candlelight cereitiony corsage was a pink orchid.
cents.
against peopte over-30.) -age fifteen.months. The fathq,,j
pretty color, naturally curly, and it's very shiny,-so why do I
—
an-sanday,-- Deternber,20.
Ernstberger,
mother
Mrs.
Another fantastic shape of
The Mattie Bell Hays Circle of
an instructor in the art departdo this to myself?
the future looks like a set of
20.
the groom,chose a lovely tan knit the WSCS of the First United
Breeeeh Tips
ment of Murray State University.
snaggie
-toothed dentures.
hair
all
cutting
my
to
stop
can
do
Please tell me what I
Brother Harold Irian officiated dress featuring a high collar and
t ("hunt will meet at,
Mrs._ lierberi..ataon,44
-Your—body— is supposed
at-fWeeterhOrry at three.o'clOck long full sleeves trimmed - in
the Mast One of my friends suggestettl—see a psychiatrist,
.—Cooking tip for broccoli—it's in perch on the teeth and snugthe church at seven p.m.
Moorehead, Minn., is the
in the afternoon at the Williams brown: She wore brown acbut he would have to cure me in one hour at the rates
excellent supply at to quality in gle in the snaggles. It makes
paternal grandmother and Mrs.
_
Chapel Church of Christ.
psychiatrists charge. What do you think?
cessories and a tan wimsy to The Sigma Department of the your market now. When you wonder if you'll be corHelmer Falk of Roseau, Minn., is
SCISSORS IN MY HAIR
Gus Robertson, Jr. presented a match her dress. She wore a Murray Woman's Club will have preparing broccoli, trim off a rugated qr just plain old
the maternal grandmother. G. K.
chewed out when you get up.
program of nuptial music. He corsage of yellow roses.
a Sweetheart Dinner potluck) at slice from the bottom part of the out of one of those contrapHaukeho of Bismarck, North
DEAR SCISSORS: You've practically answered your own
sang "Whither Thou Goest," Mrs. Orbie Culver, maternal the club house at 6:30 p.m. Sigma stalk, then cut lengthwise slits up tions.
Dakota.
questisa. Carting your hair is your way of -punishing"
Who knows? We may be
"0 Perfect Love," and "The grandmother of the groom, wore husbands will be guests. the stem almost to the flowerets.
more
entering an era that makes
you
tell
probably
could
yourself. A psychiatrist
Wedding Prayer" ended the a corsage of white carnations. Hostesses will be Mesdames This will enable the vegetable to the man who
stayed for dinA baby girl, Amy Joy, was born
opeelleally why you feel the need to be punished, and
ceremony. The Bridal Chorus Miss Fonda Adams attended Mona Purdom, Bobby N. cook more evenly. Unless this is ner look like a speed demon.
to Mr. and Mrs. Harold Edward
diereby put am end to it. Inquire about the Mental Health
from "Lohengrin" by Wagner the guest registered at a table Crawford, Joe Hal Spann, Ron done, the delicate flowerets tend The way most of these fuForth of 411 South 8th Street,
Clhiies in your area. It's well worth the try
was used as the processional and which was. decorated with a Christopher, Ed. Overbey, and to get cooked tender ahead of the turistic designs are made, the
Murray, on Thursday, February
smart hostess wouldn't dare
Wedding March from "A Mid- single white rose in a silver bud Bill Wells.
stem. If you want to make a very invite her guests to be seated
4, at 11.45 p.m. at the Murraywhen
I
summer Nights Dream" by vase.
DEAR ABBY: I am a young adult. Last night
special event of serving this very unless she's sure she wants
Calloway County Hospital.
them to become a permanent
was driving a friend home, I struck n dog in the street. I
Reception
The Theta Department of the special vegetable, make 'some 'part'of the decor.
The new father is employed at Mendelson as the recessional.
wasn't going fast, Abby, and I honestly did not see the dog
A tall ,:arched candleabra
Mr. and Mrs. Harris en- Murray Woman's Club will have Hollandaise to crown a dish of
On the oth,er hand, it's said
the Liberty Super Market, South
holding white tapers, decorated tertained following the wedding
until after I had hit him. I immediately stopped and looked at
a Sweetheart Dinner (potluck) at fresh broccoli at your table. A that these new forms are
12th Street, Murray.
made possible by the "exthe poor dog, but I couldn't tell if it was dead or just
Grandparents are Henry Forth with ivy stood in the center of the with a reception at the Murray the club house at 6:30 p.m. marvellous treat! So is broccoli ploding plastics technology."
unconscious so I ran quickly to the nearest telephone and
Members will bring guests. sauced simpley with butter or Come to think of it, there
of Mayfield and Mr. and Mrs. pulpit. On each side were two Women's Clubhouse.
called the Humane Society. They were closed, so I called the
John Ruskin of East Lansing, baskets symetrically arranged of The bride's table was draped Hostesses are Mrs. C. W. Jones, margarine. And have you made sore would be an explosion if
one of those inflated plastic
Police Department, and they said they would send someone
Mich. Great grandparents are E. white gladioli and porn poms with with a white cloth overlaid with Mrs. Charles Hale, and. Miss Broccoli Soup? It's creamy and jobs
suddenly attacked
white netting accented with white Martha Guier
delocious. Basic white sauce is by a was
to the scene of the accident and do what they could.
V. Ruskin of Washington, D. C., greenery.
hatpin or some other
the foundation, plus pureed, sharp-pointed device. (And
I went back to see how the dog was, and it was gone!
and Mr. and WS. H. H. Role of The family pews were marked and silver roping at each corner
with white satin bows.
and the center. Centering the
cooked broccoli, and a judicious whose kid isn't bright enough
I don't know whether it crawled away, or if someone stopped
Olathe, Kansas.
Bride's Dress
table, the five-tiered pedestal The Cordelia Erwin Circle of choice of spice or herb. Nutmeg is to think of that pregnant posand took it away. There was so much blood where it had
sibility?)
The radiant bride was escorted cake featured a heart of pearls on the South Pleasant Grove United excellent.
spinach Cooking
been lying, I. can't imagine how it could have crawled away
I can just see my husband's
scheduled
to
is
Church
Methodist
by
her
_father
who
gave her in the top tier.
Aunt Agatha now. . . sitting
by itself.
Florentine style in high cuisine
p.m.
seven
at
church
at
the
meet
there all prim and proper
Abby, I feel so sick about this, I just hope you will print
means anything cooked with marriage. She wore a formal Mrs. Max Smitherman was in
THE TAXIS' FATE
when—woosht off she goes
gown of white bridal satin charge of the reception. Assisting
my letter asking dogovmers to keep their dogs tied up. I
spinach, and there. is plenty of
BALTIMORE (UPI) — Ole into the wild blue yonder. No
Tuesday, February 9
this excellent green in your featuring. a fitted bodice. The her were Misses Pam Graves,
have a dog, and he is never left to roam around and get hurt
New York taxis never die—they wonder people are talking
Providence
front panel was overlaid with Donna
New
The
Honchul, Deborah
about the Soaring Seventies.
DIANA
market now to make any
move to Baltimore._
the way this one was. Thank you, Abby.
lace and the hemline was finished Harrison, Lanette
Young, Homemakers Club will meet at
owner
Florentine dish you desire. Fish
A taxi company
A ham slicer Is an excellent
with scalloped edging. The Lamone Alderdice, and Jan the home of Mrs. Anton Herndon seeking a fare increase told the
CONFIDENTIAL TO MONTANA MOTHER: Go to school
Florentine with a Mornay Sauce
-carving utensil to have. It is
lovely full sleeves of silk organza Cooper. Mrs. Glen Kelso and at one p.m.
and talk to the teacher personally! This is one matter you
is gourmet eating indeed. Just as
Commission
Se-vice
Public
about 10 inches in length and
were appliqued the repeated lace Miss Janie Kelso' presented the
should dig into until you are satisfied that you know all the
delightful is buttered spinach
Wednesday that about half of has a narrow, blunt-tip blade.
Homemakers
Progressive
the
The
for
background
musical
facts.
served with a garnish of chopped pattern and were gathered
the 1,150 licensed taxis in the
easy to carve
Club will meet at the home of
hard-cooked egg, or how about around dainty satin cuffs. The occasion.
Baltimore area were bought as Rump of veal is
rolled and tied
boned,
What's your problem' You'll feel better if you get it off
Mrs. Mrs. Ruth Daugherty at seven
it
is
wedding
trip,
when
their
back
of
For
the
dress
gathered
to
the
Spinach Goldenrod in which just
hand-me-downs from New York
before roasting or cooking some
your chest. Write to ABBY, Box WOO. Los Angeles, Cal.
the hard-cooked yolk of an egg is bodice and terminated in a Ernstberger traveled in a purple p.m.
taxi companies to save money.
way.
other
neckline,
90049. For a porional reply enclose stain's& addressed sieved
featuring
a
high
dress
over the deep green graceful train.
sleeves, and gently
enveiope.
gathered
The
full
bridal
dress
was
enhanced
Chapter
No.
433
Murray
Star
spinach making a very pretty
design Order of the Eastern Star will
dish. Don't forget that raw 'with a lace trimmed veil attach gathered skirt. The Vogue
Her meet at the Masonic Hall at 7:30
Las
Hate to write letters? Seed II to Abby, Boa MN,
spinach leaves make a most at the high satin neckline with a was by Valentino of Italy.
Angeles, Cal. 90010. ter Abby's booklet. "How to Write Let- attractive .addition to a tossed large 'lace covered bow. Her matching crushed velvet coat p.m.
bouffant elbow length veR was of was enhanced with wide black fur
ters for AU Oecasloos."
salad.
1205
bridal illusion and was caught to at the neckline, sleeves, and
The Westside Homemakers
acblack
chose
e
ewri.ef._ pearls and crysta/s.
Club will meet at the home of
The bride's dress and veil were cessories and her white orchid Mrs. Wayburn.
designed and made by her corsage was from the bridal
Prescription
bouquet.
mother
The Quota Club will meet at the
and
Sundry
Needs
She carried a cascade bouquet Mr. and Mrs. Ernstberger are Holiday Inn at 12 noon.
By CLARK KINNAIRD
of white cymbidium orchids with now at home at their trailer near
WIRE WOMAN best known as "Betsy -Ross- is a reaccents of pearls and white satin Lynn Grove.
vered name in American history for the wrong
streamers tied in love Knots'.
Out of town guests were Mr. Murray Branch of the AAUW
reason. "The whole elaborate story of her having made
Miss Frances Armstrong, and Mrs. Harold Young and Miss will meet at the home of Mrs.
- The first Dag of the United states," to quote an authorcousin of the bride, was the maid Lanette Young of Florence Robert Higgins, 713 Main Street,
itative— researcher, "is based solely on family tradition
of honor. The bridesmaids were Alabama; and Mr. and Mrs. Pat at 7:30 p.m.
and first gained currency in 1870 when a grandson,
Miss Judy Kelso, cousin of the Murdock, Miss Deus Murdock
Canby,
read
a
paper
W. J.
before the Historical sobride, and Miss Marsha Ern- and Louis Murdock, all of
ciety of Pennsylvania. No other prior data and none
Morning Circles of the WSCS of
found since support the story , . The legend was
stberger, sister of the groom.
Baltimore, Maryland.
the First United Methodist
Dinner
noticed in school books about 1885 and grew by repeRehearsal
All the attendants wore formal
Church will meet at 9:30 a.m. as
tition." In brief, if any one person was the creator of
gowns of deep rose velvet Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Ern- follows: Alice Waters at the
ensign
it
was
not
Elizabeth
Griscom
Ross.
the
designed with a high neckline and stberger entertained at the social hall with Mrs. C. B. Ford
By coincidence, June 14, 1777, when the Congress
Hwy. 641
fitted sleeves. The flowing skirt Southside Restaurant in Murray as hostess; Bessie Tucker with
formally approved a stars & stripes banner as an enwas gathered slightly on the sides on Saturday evening with 'a Mrs. W. B. Graves, 1507 Kirksign for the Continental Navy, wan the eve of Betsy's
marriage, aged twenty-five, to Joseph Ashburn, second
and around the back to soften the dinner for members of the wood; and Maryleona Frost with
of three husbands. As John Ross' widow, she carried
design. They carried a single- wedding party and their families. Mrs. Jim Garrison, 303 Oakdale
on and broadened an upholstery business at Philadelpink rose adorned with ribbons The table held as its central Drive.
phia. She was successful against unsparing competition.
and streamers' of deep rose to appointment an arrangement of
Mrs. A shbiirn, later 1783j Mrs, Claypoolessvith seven
match their gowns. Their white roses and greenery. The Groups of the Baptist Women of
children in all, wax eclipsed as businesswoman or inheaddresses were crowns of rose tables were beautifully lighted the First Baptist Church will
dustrialist in her lifetime by Rebecca Pennock Lukens.
Served Each Sunday
velvet with matching illusion with red candles. After dinner meet as follows: I with Mrs
The letter's husband's death, when she was thirty,
11 :30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m.
veils
was served, the bridal couple Flagon McDaniel at 9:30 a.m.; II
made her an owner of an iron works, at Coatenville,
which -seprenented her only means
Penn. -The
The flower girl, Miss Lori presented gifts to their at- with Mrs. John Keel at ten a.m.;
Including Drink, Dessert & Tax
of making a living, faced ruin," a biographer sumIll One of the contemporary porMurdock,also wore a floor length tendants.
and III with Mrs. Neva Waters at
marized. Rebecca Lukens took over the. management.
traits of the eldest child of Quaker
1/: PRICE FOR CHILDREN
gown of rose velvet similar to the For the occasion, the bride. two p.m.
•
_
parents. "My mother occupied with
_ln_onpositiap,to ltifti12q.9.14e_atta_lictiv.vs4a
senior attendeati. She scattered elett wore a blue wool dress wit]dominated
by
men
as
supan
Industry
place
In
the cares of an increasing family
out of
Please
the
high collar adorned witt
pink
entire.familf... Bring them to, the
rose
petals
from
a
a
white
principam
of
custoniers.
She
TheWSCS
of
the
.applied
Goshen
producers.
United
pliers,
had fight costfrof iiser my actions,
thrifty household management introinering-growth of
und I was left to the exercise of basket decorated with white satin rnetalic trim.
Methodist Church will meet at ieslaurant.where dining
pleasure. Excellsrit
Ill) tints stftt in my childish por- bows and streamers.
the "Hrandywine %Voiles' ias renal-lied) into the larpest
manufacturer says the church at seven p.m.
foOd, fine service, homey atmosphere! Make it a
The
ta:1gs," Mrs. Lukens reminiseed. ReMr
plate. mill in the world. Plates for sotne of earliest
Ernst berger chose his
a new convenience for
'.'..m gi "passionately iicsoted to
iron &Wpm +rad como from Mrs. Luiseni. enterprise,
brother, Mike, as his best man. there's
Sunday habit
Senior recital of Marcia Joslin,
namely, wine
drinkers
book.,--particularly ,to chemist
One element in her MICCeftit was humane and realistic
The groomsmen were Henry wine
oilier
,
aitstield,
Vt.,
piano,
will
be
at
manufacturer
and
consequent
1MThe
relations*
'M
eniployee
111:1
n
lea
I a%
'
,irking% of the I'I'/I attention to
'Ica 753-5986 for Reservations for Your
Armstrong and Mack Harris. in cam,.
chtiice
the Recital Hall, Fine Arts
/IOC k slitting mill ruminated her"
provemetstn ot the ens ironmentk of their familler, by
ilie' .Inc buff a
Roderick
Culver
and
Nelson
supplemented
ehablis
Building,
improvements.
with
-cur
housing
and
-I
tierto
MU,
Is an effecth r
at eight mt. No
subsidizing
lairgimily. ruse
Bridge Club, Parties, Banquets, etc.
iiKlfre in Optailtding list. Industry. Murdock were the ushers. The the eigitt-itunce nip-top cans. charge.
incentive bOtilises. In Appropriate tribute, the works
prompter
of
Ifb:
ringhearer
was
Jeffery
this
the.
death
Of
Henwere resaisied after
MON. thru FRI. BUFFET • • • '1.65
rhe ingstulacturcr says the cans
derson
f uo,Mielt ih industry ire •1„iikens Steel Corp'.
oration 4',
shiTlf life.
Wednesday, February 10
Items.' an'
(Induding Drink and Tax)
Mrs Harris selected for her
The Pottertown Homemakers
AA.

a

SCOTT
DRUG
Chestnut Street

ILL E.,11-FENUER-1-311-ND A I'
for your Drug,

-Open-f2':00 a.m. till 6:00-p.m.

CELEBRATE

iteheW
2
A

f Murray

so
Your Family Restaurant
Invites You TO

SUNDAY BUFFET

12.50
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KENTUCKY

The Week In Review

Murray High Rolls
Past Ballard 91-79

Apollo Excursion Tops Week's News

By C. W. ORR
and paying basis. First-class letter,
silence
broke
finally
United Press International disclosed that nearly 30,000 now six cents, would go to eig4t
Apollo 14 astronauts landed troops, including 9,000 Ameri- cents, airmail to 11 cents froir
on the moon this week in the cans, were poised in Northeast 10 cents and a postcard up
throws, where the Bombers hit 13
By David Hill
first manned lunar mission South Vietnam for a possible from a nickel to seven cents
A red-hot second half gave the out of 27 shots.
primarily devoted to scientific
attack into Laos. The United
Murray edged out the Bombers
Murray High Tigers a 91-79
of
exploration.
States said no GIs would move The National Institute
puffing
the
boards,
of
battle
in
the
Edgar
the
Ballard
victory over
that
Alan B. Shepard and
reported
Health
Mental
into Laos.
Memorial Bombers here last down 38 rebounds to Ballard's 32.
D. Mitchell landed on a slope in Speculation was the target nearly one-third of U.S. collie
David Alexander was leading
night.
the Fra Mauro valley which
might be the Ho Chi Minh Trail students have tried marijuana.
Led by David Alexander with rebounder for the Tigers with 11
scientists believe may hold which the Communists use to The Federal Trade Commishad
27 points and Steve Hale with 19, rebounds. Porter McCuiston
some of the sccrets of how the
requife
feed men and supplies into sion asked Congress to
the Tigers started their rally late six, Ricky Jones, Steve Hale, and
moon was created and how long
and Cambodia. health warnings in cigareCte
Vietnam
South
Alan Weatherly each had five,
in the first half.
ago. They were to make two
advertising and to move the
The Tigers started off good, but and Johnny Williams and Dayton
moonwalks to pick up rocks The United Arab Republic warning on cigarette packages
the sceappy Ballard five began to Lasater both had three.
that may be as old as fiveIt
agreed to extend its truce with to the front and make
Much of the credit for the
billion years.
give them trouble in the second
had
stronger.
It
month.
another
for
Israel
While Shepard and Mitchell
period. With a minute and a half Tigers' victory can go to the
been due to expire Friday.
were on the moon in the
to play in the firSt half, the depth of the Murray bench.
The Food and Drug AdminisAntares lunar module, Stuart Telephone service was estab- tration announced its prograin
Bombers pulled to within four, 37- Dayton Lasater came through
with a good performance, picking
A. Roosa circled it photograph- lished between West Berlin and to remove tainted tuna frozn
33.
ing potential landing sites for East Berlin for the first time in groceries was completed and
In the remaining time, up ten points.
Game high scording honors
next year's Apollo 16 mission. 19 years.
however, the Tigers scored eight
all stocks remaining were
On the way to the moon, the
straight points to lead at halftime went to David Alexander with 27
below the danger level far
points, followed by Randy Allen
Apollo 14 astronauts encoun- President Nixon sent
by twelve, 45-33.
mercury. But it said it ties
tered trouble with the latches
The Tigers came into the of Ballard with 23. Brady Howie
most swordfish sampled
found
economic
annual
his
gress
trip to Mexico from the used to dock Antares and the
second half just as they left off in was third with 21 points for the
Captain and Mrs. James F. Rains, right, were awarded an all expense paid
He set goals of is above its guidelines for an
message.
Woodward,
were
Richard
Mrs.
n
presentatio
the
moon orbiter, Kitty Hawk, and reducing unemployment and acceptable amount of mercury.
the last minute of the first. They Bombers.
Las Cruces, N. M., Junior Woman's Club. Making
The Murray High Tigers will club representative, and Gen. tree) Hugh M. Milton who helped determine the winner of the trip to with a battery on the lender.
increased their lead all the time
easing the inflation rate.
,
Murray, his wife,liancy
But those were overcome and
and lead by as many as eighteen have two more home games Los Mochis. Rains, son of Mr. and Mrs. Charles R. Rains, 501 Vine Street,
Baseball Commissioner Bow5ie
at
resided
two,
age
and
Thomas,
Michael
boys,
on
twin
to
and
Mayfield
the decision for the landing was
points. Porter McCuiston was before traveling
and their three children, Donna, age five,
Postal Servic Kuhn announced that Negro
U.S.
The
there.
University
at
the
aerospace
made.
high man during the third period February 23. Next Friday, they 2802 Devondale, Las Cruces, N. Mexico, where he is professor in
proposed increases in posta players kept out of the majpr
Air Force Base, he
with eight points. Alan Weatherly take on the North Marshall Jets, He has been in the Air Force since 1963. After completing trakin at Lackland
leagues during segregatiOn
to keep the mails on
rates
is noe completing his third year
Also this week Allied officials
had four points during the third and the next Friday, February, served three years in Germany,one year in Dan Nang, Vietna*and
days will be eligible fbr
Tenn.
Dyersburg,
of
quarter as did Ricky Jones. 19, they host Lone Oak High at Las Cruces. His wife is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. W. D. 13reeks
baseball's Hall of Fame. IA:
rock inside the moon.
collect
to
way
the
along
David Alexander had five and School.
committee will meet
special
On
Turned
Station
samples.
SCORING
Johnny Williams had two during
The $25 million science each year to pick players from
a
sighted
Mitchell
Then
19,
Murray High (91)-Hale
the period.
familiar sight, the north crate station was turned on Friday the Negro leagues.
Lasater 10, Jones 7, McCuiston 8,
From Page One)
iContinued
The final period was mainly a
of a chain of three depressio and Mission Control reported it
Alexander 27, Weatherly 4,
persons were
(Continued From Page Onej__ eep," Mitchell said.
(Continued From Page One)
battle of free throws. The Tigers
called triplet. The _two pilot was operating, but its radio Twenty-five
Williams 16.
as strong as killed when a munitions plant
not
were
signals
went to the charity stripe for a
decided
course.
then
on
were
astronauts
The
police
the
to
:
Ballard Memorial (75)-Allen the rear, according
Senate seat for northern Ken.
was detotal of twenty times from the
Cone was considered the ke desired. Shepard and Mitchell at Brunswick, Ga.,
to carry the cart to speed their
23, Howie 21, Powell 10, L. report.
lucky.
and ,
explosion
an
by
the
stroyed
check
to
asked
were
and
nine
quarter,
final
million.,
the
during
$400
field
climb through the boulder field to the whole
Henderson 8, Martin 14, J. Damage to the Cole car was on
fire and eight person ware:.Shepard and station's antenna alignment.
.
they
hit on five of ihese.
stop
expedition
rest
one
day
at
where
Woolley
the
to
and
front
left
the
Henderson 3.
The legislators split up into
Shepard and Mitchell also set killed in gas main explosions in :7. Thirty-three of seventy-six
30 minute Mitchell had their eyes on i
car on the right rear.
House and Senate grolips were given a
a laser reflector on the Lambertville, N.J.
up
Antar
set
rim.,
the
field goal attempts gave the
they
even before
The ninth accident report was following the initial session • to extension to head for
McDonnell
and the
moon
Tigers a game per centage of 43
filed by the city police officers at begin looking over the proposals "Looking back downhill, down on target Friday in
Texas
Western
y
in
Observator
depression.
per cent. Twenty-five out of fort
their
bowl-like
Shepard
told
shallow,
Mitchell
12:31 p.m.
d advancing their own. Both
night it had
frre shots totaled 63 per cent for
Involved were a 1965 Ford two groups scheduled more work spacecraft ,%.ntares "looks like Geologists believe the long: reported Friday
Successfully bounced light
Murray High.
its got a flat over there, the
CadtinuedFrom Page Onel
door hardtop driven by Kenneth Sessions next week:
low ridges running through the beams off it back to earth.
left
They
Ballaedflit the sarrle number
leaning."
it's
way
Paducah
of
Malone Greenwell
The maps Fleming presented
area actually are strings of
and Mitchell gathfield goals, 33, out of 74 attempts. Stubblefield well.
and a 1969 Ford pickup owned by shows the areas that have to be their craft more than two hours rock debris blasted out of the Shepard
ered 47 pounds of rock and soil
free
in
at
came
The difference
Mangrum Roofing Company and changed and the counties that ahead of schedule, starting
miles
300
crust
primative lunar
samples during their record 4%
The service at the Christian
Says he has seen Mr. Stubblefield driven by Edward Lee Wilson of could be split either to add 3:20 a.m. EST.
to the north by - a huge hour excursion Friday, includchlirch on Sunday,
the
in
out
Science
be
to
square.
nice
the
on
"It's
up
many times
Mayfield.
population to take it away. The
meteoroid a few., billion years ing two rocks about the size of
February 7, at eleven a.m. will
Says he would pull out a little box
Police said Wilson, going south reapportionment is seeking to sunny day aiain," said Mitchell
little league footballs. They' also concern the lesson-sermon enfrom his pocket, talk into it, then on North 10th Strea,-stopped at give each legislator the correct as he climbed down the ago
what titled "Spirit", according to a
sighting
From The
Materials Dates to Creation reported
put it to his ear and listen. Said he the Chestnut Street intersection, number of people to represent. spacecraft's rfine-rung ladder.
of spokesman for the church.
pool
a
little
be
to
appeared
material,
this
of
Day"
Beautiful
Samples
in
"A
Texas. started to back up, and hit the
was talking to his son
The committee again declined
Church officials said the lesson
Mr. Downs says he believed he Greenwell car that was pulling to set a percentage in the districts "Yeah, it's a beautiful day scientists say, probably date glass in the bottom of a twowill concern a deeper and more
here in Fra Mauro base," back to the creation of the foot wide crater.
was. You know something, so do out from Early Bird Service to come nearest the
When they returned from dependable basis for overcoming
moon-and even the earth and
we.
Station onto North 10th Street. Supreme Court's one-man, one- Shepard said.
(Reg. U.S. Pat. Off.)
planets-4.6 billion years their first walk, they told anger and violence. The clublic is
other
the
on
was
car
the
to
Damage
vote
mandate.
By United Press International
controllers that although the invited to attend theyser4ens at
Mr. Downs was a brick mason right front fender, but no damage
The astronauts, starting ago. Laboratory analysis of
Fleming said it was imperative
SPACE CENTER, Houstonterrain was rougher a.id mote the church located et North .J 7th
may
earth
on
back
rocks
these
their
of
he
retired.
ahead
until
truck.
pieljap
the
to
hours
was reported
that the legislators on the com- about 2'2
America's first man in space,
than they expected, and Farmer.
of
secrets
undulating
the
of
some
unlock
about
mittee make their decision on original schedule, moved
astronaut Alan Shepard, as he
they could move
found
they
early
the
and
birth
a beautiful woman is
what areas would be added or with the sure confidence of the moon's
Apollo 14 lunar Fellow says
the
left
childhood. about with surprising ease.
violent
its
of
a
charming
stages
notice;
and
you
one
rs
moonwalke
veteran
Although high interest rates,
taken away from Jefferson arid
spacecraft and stepped on the
As Shepard and Mitchell "The traversing is extremely rising construction prices and
woman is one who notices you.
Fayette counties. "They can't quickly loaded their rickshaw
lunar surface:
a
have
we
although
easy,
thick
relatively
a
,
other cost factors are making it
begin their local work on reap- like tool cart for the longest discovered
"It's been a long way but
of brown-black dust rolling landscape and lots of necessary for many electric
"A handful of patience is worth
portioning until you tell them," hike yet attempted. Besides soft layer
were here."
igate,"
to
circumnav
craters
more than a bushel of braintheir geological tools, they covers the area. Cone Crater
utilities to seek rate increases,
Bro. Roy Beasley will. be Fleming said.
Dutch Proverb.
to serves as a natural drill hole Shepard said.
ter
s"
magfietome
a
subject,
carried
electricity still costs less than it
the
on
districts
nment
The
speaking
reapportio
Houston
SPACE CENTER,
dust
overlying
this
did 25 years ago.
"Rewards of Soul Winning" at are easier to draw in eastern chart local magnetic fields through
Apollo 14 astronaut Edgar D.
blanket into the displaced
the 10:40 a.m. service at the Kentucky than western Keo- around the valley.
Mitchell starting his second
of the primeval lunar h
Seventh and Poplar Church of ueky, Fleming said. In easterfr The color television camera chunks
moonwallt on the desolate Era
crust.
Antares
of
north
up
set
they
have
Sunday.
the
counties
on
Christ
Kentucky,
Mauro Valley:
before descending to
The stripture reading from population areas close together, Friday was -turned on before Shortly
"It's nice to be out in the
Mitchell and.
surface,
the
nightand
began
Huie
(Continued From Page One i
but in western Kentucky .,the the excursion
James 5:13-20 will be by
sunny day again."
•
words of
will be led by A. population is more spread out," owl TV viewers watched the Shepard received
Prayers
Suiter.
ent from Apollo 14
encouragem
of Hazel; one brother, W.
Miller
sur•
the
to
bound
Russell.
astronauts
Harry
and
he said.
D. Wallace
WASHINGTON --Sen. Hubert
backup commander Eugene A.
C. St. John of Paris, Tenn.
face.
"But They Made Light Of It"
H. Humphrey, D-Minn., react- Mrs. Jones, age 34, died
at Mission Control.
Cernan
Shetopic
Before leaving Antares,
ing to a forecast by Dr. Paul Thursday at three p.m. at a will be the six p.m. sermon
guys did a super
"You
toward
camera
Mark
the
aimed
from
pard
scripture
the
McCracken, chairman of the hospital in Boca Raton, Fla., with
job yesterday, I tell
outstanding
a
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-Cone
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objective
by
their
read
President's Council of Econom- after suffering injuries in an 5:35-43 being
took two of us
you
And
you.
deep
250-foot
to
scheduled
1,000-foot wide,
RESIDENCE:
ic Advisers, that the economy automobile accident on Monday. Payne. Prayers are
high (backup moonwalkers Cernan
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a
and
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Rogers
that
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Lenith
by
led
Must live in rural area, own land in rural area or be
be
1971:
will grow by 9 per cent in
every
you
with
husband,'
her
Joe Engle)
Survivors are
ployed in rural area.
"Our Best" will be the subject ridge almos a mile east of the and
"I've been accused of con- Charles Hill Jones of Hazel; James Dowdy.
step."
The announcements will be by of the sermon by Dr. Frank spacecraft.
genital optimism in my lifeti- parents, Mr., and Mrs. Ewing
Applicant & Income Must:
at The astronauts' first moonlooking
service
you're
service
song
a.m.
the
"OK,
10:45
and
the
Gough
at
Tinder
Jim
take
I
me, but I must say
(1) Be -! citizen 18 years of age or older
walk was devoted to setting up
of 512 South 12th Street, will be led by Josiah Darnall. at the First Christian Church on Cone," said Shepard.
Gibson
second best to your statement Murray; one son, David
ered geophysical
nuclear-pow
(2) Not own an adequate home.
a
Route
be
Planned
will
scripture
Sunday. The
here."
to operate
(3) Have good credit and character rating.
Robinson of Hazel.
"Let's go," said Mitchell. "I observatory designed
Matthew 16-13-20.
from
klectric companies in the United The sermon for the five p.m. don't know exactly where we untended for years. It will
(4) Have income to pay living expenses and
0 A K I. A N D, Calif. s, measure
States serroect to spend more than
scheduled Loan payments and other in'
service Sunday will be on are. If I can just locate a listen for moonquake
vesper
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f
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Acts
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Following the morning services
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fellowship
-wide
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a
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• "Our culture is trading
winner, will play in the 53rd and one half times greater than
bring it up to acceptable standards or family may sell it.
dinner will be .served in the
-.oriented. It's sure to work."
PGA Championship Feb. 22-28. the capability in 1960.
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Commercial Birdman of Etobicoke
Regulations
Are Changed
sit

Empire Farm Reopens
The orientation building a
Washington, D.C.—The year and national defense.
Empire Farm, located in the
197l will be a milestone for the The NRA takes the bedrock Conservation Education Center,
that
world's largest sportsmen's stand
law-abiding will reopen on Monday,February
Association, which was founded Americans are consititutionally 15. The 120-acre farm is designed
. . ...
in 1871 by a group of National entitled to the ownership and to acquaint visitors with the •
Winter Days Good Time For Min'
A change in commercial
Guard officers to foster legal use of firearms.
important role the farm plays in
FtB ANKFORT, Ky.— prising how much joy it is to marksmanship among the In its embryonic days the NRA our society. School groups
fishing
regulations as to water to
and
FEbruary, the shortest month of tinker with this water vehicle on citizenry.
initiated civilian marksmanship other organized groups are be fished in certain lakes has
the year, is the longest so far as a cold day. Be sure that
In the century since its birth training and young shooters' welcome to make reservations been approved by the Fish and
outdoor sportsmen are con- everything is in readiness. The' the organization has grown training. It was active in the for tour through
a
Empire Farm. Wildlife Resources Commission.
cerned. It is a month of little lines used last year porbably spectatcularly. More than establishment of the National It is open to the
public from 9 The only
areas affected by the
action in the field or on the need replacing and there's no 1,000,000 Americans, who believe Board for the Promotion of Rifle
daily.
to
change are in Kentucky, Barkley
waters, a month of waiting for the better time than right now. The in the constructional right of Practice, which came into being
p.m. Revisited
"Eagles
y
"
and Barren River lakes. They are
opening of spring fishing in rod ferrels can be checked and citizens to keep and use firearms in 1903, and since that year in the
Brochures are now available
as follows: The main stem of the
March and April. But it also is a replaced where needed and the for legitimate purposes, are on operation of the National Rifle
for the "eagles Revisited" lakes
will remain open to commloth in which the most rugged reel, too, can be cleaned as can the rolls of the N.R.A. In their and Pistol Matches.
weekend which will be held at
huniars can try for the elusive the rod itself.
fishing
but
aui
company have been outstanding
The organization originated the Kentucky Dam Village State mercial
ruged grouse, found ralmost A good half day's job might be countrymen like President U.S. nationwide
Hunter Safety Park February 12-14. The special tributaries, embayments and
sloughs and including a distance
entirely in a tier of 30 Kentucky the cleaning of the tackle box. Grant
and
Dwight
D. Training program and Home weekend program is one in a
of 200 yards from the mouth of
Empty out all the tools of the Eisenhower. Citizens from all Firearms
counties.
Safety Courses. It is series of field naturalist
The rabbit, quail and squirrel trade, examine them minutely walks of life—doctors, lawyers, also the certifying
agency for workshops sponsored by the each are closed to commercial
Ducks and goes. find sanctuary virtually in the shadow of
seasons have passed and the and repair where necessary. legislators, governors, military instructors in
Furthermore,
Toronto's International Airport, in the suburb of Etobicoke
marksmanship anti Kentucky Department of Parks. fishing of any type.
waterfowl hunting is over until You'll wonder how so much men,clerks, businessmen
Barren
River
Lake, as of
—make firearms safety, training Highlights of the weekend
By STEVE MET
next fall. So,the hunter who has a "stuff" could have been placed in up the membership
of the counselors and tournament program will be guided field trips January 1, 1972 will be closed to
Central Press Association Correspondent
lingering hope of replenishing his the tackle box but every lure, Association.
all
commercial
fishing.
ETOBICOKE, Ont—Just south of Toronto
referees.
of observe the bald and golden
International Airgame larder and who also hook or sinker that you examine The goals the
port's busy landing strips, in the busy suburban
of
National Rifle
NRA officials and members eagles that visit Land Between
borough of Etowrifits once more to try out his will undoubtedly stir memories of Association
The
bicoke,
complete
Frank Dawson has for some years performed
detailed
are essentially the work closely with government, the Lakes during the winter
a very
hunting dogs and test his skill past years' fishing.
same today as they were at its civic and fraternal organizations season. For reservations or regulations on commercial real service to his feathered friends.
Thousands of ducks caught in the flight path
with the shotgun, ;nay meet all And if all this has been ac- founding. It is
fishing
are
to
be
published
of massive jet
in two
an independent in the promotion of firearms additional information write or
aircraft, small prop-jet planes, and hundreds of
ter challenges in a one-day complished and it's still not non-profit organization
private aircraft
supported safety. NRA officers and staff call Kentucky Dam Village State newspapers of statewide cir- landing at the airport —have gratefully
accepted
country.
grouse
hug in
Dawson's hosculation in the near future.
fishing weather, you might drag by its members. Its purposes are
pitality.
members have worked for years Resort Park, Gilbertsville,
This fast-flying woods bird has out all your knives and the to educate publicspirited
His four-acre back yard, with its two small
citizens with congressional committees Kentucky 42044, phone area code Copies also are available at the
ponds
and a creek,
furnished many hours of en- whetstone and spend a good day in the safe
court houses or from the helps boost duck morale. It has also
snd efficent use of and subcommittees in for- 502-362-4271.
served measurably in the
joyment to sportsmen up to the putting a keen edge on the nec- small arms for
Department of Fish and Wildlife Interest of aircraft safety, not to mention the lives of
pleasure and mulating appropriate firearms
countless
Winter Camping at Piney
challenge. The season, which cessary cutlery.
Resources, State Office Building ducks which have survived the encroachment of the planes
protection; to foster firearms legislation.
Hearty campers will find an
themselves.
starts and runs concurrently with Oh yes, you might check about accuracy and
Annex,
Frankfort,
Ky.
safety in law enThe influence of the National ideal winter campsite at Piney
Circling overhead, anglin
rough trees and landing in
the quail season, is extended your license. You'll need it, you forcement
agencies, in the Ar- Rifle Association is not restricted Campground, Land Between the
thrOugh the month of February know, and if you don't have it med Services,
Daweon's
private sanctuary, the
and among to the United States. As the Lakes' year-round family
ducks help themselves to kerand those persons who have not there's no better time to get it citizens subject to military duty; governing
body
of
U.S.
campground.
ComLocated on Kennels of corn, then waddle off to
yet satisfied their hunting whims than right now.
and to further the public welfare petitive rifle and pistol shooting, tueky lake three miles north of
rest in the shade of a neighbormay get their final fling. By the
the NRA is the agency respon-• Highway 79, Piney has 100
ing tree,
wa,y, the bag limit is four per My
sible for selecting and training tent and trailer sites with elecTH.: GREAT drawing card is
or eight in possession after two or
U.S. target shooting teams which trical outlets. An additional 100
the small brook which overmore days of hunting.
FRANKFOR1',
complete in the Olympics, World sites will open in the spring.
Ky.—Jig species in South Africa and flows its banks each spring and
And if you are planning to hiesto
Shooting' Championships, Pan Facilities include graveled tent fishermen would do well to be on Australia which may grow to be floods an adjacent field. Durthe'mountains for a day's hunt it
ing those few weeks each year,
American Games and the World and trailer pads, picnic tables the alert for a warm, rainy five feet long.
s*rild be a good idea to enlist the
Moving Target Championships. and grills, heated central service February night. It is in this type Wonder how a Lake Cum- thousands of quacking waterBy JACK WOLISTON
fowl—primarily mallards—call
A.slstance of a person who has
NEW YORK
In a shipyard in south Bristol, Maine.
It is a member of the In laoildings, boat launching ramps, weather that nightcrawlers berland lunker would react to a this their home.
htfred grouse, preferably a the
emerge
,from
their
dream of a lifetime is coming true for Joseph M. Dayis,Jr.,of
winter
five-foot-long
Shooting
Union, a beach, and playground. Camp
Even
during
nightcrawler? Bet
the - winter
.reStdent of one of the counties in_ faviiiiehet, RI;
world-wide federation of sports Eaergy, a youth-oriented group hibernation and seek food par- he'd tackle it.
months
- , -some
more
•
Which they are found, because no
There, rapidly taking shape on the ways,oT = the Harvey F. shooting organizations,
ticles
on
the
earth's surfaee and Earthworms inhabit all parts ducks fly,sin from nearby Grenwhich camp located on Energy Lake, is
matter how adept you may be as Gainge Shipyard, is a I25-foot topsail sehoisTrv, and
Davis is
competitive ajno open year-round. The camp also companionship with one of the earth except the frozen adier Pond or even from the
d quail bunter you'll find con- the man who will occupy the owner's cabin' when the vessel is governs
Lake Ontario waterfront a few
marksmanship between nations. h s heated central service another.
regions oi the high latitudes and miles away.
ditions quite different in seeking launched in March.
In the summer,
This is the time for the fellow, altitudes, dry and sandy
In
1970
the
NRA
hosted
ildings
the
and
40th
soil
enclosed
and
an
there are usually about 200
(Ouse.
For the 27-year-old Davis. the schooner represents months in
ben:
on
jig
fishing
when
the
water
World
some
Shooting
portions
sic
of
Championshi
Iter-assembly building.
the North duck s regularly %.isiting the
ps
And if you get to hunt them, search of the perfect design, the finest craftsmen, as well as years
conditions are right, to haul in a American prairies. Their habits Dawson prow!rty to take
ad
don't be too disappointed if you devoted to karning the ways of the sea and sailing ships. on behalf of the U.S. at Phoenix, ;In addition to Pii.ey 20 lake supply of nightcrawlers
,
hard
to all are pretty much the same— vantage of the hospitality exfail to score during your first
Since he built his first boat at the age of nine, Davis has spent Ariz. If was the third time since access areas, which offer more come by in,
cold weather, even they burrow into the earth to tended by the Birdman of Etobihunt. It porbably has happened to much of his life under canvas, either as a crewman aboard racing the inauguartion of this major ili4nited camping at no charge, from bait dealers.
Many depths of up to two feet, or below coke.
target shooting competition ate on
open year-round. Scattered
better hunters than you. craft or working on cruising ships.
The generous Dawson feeds
fishermen think the homegrown the freezing line, although some
In 1964. armed with this information, he b• egan a search of between nations that the matches a ng the shores of both lakes,
However, if you can even flush
his feathered friends some 500
nightcrawler is far superior to varieties may withstand
had
been
held
t
se
in
areas
freezing
equipped
this
are
the
country.
with
The
:•••rMthsonian Institution in Washington, D.C. seeking a set
pounds of corn a vAak, an exseveral of these birds you may
event drew.,,pearly 700 corn- g veled pads; picnic tables and the shipped-in variety, so far as weather. They are found in good pense he does not begrudge at
of____t beat cOincided with h*0.6:14vmp:
consii964**dradlis `trisktsperit.
jig
fishing
is
concerned,
and
they
air
numbers in Canada where they
petitiors from 50 .nations, comIs, chemical toilets, and boat
,settled ori an 1850 gair
Thetrgliaanussuse Felsruary is
UNDISTURBED by the
are known as dew-worms.
ni eel in 1856 at Port Jefferson,
nching ramps. Six of them are may be right.
accentuated by the fact that was
Designed to sail peting in 54 individual and team
At
least
the fisherman will They are of great benefit to the screaming jets flying overhead,
ii ted and have drinking water
fishermen are impatiently fast to windward. she • was used as a contraband runner along natches.
ducks
are
know that the 'crawler is active soil. By their
Many special events will be
very burrowing wide and continuously circling
family campgrounds and lake
wetting for a comfortable day for the East Coast.
wheeling in to Dawand
healthy
whereas
those
The
lines were turned over to James NIcCurdv of the firm held by the NRA and its affiliated a ess areas are on a first-corneaction they'actually make the soil son's private amphibian
good fishing. Such days are rare
landing
shipped-in may have been kept porous and permeable to rain
of
McCurdy
and
Rhodes
of
Cold
Springs
Clubs
and
Harbor,
State
and
Associations
d-served
area,
ft
basis.
Camp
N.Y.
Energy
in
Iinear
an encroaching subin this second month of the year.
on cold storage to preserve them air. Thsy continually turn the
assignment was to design a fast, hull below the waterline while honor of the Centennial during ,
vadable by reservation yeardivision.
However, if the urge has hit
and may not be so desirable as a earth by :winging up soil from
maintaining tradition and authenticity above.
he year.
Their refuge means
rand
you, the 28-day period affords an
bait as those grown close to underneath and depositing it on them than merely an more to
Workmen at the Carnage Yard began lifting in September,
eat-and eicellent chance to get all the 1969,
home.
Now,
while oak frames were cut in
this is not knocking top while at the same time rest stop. Wherever one turns
tober in anticipation of
tackle renovated so it will be laying the keel
the shipped-in crawlers. They fill burying vegetable matter which on the property, there seems to
in the spring of I970,ify February.
ready for action when the balmy deck.beams.
'Winter
the
a big need and the fisherman adds to the soi,'s f?tidily. Also, be a duck's nest behind,a garstem and sternpost had been &died out. while
the
days arrive.
exterior ballast of five iron easiings for the keel was cast and
could not get along without them. they swallow the soil and after bage pail, beneath some leanLikewise, the boat may need delivered.
The nightcrawler is one of a digesting its nourishing elements ing boards, in the garage inside
some empty packaging cases,
some going over and it is sur- Unique name
species of earthworms of which reject the rest in the
form of hidden deep in old weed beds,
In the meantime, Davis had chosen- the name for his dream
there
snowmobile
may
800,
be
with
enjoy
a
about
if
boating
and
range
90
of
Buy
and
a
wide
castings from the mouths of their or alongside a friendly fence
Eagles Sighted
vessel - Bill of Rights.
•
post.
you can. But if you cannot, say fishing subjects, which are species to be found in the United burrows.
The schooner is constructed of double sawn oak frames
the people at Mercury, just go available on loan from various States and Canada. Externally Darwin estimated that ear- IN ADDITION to the nesting
. Bald eagles, among the most shaped from Highland oak. Plankinifro
m the garboards 'to four ahead and enjoy your sum- sources. Your marine dealer may these worms all look pretty much thworms bring
ducks, not .10 mention the casto the surface of
spectacular of Land Between the feet below the waterline is of oak for strength
in carrying interior mertime sport of boating!
have Such a booklet or will know alike but the nightcrawler is the rich meadow lands not less than ual -day visitors," Frank DawLakes' winter visitors, have been ballast. Douglas fir was used up to tRevaprail
because of its
biggest of the lot, except for a one-fifth-inch of soil per year and son has provided a home for
There are various social, where to get one.
spotted recently along several resilience against decay. Decking is of pine.
five goats, 'a covey of doves, _a
activities
educational
service
to
new
krid
-iy
compar
you're
If
embayments of Kentucky Lake
Davis, descendant of a seafaring family, plans to use the
some large city is a good way to recent laboratory experiments brace of pheasants, a hutch of
year
time
this
for
of
safe
ideal
are
course
in
that
free
boating, take a
and Lake Barkley. Sugar, Bill of Rights as a charter and cruise ship,. operating from New pick up lots of good ideas. Groups have demonstrated the great rabbits. and some guinea pigs.
Duncan, and Pisgah Bays are part, R.I., in the summer and at other times from the Chesapeake and which serve both to keep up boating or some advanced can often get advantageous beneficial influence of :ear- sea gulls, and pigeons •which ,
have wandered onto or flown
interest and aid the sport in man) subject such navigation. State
favorite areas on Kentucky Lake. Hay area.
travel and hotel arrangements. thworms on plants.
into the haven.
pleasure boat registration So see
The Bill of Right will have acconnoilations I•rioi• for 32. ways.
So
much
for
the
benefits
of
the
Eagles are often seen soaring in
your travel agent and ask
Completely
satisfied
with
For example, you can obtain agencies and local Coast Guard
the area of Fulton, Mamoth passengers in private cabins, -fresh air ventilation, and lighting
what he can do to help your group earthworms as to richness of the available water, a few acres Of
various
through
boating
films
from
such
where
you
tell
can
overhead.dec
offices
soil
and
k
their
prisms.
influence
A crew of five will be berthed
on plants. grassy stubble, and the daily
Furnace, and Crooked Creek
to see the show of your choice at
The nightcrawler's greatest handout of food, wild ducks
Bays on Lake Barkley. Both bald in the forward peak; -with the captain's private quarters aft. sources and show them to courses are being given in your an attractive price.
The
members
your
of
schooner has six watertight compartments, making her
sportsmen's area.
and golden eagles have also been
Finally, look for charts and use, so far as wItist fishermen are flourish here despite their envirtually unsinkable.
circlement by indifferent manclub, church or fraternal 'Or, plan to attend a big boatObserved on Energy Lake and
books
to help plan next summer's concerned is a lure of a big kind. complaining housewives
Why did he choose the name Bill of Rights for his 950(1,000 organization or local service show as a group. Boat owners are
bass when tantalizingly jigged.
Hematite lake.
cruises.
Get
your
nose
into this
and mischievous children.
schooner? Said Davis:
club. This can be as much fun for always interested in what's new,
Reservations are still available
kind of material and before you How to harvest the night- The ducks have graciously acall the -conk aSil • surroandingskmerica. I liks .to you as for .the _audience,
*ether or pot they .are in. the know It,
crawler.
for
firshins
purposes
.for- 4he ''Eagters- -Revtst
IS
reptrtt
?MMUS'liFrOtors.
the The wm be olf arid
oo at 1
positive side an • the good things about it. Our
Marine ttade associations and market for a new boat, and are
Weekent at Kentucky Darn Constitution contains a
you'll be doing the kind of in- another ,story but suffice it to say And so have the other assorted
Bill of Rights which defines certain manufacturers
such
useful
lookout
as
for
on'the
always
that the catcher must be ex- animals and birds who owe a
'Village State Resrot Park on liberties of the people which even Congress cannot
- infringe. Kiekhaefer
Mercury have accessories and maintenance teresting things with your boat tremely alert or he will pick up debt of gratitude to Frank
i'ebruary 12, 13, and 14.
you
always
I ded
wanted
my ;hip to a United People.'
to
do!
Dawson, Birdman of Etobicoke.
booklets listing available films on items. Attending a big show in
but a pinch of refuse
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Our New Gun Department
Is Now Open!
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HELP PRESERVE
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* Cherokee
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Bulk Distributor
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Phone 753 4652
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FOR RAIZ

AUTOS FOR SALE

AKC IRISH Setter pups. Toy
ALL BOYS and Girls dress and
Poodles and three herds of
car coats sizes 12 mo. - 14 yrs.
Chinchilla from certified stock.
price. Settle Workman Co. F6C
$35.00 each animal. 753-1862.
February 26C
GERT's a gay girl-ready for a
MOBILE HOME Insurance. whirl after cleaning carpets with
Broad coverage. Low rates. Blue Lustre. Rent electric
Check with us for all your In- shampooer $1. Western Auto,
surance before you buy. ''Home of The Wishing
Galloway Insurance and Real Well".
F6C
Estate Agency, phone 7535842.
March4C
TWO MATCHING end table
lamps. Amber base. Uses three
EXCELLENT, EFFICIENT,
way bulbs. Excellent condition.
economical, Blue Lustre carpet
Phone 753-6030 after 5:00 p.m. F6
cleaner. Rent electric shampooer
NC
F6C
$1.00 Big K.
5 HP TILLER, powered by 14 WEANING pigs. Phone 753F9C
Briggs and Stratton, $161.92. 4904.
Other models available. Mongirls, sizes 8tgomery Ward, 510 Main Street, TWIN CLOTHES,
and summer. Phone
Murray, Kentucky phone 753- 10, winter
F9C
753-1499.
1966.
F6C
1968 NEW Moon Mobile home.
Excellent condition. House
carpet throughout. Air conditioned. Good location. Perfect
for small family. After 5:00 call
F6P
753-6737.
NOW UNDER construction. A
three bedroom brick at Coldwater, Kentucky. Will finish to
buyers specifications. Phone 4892110 or 489-2627 or 489-2261. F6P
_
THINK SPRING-plant pecan
trees now. New shipment of large
papershells just arrived. Also
look over our large selection of
dwarf & reg. fruit trees. Virgin's
Nursery Union City- Fulton Hwy.
just a mile out of Union City)
F6C
Phone 885-1851 or 885-0396

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

FOR

AUTOS FOR SALE

DATSUN
MAKE THE SOUND MOVE TO
NEW DATSUN TRADE-INS

1971 PLYMOUTH Roadrunner-----.-'3,195.00
two door hard top, mag wheels,automatic, power steering
and power brakes, like new, 6,600 miles.

82,195.00

1969 FORD Galaxie

2 door hard top,automatic, vinyl roof low mileage,air.

1967 PLYMOUTH Belvedere II

'1.050.00

1968 CHEVY Van

'1,450.00

6 cylinder, straight drive, like new

'1,395.00

1966 CHEVY Impala-

convertible. V-8 automatic, steering, extra clean

1966 CHEVY Impala

'1,495.00

2 door hard top, steering, automatic, 39,000 actual miles, •
This car is new!

1966 DODGE Dart

-195.00
'1,295.00

1967 PLYMOUTH Belvedere II

2 door hard top, V-8 automatic, power steering, clean car.

FURNISHED STUDIO and two
bedroom apartments. Zimmerman Apartments, South 16th
F12C
Street. Phone 753-6609.

NICE PRIVATE rooms, will
accomodate 8 to 10 boys, with
kitchen priviliges. Phone 753-7381
days or 753-5108 after 5:00 p.m.
TFC
and on Sunday.

NICE 10 x 50 two bedroom trailer,
quiet and conveniently located,
one mile from city. Phone 753F9P
5109.

148 FORD Cortina

'795.00

red, good sound car

1963 DODGE Dart

FURNISHED GROUND floor
apartment. Three rooms and
bath, near court square. Phone
753-8175.
TFC
WANTED: ROOMMATE to
share three bedroom house.
Phone 753-6936.
F6NC
FURNISHED TWO bedroom
apartment. Also one bedroom
apartment, both with complete
kitchen, private entrance to both.
F6C
Phone 753-3143.

'895.04

1460,49 Now '895.00
' FURNISHED
'

V-8 automatic, steering, brakes, air conditioner. bucket
-seats, extra sharp •

'2,195.00

1961 BUICK Riveria
loaded with equipment

1967 FORD Country Sedan Wagon - Now '1,395
V-8 automatic, steering, luggage rack, 9 passenger

'1,695.00

V-8 automatic steering, 327 cu. engine, red with
black vinyl top

* ECONOMY LANE *
'895.0n
1965 CHEVELLE
4 door sedan,9 cylinder, automatic transmission, real
nice car

1970 FORD Maverick
2 door, red, sharp car
1969 DATSUN Wain

'1,795.00

CUSTOM BUILT
FURNITURE

NOTICE OF SALE
THE (X)MMONWEALTH OF
KENTUCKY, Calloway Circuit
Court,Murray Liunber Coriripany
Plaintiff
VERSUS
Lowell Clyde Willoughby, Jr. and
Barbara K. Willoughby, husband
Per
wife Lee Rogers and Clifton
and
Day
$mo
Room
Finney; Johnny Parker and Jack
Benefit *1
Dodd, d-b-a Fitts Block & Ready
Free Information
Mix Co.; W. A. Lyons, d-b-a
Lyons Electric Co.; and Bank of
Murray,
Insurance
Defendant.
753-4199
Agency
By virtue of a judgment and
order of sale of the Calloway
Circuit Court rendered at the
AS OF February 5, 1971, I will not
1 Term thereof 1971, in
February
be responsible for any debts other
above cause, for the sum of
the
own.
than my
S5.734.55 with interest from the
Signed,
1st day of February 1971, and for
G. C. (Clevie) Burkeen
of $13,899.33 with interest
F9P the sum
at the rate of 7 per cent per annum from the 15th day of January
AS OF this date, February 5,
1971, until paid and its cost
1971, I will not be responsible for
I shall proceed to offer for
therein
any debts other than my own.
the Court House door in
at
sale
R. L. Shankle
Kentucky, to the highest
Murray
F9P
301 S itth
bidder, at public auction on the
27M day of February 1971, at 1:30
O'clock p.m.,or thereabout, upon
JANE BRANDON is now ema credit of six months, the
Salon
Beauty
Doris'
ployed at
described property, tofollowing
Tuesdays and Wednesdays.
wit:
Evenings by appointment. Phone
Lot No. 42 in Meadow Green
753-6474.
Acres SubdiVion as shown by
plat of said subdivision which
is of record in Plat Book 2, at
Planned expansion of the electric
Page 64 in the office of the
Clerk of the Calloway County
utility industry is at record
Court.
levels. During the next few years
the new generating capacity
For source of title see Deed
installed in the United States will
Book 139, Page 406 in the office
exceed the total capacity which
of the Clerk of the Calloway
County Court.
was in service at the end of 1960.

HOSPITAL
INSURANCE

•

We build to your
choice of design and
specifications.
Tables -Chairs-Toys Boxes - Bars - Cabinets etc.

Phone 753-2248
FURNISHED, APARTMENT
available M'arch 1st. Couples or
teachers only. No pets. 1610
College Farm Road. Phone 753F8C
1600.

4 door

1964 CHEVY Impala SS

ELECTROLUX SALES & Service, Box 213, Murray, Ky. C. M.
Sanders, phone 382-2468, Farmington, Kentucky.
March 5C

APARTMENT,
newly decorated. Couples only.
F8P
408 South 8th Street.
LARGE unfurnished house.
Phone 753-1629 after 3:30p.m.
F6NC
FURNISHED APARTMENT,
three rooms, bath, panelled,
carpeted, nice drapes and furniture, washer connection, TV
antenna, off street parking:
Couple Only.507 North 4th Street.
Mrs. Preston Jones, phone 753F6C
6047.

or 753-9974
after 5 p.m.'
HELP WANTED

BURGER CHEF
MANAGER POSITION
Pay training period
Good starting salary
Must relocate to
Jackson, Tennessee
Contact Curtis Ragland
at Burger Chef
1304 W. Main
F84:

For the purchase price, the
purchaser must execute bond,
with approved securities, bearing
legal interest from the day of
sale, until paid, and having the
force and effect of a tudgement.
Bidders will be prepared to
comply promptly with these
terms. (Purchaser being given
right and privilege to pay cash
and accrued Interest at any time
before the six months expire.
Frank L. Ryan
Commissioner
Master
Calloway Circuit Court
Feb 6, 12, 19

WANTED TO BUY
TRAILER AT Dill's Trailer
)
.4
C)
Court. Apply in person only, after
'1
TOP QUALITY AKC registered
WANT TO buy; logs and standing
4:00 p.ii;. or anytime Saturday or
stick shift, luggage rack, radio, excellent shape
German Shepherd puppies 3
timber. Also have for sale lumber
F6C
Sunday.
females, 5 mo. old two black and
and sawdust. Murray Saw Mill
MUST SELL 1967 Mustang. Goo(
'1,35'.O0
1969 DATSUNSedan
silver, one black and tan 925.00
and Lumber Co. Phone 753-4147.
703i
shape. Need tuition. Phone
2 door sedan, stick shift, radio, clean car
TFC
each. Also one apricot AKC toy
4 FURNISHED apartment near
FIK„
.7869.
french poodle. Phone 753-3056.
Sedan
DATSUN
after 5
'895.00'
1966
753-6806
Call
campus.
part
big
a
play
will
Electricity
F6P 1965 CHEVROLET Impala
FeJeC during the 1970s in helping the
4 door sedau, extra clean
p.m.
station wagon. Power brakes,
wAry:00 Now '495.00 UPSTARIS F_URNISHED fight against pollution. Control
1963 CHEVY II
DISCOUNT FLOOR Covering power steering, hydramatic,
equipment for smokestacks
good sound car
cylinder
automatic.
fi
2
door
apartment, all utilities furnished. requires electricity, as do sewage
Sale; New line congoleoum vinyl black leather upholstery, good
F8P
cushion floor, 12 ft. wide, $1.99 shape Phone 753-384
1964 DODGE Dart.G.T.--9541:88 Now '65O_.00 Couple only. Call 753-6278. F8NC treatment plants. Electrically
square yard, Also Dupont 501
2 door hard top, 6 cylinder, automatic
powered incineration systems
carpet, $3.95 square yard. Heavy
with strong safeguards against
shag, $2.99 square yard. Some 1962 CHEVROLET, extra nice,......)0001mmi
pollution are expected to replace
BEAUTIFUL VALARAH Lee
I.
mercial type hi-density rubber Phone 492-8672.
bedroom, living trash -dumps in many places.
2
Apartment,
back, $3.95 square yard. Some
Electricity will play an ever
room, kitchen, utility, and bath. greater role in transportation,
carpet low as $1.99 square yard. 1965 VOLKSWAGEN, excellent
Radio. Extra, extra sharp!
DishConditioned.
Carpeted. Air
Big selections, volume beying, condition. See at 916 North 18th
particularly in rapid transit
washer, refrigerator, stove,
F8P •
cash and carry this _saves you Street.
in major metropolitan
disposal. Across from systems
garbage
money). While it lasts. Paschall
areas. Extensive development
Automatic. air,, plus many accessories!
on
Home
Nursing
Westview
work is going into electric autos,
Discount House, Hazel, KenSouth 16th St. Phone 753-4974.
1968 STARCRAFT Camper. Reduce '1,325.00
F8P
a pollution-free means of
tucky, 492-9733.
as
Fl
private transportation.
SERVICES OFFERED
DOUBLE KEY board Estey
* TRUCKS *
organ. Had three months. Sell for
s IdotkoN'T IT BE
1
MAYBE 514el, BE WW1* FURRY
F8P FOR ALL your home alterations,
$300.00. Phone 753-8361.
DATSUN Pickup
1969
MITTENS AND MAeSE -WED CU/45
5..1METNIN6 if I
.
otL
new
etc.,
TF795-196-REL, mirr
repairs, remodeling,
CCIfarkrIal.
-20704*-enties,-efrooet new
DOWN CN A TO6066AN, AND
54JCE
THE
IN
5143W
Call
ALC•46
estimates.
Free
old.
chairs
MAPLE COUCH and
'WuEr4 WE WERE SLIDING 00W/i,MAY6E
THAT LITTLE
WITH
15NC
February
'750.00
Now
1962 CHEVROLET Pickup
( matched set) With matching
I'D PVT MY ARAI5 ARMORER,ANDRED-HARED 6iftt?
iz ton, b cylinder ,excellent shape for this model
brown cushions, phone 753'
5
F6C
5917.
'1,550.00
1967 FORD Pickup
FURNITURE REFINISHING.
it ton, loag..bed, 6 cylinder straight shift, 32,000 actual
All work guaranteed. Free
0
r•
mile!
USED FURNITURE: stove, pickup and delivery. Free
used
fine
dressers,
other
We have many
refrigerator, beds,
estimate. Antique or natural
desk, tables and chairs. Good finish. Jerry McCoy,753-3045.
',,cars to select from'
February 20 NC
prices Phone 753-9498 afternoons.
F6C
ALSO SEt THE COMPLETE LINE OF
OH, WHY DID
I PROMISE
NEW 1971 DATSUNS"
NOTICE
WON'T
YOU
PROMISE
NOTICE
NOT TO
REPEAT THIS GOSSIP
REPEAT IT?

1964 VW BUS"

•

Now 1845.00

NO MARITAL trouble here,
you'd think, as Britain's
Princess Margaret joins her
husband. Lord Snowdor.,
on Barbados in the British
West Indies.

$ave

1970 DATSUN Demo.

Master
Commissioner's
Sale

1 McCONNELL

'695.01r

1963 BUICK Wildcat

1961 CAMERO R.S.

USED TWO-ROW mechanical
tobacco transplanter. Has set
AUTOS FOR SALE
only 20 acres. Billington Forsee
Tractor Co.,Inc. Phone 753-2532
'8NC
GOOD '61 VW with new '65
engine. Dependable cheap
1970 DUSTER, extras, ,none 753- transportation, mechanic ap/1781 after 6:00 p.m. or weekproved. $475 or best offer., Call
F6P 753-3768.
F1OC
ends

NICE FURNISHED apartment
for three or four girls Phone 7537381 days or 753-5108 after 5:00
TFC
p.m.

4 door, V-8 automatic, steering , air.

steering, brakes, air, nice car.
BY OWNER: Four bedroom
brick house, 1612 Loch Lomond
Drive, one block South of
Robertson School on quiet deadend street. Large paneled family
room, birch kitchen with built- -e
baths, central heat and
ins,
air, fully carpeted, completely
redecorated. Two stall garage
and 25'X 30' patio with brick wall.
Reason for selling, building next
door. $29,500. Call 753-7683 for
F12P
appointment.

FOR RENY

FURNISHED APARTMENT,
three rooms with private bath for
"-.OFFICE SPACE in National.Iwo college boys ( near the
Hotel building, formally occupied
1T'P
campus). Phone 753-5921.
by Varsity Barber Shop. Phone
Charlotte Kirk VIhitriell, 753SERVICES OFFERED
no.
F8C

4 door sedan, 6 cylinder automatic, local
NICE BRICK home in Murray.
Well located. Will sell or trade for
a farm. If interested, write to Box
F6C
32-3. Murray,Kentucky.

afig§rr

With the aid of electricity,
American farmers surpass those
of any other nation in productivity. More than 98 per cent of
American farm families have
electric service. Electricity
performs some 400 agricultural
tasks which formerly were done
by manual labor. At the start of
the century, a U.S. farmer
produced enough for himself and
six other persons. Today, he
produces enough for himself and
42 others.

%OA

• -T

• Nancy

PRICES HAVE BEEN SLASHED
FOR THE MONTH OF FEBRUARY
A few 1971 Models going at cost or less
And
New 1971 Models at Bargain Prices

Lassiter McKinney

11.1

DATSUN

:

Open Evenings Till 8:00

604

So. 12th Street

8U5T
d#.1.

Fulton

79 East
70 West
45 East

HELP WANTED

HELP WANTED

ARE YOU a well-known and PREPARTION LADY, day shift,
respected lady in Murray full time. Apply in person at
F1OC
desiring profitable, part-time Jerry's Restaurant.
activity" If so, we can offer you a
no in
great' opportunity
WANTED TO RENT
vestment. Must have'car
A
available to service established
RENT -or }Wise:
TO
WANTED
accounts on unusually high
either a;story house or a 1 story
commilsion basis, welcoming
house with basement. Must be in
newcofflerS. .Intereiews and
good condition, Large rooms
training in Mursay If interested,
preferable; with yard 'pace
write:.
call' 502-842-5566. or
highly desirable, in or near city
Community Greeting Service, P.
limits of Murray. call 753-86.58 or
0. Box 1092. Bowling Green,
TFC
249-1tc
F1OC 7a3-4646
i Kew ticky 42101.

DINKINS MOBILE
HOMES
111-Wpy
Hi-Was
Etl-Wa,

•
•

I. -4

FREE DELIVERY AND SET-UP
BANK FINANCING UP TO 10 YEARS
AFTER SALE SERVICE
"Where The Big Selections And Bargains Are

Part;
V4 sirri%

aZZ aZZ
Max

IF I
DON'T TELL
SOMEONE, I'LL

LOOK

furnished and set on your
New 1971 model 10 x 12 completley
lot only 63895.00

Th. Colonials
DWIKIKIN.
IS A PLAGUE
!
A TEIZIZIBLE, 11.1CUIZABLE
,
E.SZ oP
2113r0c7-.
I>L

'T Vy/ATC.1-1

AWE> I
OUT,"wet

Dp.s-rizo-‹

4

E - WILL
Y

TE,EBEF.

1504. MA' WATER •••

rr-sH Pownse

,...aajz
14

o
Io
• If'',
41‘94

eiraiwair.

Oa'r444
•

000411411110110.0,
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/and Baby Girl, Rt. 1, Hardin; FREE CARPETING
Left The owner of the house,
Master Benny Wyatt, Rt. 4, ANDOVER, England (UPI)— Mrs. Anne Chilcott, was deBenton; Mrs. Hattie Ragsdale,
a
The carpet fitters were very lighted—she hadn't ordered
Rt. 3, Murray; Mrs. Mabel efficient. They strode through carpet. Just up the street, the Raquel in 'Nitro'
Alexander ( expired), 701 Elm,
it fumed
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) the unlocked back door of a roman who had bought
Murray; Mrs. Etna Shackleford
fitters Raquel Welch stars in "Nitro."
the
where
wondered
furniture
the
and
house, shifted all
(expired), Stonewall Futrell
in an upstairs bedroom, fitted a were. The company in question an action-adventure drama for
YORK ( UPI i—The
NEW
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
(expired), Indian Mound, Tenn. brand new yellow carpet and owned up its men made
United Artists...
Southeast Asian situation is Baby Boy Oas (Mrs. Rachel
having a market impact and Oas), 905 Olive, Murray; Baby
IF 't40'00141T GiT ME.TIAT1-.
investors should be "on the Boy Scott (Mrs. Barbara Scott),
PARTIKLAR HAM SANGWIDGE,
unfavorapossible
alert for any
Rt. 8, Murray.
',Olt- HAVE A it CORPSEy
01-4-5°Eer-ble developments there," acON YORE 1--ANDS
W441 DO HE
cording to E.F. Hutton &
1-tAFTA HAVE
DISMISSALS
MAN4
Although the - company
-ey Tidwell, 519 S. 7th,
SIPS:tb
SANGWIDGE-certain indications that the Murray; Miss Theresa Roller,
current rally may be running Rt. 7, Murray; Mrs. Cathey
out of steam, it feels it still is Mathis, 320 Backusberg Rd.,
too early to be sure and adds, Mayfield; Mrs. Lela Hopwood
,,"In the meantime, we would and Baby Boy, Rt. 2, Murray,
have to assume that the path of Hayden Cassity, Rt. 5, Benton;
least resistance is still pointed Master Alan Smith, 1622 Sunset
upward."
Dr., Murray; Mrs. Margaret
Burkey and Baby Boy, Box 121,
The decline in interest rates Hardin; Mrs. Elizabeth Price
CerEugene
PROSLEM—Astronaut
SOLVING A SPACE
in certain prime public markets
tian (left). and astronaut John Young (right) work a
represents the biggest part of
with
assembly
mockup of the docking probe and drogue
total decline to be expected,
the
'an unidentified technician in Mission Control, Space
F.I. DuPont, Glore Forgan &
Center, Houston, trying to solve the problem when
Co. says. Thus, the gap
Apollo 14 command ship was unable tq link up with the
between the actual and potentidock
to
able
was
Roosa
lunar lander. Astronaut Stuart
ally higher bond prices is "at
the craft on sixth try after instructions from Houston.
this point limited, whereas the
between current stock
gap
Oiff,
New one for
field, Minnesota Raid,"_a horse
prices and potential prices is
opera to be filmed on location
HOLLYWOOD (t/PI)
greater," it adds.
LLIfI Robertson Will star in in Oregon and California
Minnesota.
be Great North- not
Universal's
American industry should
show a 10 to 15 per cent profit
recovery in 1971 because of the
OW= 000 MOM surtax expirations and productiFinish
BOMB OMB COMO vity gains, Thomson & McKinTidy
BOMMMBRO 2MOU
Tests
1 Squandered
Carers with
0000B ORPOWNO non Auchincloss Inc. believes.
6 Out of
coloring
date
"Such profit. gains, together
MAU 000
substance
11 Thinner
1200 0MOUOMIAMO ,,with the improvement in
[linseed
12 Beast
000U
EOM
puma
Relative
14 Indefinite
generated by a
080601000 OMW expectations
(colloq.)
article
business recovery, should lend
Symbol for
15 Milk farms
IAMB
MOM
samarium
17 Coniunclion
0004200 @marl support to the stock market," it
10 Simpler
18 Stroke
oomm nummuum adds. The company foresees a
Part of
11
20 Reproach
NOM 020 MON continued uptrend "despite
packet
21 Expire
13 Clayey
UOUB MOA OM= probable
22 Greenland
2 piece bonded safari pant
interim interruptions"
earth
settlement
This assortment of Ladies
suits with long pointed
16 Regret
24 Permit
that
risk-reward
adds
the
it
but
Poker stake
Dinner
19 Mexican
Bonded Chavesette Dresses25 Cravats
collar.
pr1fit-IT07164
riTritcless
favoraobviously
Rockfish
"is
ratio
COUrSe
dishes
26 Carus
have
the
most wanted
Dine
A state
21 Daily
fruit (p1)
ble than last year ... New
top with back zip makes
601 (Roman
Beam
records
28 Lances
look Assortment includes
investment calls for increased
number)
Cubic meters
23 Retains
30 Beverage
casual dress_ _a snap. in
Symbol for
Newest
25 Abounds
31 Pronoun
Corso pleated skirts, big
9Fiand vifr'11. V."
nickel
Puff up
shades of navy, lilac
27 Born
12 Unite
collars front zips, pocket
Indefinite
Suffix
29 Greek
securely
turquoise. Sizes 8-18
article
adherent of
AS Figure of
letter
"Investors should rely more
and flap trims in all the
speech
on
less
selection
and
prudent
on
38 War gag
shades of spring Sizes
39 River
general market performance
12-20.
island
from now on," the Argus
41 Fur bear nig
Research Corp. observes. The
42 her. ..ara4
company expects more turenacts
43 later
bulence than has been exper45 Muse: as
ienced since the big runup.
wrrtten
46 Symbol for
"Events in Indochina and the
silver
Middle East may prove onset47 Went m
49 Latin
'ding over the near term."
COMU Mtion
50 Grre
Argus believes.
52 Pig Wi
•
crate
Voices of the dogs
Sodium

Excellent for Valentine Gifts, too!

nitrate
55 Canonized
person

1101.1.1W001) (UPI)
Pat litattram iii “I;n•ro
and Ceorge Lisulsev
the
voice!. fur a pair of
farm dog,. in I /ism.% 's tie%
"Thir
.fral
cartoon.

Ladies

SHIRTS
A beautiful assortment of eay care
long sleeve shirts of 65% Dacron35% Cotton. Styles include solids
and prints with long pointed Collars,
2 button barrel cuffs, shoulder tabs
willt-bufftRrtluster or placket -front.
Assorted spring coiors.Sizes 32-38.

Murray. Kentocki .42071
"CIRCULATION

4,3

°44
18I041ium
t .44

THAT

.bring you a wellpendent medium, to.
rounded view of thif world. Through
ihe'prog.gg of yo ur. newspaper, you're
well-informed about current events and
You're well-e.ntertained, too, with many special features

fuCture

prospects.

Skinny Dip in either
2-oz. Spray or 4-oz.
Splash Cologne.

Fashion Smart, value Perfect. Step into spring with
aim —Look. 100%
Cotton Denim, stripe capri
with belt loops, fly front,
4-7 inch knees with 20 inch
legs. All the groovy colors
of spring in sizes 8-18,

The Order of the Day. .

A Big Shovel .

•

•

A Small Shovel.

•

•

And A Helping Hand.

•

•

•

1Photos by Gene McCutcheon )
Selected As A Best All Round Kentucky Community Newspaper

The Primary
Source of News
In Murray and
Calloway County

Largest Paid
Circulation
Both In City
And In County
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In Our 92nd Year

A

County To Vote
On School Tax

William M. Boyd
Speaker At Meet
Of Kiwanis Club

Members At Meeting
Hazel Woman's Club

Willoughby
Is Arrested
Last Night

Nine Juveniles
Cited On Saturday

Recovery, Inc.
Plans Meeting

Apollo 14 Astronauts Speed
Into Earth's Gravity Today
Quota Club Meets
At The Southside

Preschool Mothers
To Meet Tuesday

„

Vol. LXXXXII No. 32

Four Inch Snow
Blankets Calloway

The Murray Police DepartWilliam M. Boyd, vice- ment arrested or cited ten adults
president and cashier of the on Saturday and Sunday.
Peoples Bank of Murray, spoke One person was picked up for
on "Money and How It Is driving while intoxicated and
Created" at the regular dinner assault and battery on a warrant The heaviest snow of the year
meeting of the Murray Kiwanis for the Hickman Police. The fell on Murray and Calloway
Club held Thursday evening at other citations were two for petty County last night and by this
the Murray Woman's Club larceny, three for driving while morning, 442 inches had acHouse.
intoxicated, one for speeding and cumulated and the snow was still
Boyd touched briefly on the driving while intoxicated, and falling.
nstory of monetary exchange. three for public drunkeness, The sun made a few feeble
attempts to break through the
He described modern methods of according to police records.
clouds during the morning but
finance with special emphasis on
little relief was expected from the
the role of the Federal Reserve
snow as it was still falling and the
System in maintaining an elastic
thermometer stayed down at an
system of currency, providing a
clearing house funotion for the
William M. Boyd
nation's banking system, and Four members of the Hazel
establishing a depository and Woman's Club attended the Midfiscal agency for the government. Winter workshop held by the
Following his talk, Boyd First District Federation of the
exhibited a collection of coins Women's Club at the Murray
dating back to the "Widows' Woman's Club House on Friday,
Nine juveniles were cited by Mite" of about 336 B. C. and an February 5.
the Murray Police Department extensive collection of large Attending were Mrs. Hughes
on Sat ueday night and have been 'horse-blanket' bills from the late Bennett, president, Mrs. Harold
turned over the Calloway County 1800s and the early part of this Wilkinson, treasurer, Mrs. John Willoughby who had been
juvenile authorities.
Charles S. Knott, corresponding indicted by the Calloway County
century.
The citations for the juveniles Boyd was introduced by Paul secretary, and Mrs. J. W. Jones, Grand Jury was arrested by
Kentucky State Trooper Charles
were one for curfew violation, Sturm, program chairman.
Urrunediate past president.
Marion Stphenson with the assistance
one for public drunkeness, The,,s,nular ineetiag sad._
__Greorize Wir
ttrIew violations,Wdruirung in Board of Directors meeting Governor of the First District, of city and county authorities,
public, three for disorderly which followed were presided presided at the meeting. Slides of Sunday at 7:50 p.m. on U. S.
conduct, one for
public over by the club president, major club projects of the district Highway 641 near the south city
limits of Murray.
icontinuea on rage six)
were shown at the meeting.
Durwood Beatty. ._
- I
Willoughby, age 23, a white
has been
Tenn.,
of
Paris,
man,
indicted by the Grand Jury on
three counts of housebreaking
and one count of grand larceny in
Calloway County, according to

A special election is set for
tomorrow_ on the proposed 13c per
$100 assessment of property in
the Calloway School District.
All qualified voters in the
school district may vote on the
tax question.
The question, as it appears on
the ballot, is as follows:
"Are You for or against levying
in the Calloway County, KenWe braved the elements last nigh tucky, School District, each year
to grill a couple of small rib-eye for twenty ( 20) years, a special
steaks on the outside grill. school building fund tax in adHowever we did not subject dition to the maximum school
ourselves to too much weather levy as provided by law, at the
since we just put the thing rate of thirteen cents ( 13c) on
each $100 of property subject to
high and closed the lid down.
local taxation in said District, the
proceeds of which shall be used
We checked it about every ten for the purchase or lease of
minutes with a flashlight to see school sites and buildings, for the
how things were going. Wife got erection and complete equipping
them out of the freezer early in of new school buildings, for the
the day and let them thaw out and major alteration, enlargement
then we marinated them in and complete equipping of
existing buildings, for the pur4 Continued on PageSix
pose of retiring, directly or
through rental payments, school
revenue bonds issued for such
building improvements, and for
the purpose of financing any
program for the acquisition,
or building of
improvement
Recovery, Inc., will nave a
schools?
meeting Wednesday, February
Proponents of the issue say that
10,from ten a.m. to 12 noon at the
funds are needed to build two
the
Murray -Calloway County
new modern elementary school
Library.
buildings,one on the east and one
This is a group therapy type
on the west side of the county.
Ry AL ROSSITER Jr.
meeting for people with an
They say also that funds are
emotional or nervous problem.
UPI Space Writer
needed to improve Calloway
SPACE CENTER, Houston
Lhaders at these meetings have
High School and to
County
(UPI)-Apollo 14's sleepy astro-been thoroughly trained in the
enlarge it.
nauts sped into the welcome
method and the meetings are
Those opposed to the'tax say
free.
improvements are
that
these
The group, is highly recomunnecessary and that the tax
mended by Psychiatrists and
would form a hardslifp on older
other doctors as well,
residents of the county.
spokesman said. Recovery, Inc.,
The Calloway County School The Quota Club will hold its
is not a substitute for any
(Continued on Page St:)
regular meeting on Tuesday,
physician, but a self-heln method.
February 9, at 12 noon at the
For patients just released from
Southside Restaurant.
the hospital, Recovery helps
Mrs
Ray
Brownfield,
smooth the transition from
president, has asked all members
hospital to society. Recovery can
to note the new meeting place of
be most beneficial to people who 1
The St. Leo's Cooperative the club at the Southside.
are depressed and anxious, a
Preschool Mothers will-meet at
leader said
LOSE LICENSE
One feels safe in a Recovery Gleason Hall • on Tuesday,
Jerry Muskgrow of, 205 North
group because his shared dif- Febraury 9, at seven p.m.
Slides will be shown on "Little Cherry Street, Murray, and
ficulties are met with understanding and support, the Children and Big Poisons". Frank-Edward Requarth, 200
leader said. Recovery, Inc., asks Following the slides questions Broach Street, Murray, have had
the support of everyone in any will be answered by Dr. Gary their driver's licenses suspended,
way concerned with the problems Marquardt and Dr. J. -Russell according to the list released by
of mental rehabilitation, and for Ross who have children in the the Department of Public Safety
to the Traffic Safety Coordinating
more information persons may Cooperative Preschool.
Allparents are urged to attend.' Committee.
call 753-5915.

Seen&Heard
Around
Murray

en Persons Are
iTCited
By Police

10* Per Copy

icy, 15 degrees much of the
have been issued and all persons
morning.
have been urged to stay at home
All schools in the Calloway unless it is absolutely necessary
County and the Murray City that they travel.
systems were closed for the day. The Nashville weather bureau
Murray State University and has forecast a -bone-chilling"
Murray University School held cold for later today and tonight,
classes as usual,
dipping temperatures to near the
zero mark in some areas. The sky
Thri—
. tenT crews
Highway depar
in Western Kentucky is expected
were out early in their efforts to
to clear today but the mercury
clear the main roads so that
traffic would not be hampered for
(Continued on Page Six)
too long a time, biit many of the
county roads were almost imSIGMA DINNER
passable. Travelers warnings
The Sigma Department of the
Murray Woman's Club has
THETA MEET
cancelled its Sweetheart Banquet
The Theta Department of the scheduled for tonight (Monday)
Murray Woman's Club has at the club house.
cancelled its Sweetheart dinne
meeting scheduled for tonight
CIRCLE CANCELLED
Monday)at 6:30 p.m. at the clu
The Bessie Tucker Circle of the
house.
Women's Society of Christian
Service of the First United
Methodist Church has cancelled
its meeting scheduled Tuesday,
February 9, at 9:30 a.m. at the
home of Mrs. W. B. Graves,

-Youth Week
Planned
At Memorial

The Weather
limited Pro.. letarastieral

This week, February 8-14, is
being observed as Youth Week at Kentucky: Cold wave tonight.
Memorial Baptist Church at Travelers warning today. OcMain and Tenth Streets, in casional snow today west and
(Continued on Page Six)
Murray. Throughout the week central and rain changing to
special activities au planned for snow east portions with acgravity of the "shimmering passed a point 161,512 miles in
the young people ant the youth of cumulations Ito 2 inches or more
crescent" earth today with a space where earth's gravitation
the church will fill teachitig and higher elevations with hazardous
bonus that could hasten the day pull becomes stronger than the
leadership responsibilities driving conditions over state.
Fair west and central portions
when men, in space work for moon's and began accelerating
Sunday.
men on the ground.
toward 'their South Pacific
Activities this week include: and much colder tonight and
decreasing
and
Alan B. Shepard, Edcar D. splashdown about 4 p.m. EST, The Murray avitan Club's Wednesday, 6:30 p.m., a Billy Tuesday
Mitchell and Stuart A Rosa Tuesday.
Annual Clergy Night meeting Graham Film, "Shadow of the cloudiness east late tonight with
Enroute home the moon pilots was held on February 4 with ten Boomerang"; Friday, 9:30-10:30 cold wave over state. Highs today
issued a plea for world peace ministers from Murray and p.m., an after game fellowship in in the 20s east to teens elsewhere
west and
and understanding and voiced Calloway County present..
the church basement with Low tonight zero to 5
the hope their space mission The guests included: John Murray High basketball team as north to near 10 elsewhere. Highs
could contribute toward the Dale, Glen Cope, Rollie Win- special invited guests; Saturday, Tuesday ,in the teens
The Murray -Branch of the "solving of the problems of the chester, Randolph Allen, Jack 5:30 p.m., Valentine Banquet
of world."
Association
American
Jones, Martin Mattingly, Larry with poet Tom Perkins as guest
EXTENDED OUTLOOK
University Women will meet They carried a record haul of Nichols, Gerald White, Ron speaker; Sunday, 9:40 and 10:50
Tuesday, February 9, at 7:30 109 pounds of rocks and soil Newberry and H. C. Chiles. An
a.m., youth teachers in all Extended weather outlook for
p.m. at the home of Mrs. RObert collected from the moon's Fra out of town guest was Joe Perry classes, youth choir, and sermon Kentucky Wednesday through
Higgins, 713 Main Street, Mauro Valley Friday and of the Paris, Tennessee Civitan
by Larry Nichols; 'Sunday, 5:30 Friday:
Murray.
Satnrday. Scientists hope some Club.
.
pA19,1 youth training programand _Considerable cloudiness dn
"The ImpaCt of Colleges On
"Magic for Ministers" was the joint devotional meeting with the Thursday otherwise mostly fair
tContinued on Page SIX
Politics" will be the subject of the
theme of a routine of magic New Direction; Sunday, 6:30 through Friday. Cold Wednesday
program with the student
presented by James Phelps from p.m., The New Direction singing and Thursday. Not as cold
representative of the Board of
CHANGE IN DATE
Paris, Tennessee. Red Willough- group from Benton Church Friday. Lows Wednesday and
Regents of Murray State The
New
Providence by was in charge of the evening's presenting the program.
Thursday in the teens. Highs
the Homemakers Club has changed program
leading
iiniVetsity.
Larry Nichols, Associate Wednesday and Thursday Mid
discussion.
its meeting from 'February 9 to Civitan president, Ed Hendon, Pastor at Memorial, and all the 20s to mid, Xs Lows
Friday
Hostesses for the meeting are Tuesday, February 16, at one gave the initial r4ading of an youth of the churCh. invite the mostly mid 20s Highs Friday
Beryl
Mrs.
and
Mts. Higgins
p.m at the home of Mrs. Anton application for membership from youth of this area to attend these upper 30s and lower 40s.
Whaley.
Herndon
1:Charles Hale.
special events.

Clergy Night
Held By Club

Murray Branch Of
AAUW Plans Meet
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eviewed by Gov. Nunn were:
--Special permits to be issued
at age 15'.02 for use only while
FRANKFORT, Ky.—As a engaged in a driver education
result of seven regional high L'ourse
school traffic safety conferences, —"Team teaching" in driver
Gov. Louie B. Nunn has ap- 3ducation so that students may
pointed seven students to serve xintinue textbook work while
as "full and active members of )thers are gaining practical
the Kentucky Traffic Safety experience on the road.
Coordinating Committee."
—Instructor qualifications be
Governor Nunn told the group raised to a minimum 12 college
of students and parents attending hours in driver education.
the presentation at the Capitol
—Qualifications and trainini
last week he was "amazed" and or police officfrs be raised.
"tremendously pleased" with the
—Traffic laws be fairly anC
recommendations they had mad* impartially enforced by the
during the conferences.
courts.
The students will continue tt
—Teenage drivers be required
represent teenagers in Kentucky to do projects in traffic safety,
by making other recom• rather than be made to pay a fine,
mendations to reduce traffic and parents be required to acfatalities and increase driver company children to court.
education.
—Driver education be made
Named to the committee were available to young people and
Robert Baker, Georgetown; Patti adults alike.
Paducah;
Williams',
—Penalties for second and
Roberts, Owensboro, Russ
subsequent offenders of dru
Findlay, Louisville; Christine driving be more severe.
Reimbrock,Eort Mitchell; Kathy
up alcohol
—Schools set
Varney, Pikeville; and Joe counseling programs.
Masters, Corbin.
By Dave Thompson
State News Bureau

SUBSCIPTION RATES: By Carrier in Murray, per week 35e, per
Month $1.52. In Calloway and adjoining counties, per year, ;5.50;
Zones i & 2, $13.00, Elsewhere $16.00. All service subscriptions $8.00
"The Outstanding Civic Asset cof a Community Is tie
Integrity of its Newspaper"
MONDAY—FEBRUARY 8, 1971

Ten Years Ago Today
LEDGER a TIMES FLLE

An average of 643.05 per hundred weight was reported for the
sale of dark fired tobacco here.
Ann Wrather, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. M. 0. Wrather and
senior at Murray High School, has been named a finalist in the
1960-61 NationaLlfderit Scholarship Program.
New officers of the Murray Girl Scout Council are Mrs. Edmund
J. Steytler. Mrs. Elmer Collins, Mrs. Macon Blankenship, and
Mrs. Laverne Wallis.
The Calloway County Junior High Basketball Tournament
opened with New Concord over Kirksey 34 to 31 in an overtime,
Faxon over Hazel 36 to 24. and Lynn Grove over College High 29 to
16.

20 Years Ago Today
LCDGER

'-'.
.,'',

TIMES FILE

Mrs. Eura Clendenon died at the home of her daufhter, Mrs.
Leon Coursey of Almo Heights.
Murray SLtte College won over Evansville 70 to 61 in a
basketball game here last night. Gove. Lawrence Wetberby and
his official party attended the game here.
Judge Camille Kelley will be guest speaker-irtt*
program honoring Murray PTA Dads.
A special page ad commemorating the 41st anniversary of the
National Boy Scout Week is published today. Also the entire
column of "Seen & Heard Around Murray" concerns the Boy
Scouts.

STATELY BIRTHDAY POSE--On thy celebration of his 162nd birthday, the
statue of Abraham Lincoln stands proud and tall in the Capitol Rotunda, The
14-foot statue was designed by A. Wieman in 1911 and presented to Kentucky by
James B. Speed of Lbuisville. (Steve Mitchell Photo)

Isn't It The Truth!
In this land where most of us dress alike and look
.alike within our own peer group, there is given to the
questing female on sure way of quickly discerning
whether a strange young man is a bachelor or a
husband. If he doesn't get fighting mad at mention of

FISHIIECALLED WASHINGTON (UPI) —The
Food and Drug Administration
has recalled 500,000 pounds of
swordfish from A&P stores
throughout the nation because
of mercury contamination, but
works of New York. The im- about 300,000 pounds of it
By Lois Campbell
pressive replica was given to the already had been sold.
State News Bureau
state by James B. Speed of
An FDA spokesman said the
FRANKFORT, Ky.—With the Louisville.
the amount of the mercury in the
to
visitor
school-boy
a
Many
celebration of Abraham Lincoln's
has rubbed the sold frozen swordfish was not
62nd birthday close at hand, the Kentucky Capitol
Statue, sup- enough by itself to harm
spirit of the Kentucky-born toe of the Lincoln
.
anyone.
posedly a good luck symbol.
President lives on.
swordfish was distributed
The
Visitors
many
the
as
And
Visitors from throughont the
A&P stores Oct. 15 except
world come to study and pay traveling along the Lincoln to
stores in the New York
tribute to the "Great Eman- Heritage Trail have found out, for
metropolitan area.
was
it
For
again.
happens
history
cipator" along the 2200-mile
marked route called the Lincoln in America's Midwest that
Abraham Lincoln dreamed the
Heritage Trail.
that charted his course
dreams
The
portion,
Kentucky
beginning on U. S. 60 in and led him to his greatest
Louisville, parallels the early triumph . the preservation of
history of Lincoln as he lived it, our nation.
Sy

-Spirit M Lincoln -Lives
On The 'Heritage Trail'

Bible Thoughtfor Today
If any man among you seem to be religiews, and bridleth not his
Is tongue- ....tail maa'a riellgiaiw is vain—James 1:26.
- It is.not enough to say we were mistaken. We should not pass on
injurious rumors and suspicions that are not proven.

,.
?...

Governor Nunn requested
successful completion of a driver
education course be made before
anyone from 16 to 18 years of age
is issued a driver's license.
Miss Williams commented that
there was not sufficient time with
class work to provide enough
actual driving practice and no
use was made of the time in the
classroom while the teacher and
other students were driving.
"There's not much you can
but your English homework or
something," she said.

. ,
erence
At each regional
the students were asked to
discuss such topics as Kentucky's
"point system" for penalizing
traffic offenders, teenage attitudes toward the drinking
driver, drug abuse, driver
education, and police-youth
relations.
recommendations
Student
Now You Know
By United Press International
The brightness of the moon
from the earth equals that of a
100 candle power lamp viewed
from 22 yards.
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Film
Festival
The finest feature films
available for Television
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TONIGHT (in Color)
"THE QUIET MAN"
Starring John Wayne,
Maureen O'Hara
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FAMILY
NIGHT

Show

Fine motion pictures everyone
will enjoy, but programmed
especially for the insomniacs

4 pm Ail Closing

A Complete Dinner

WLAC
TV 5

Tuesday Is Super
Savings Night

FRIDAY. SATURDAY
SUNDAY. 10:30 PM

AND

PERRY
MASON
Television's most famous
Detective-Attorney with a
full weekend's intriguing plots
and excatfrig action'
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POSTAGE PERSONALITIES-

day by day.
Here in Kentucky, Abraham
The Almanac
Lincoln was born. His _earliest By United Press International
,.Women's Lib, he is legitimate game.
days were spent on the Sinking
Today is Monday,.Feb. 8, the
"Only a backelor knows what he is missing—
Spring and Knob Creek farms in 39th day of 1971.
marriage."
lame County.
The moon is between its first
—Maxims for a Bachelor
An impressive marble-and: quarter and full phase.
granite memorial houses the tiny
The
stars
morning
are
ST A TE GOVERMENT'S
log cabin where he was born. On Mercury, Venus, Mars and
WEEK OF ACTIVITY
freGIEF
this ground, once part of Thomas Jupiter.
Lincoln's Sinking Spring farm, - The evening star is Saturn.
Birthday of
By Gary G. Huddleston
one can see the spring for which
Those born on this day are
JULES VERNE
the place was named; still under the sign of Aquarius.
1828 1905
By Gary G. Huddleston
flowing deep and full. The
On this day in history:
French Novelist
:7 IRAFFI( -Gov Louie B. Nunn recently declared that some
Boundary Oak, well over 300
Science Fiction Writer
In 1587 Mary, Queen of Scots,
judges in the state continue to be "major stumbling blocks" to years old, is the
only
A Trip to the Moon
remaining
Wrote
was
after
beheaded
being
enforcement of traffic laws, but he lauded an increase of 32.1 per living thing on
the site that was charged with
plotting
the
violators.
of
convictions
for
1970
cent in
alive when Abraham Lincoln was 'murder of Britain's Queen
born
Elizabeth I.
SCHOOLS—Nearly $2.6 million previously cut from the Minimum
Both Thomas and Nancy Hanks
In 1540 every 10th person in
- Foundation Program can now be restored because of an upturn in
teincolawerenatiyespoioAri...,
-r44ingew—near--Warsalle,
Budget
state
Blanton,
Joek
4a
—General-Fund revenuer aaeardiag
They were married at Springfield Poland, was shot in reprisal for
Director.
ind their courtship days are the deaths of two german
ommemorated at Lincoln soldiers.
in
revenue
in
$1,163,013
generated
roads
toll
'• TOLLS—Kentucky's
Ow 1 PM
llomestead State Shrine in
In
1963 Premier
Karin[
in
period
December 1970, an increase of $110,473 over the same
asa Ounias.
Ak•Im ast
County.
Nashiegton
Kassin
of
Iraq
was
overthrown
L,AattItt
1969. The Kentucky Turnpike, with a revenue of $488,159 showed
The courthouse at Springfield by a military coup. He was
the largest gain i $40,312) over the previous year
xmtains a number of documents executed the next day.
Toni,* a Tues.
.ncolving the Lincoln family,
In 1964 Princess Irene of the
LICENSES—The Kentucky County Clerks' Assn. has proposed a
A MIKE NICHOLS FILM
including the marriage bond Netherlands
renounced
her
five-cent increase in the state's hunting and fishing license fees. A between the President's parents.
ALAN ARKIN *
right
to
the
throne and was
committee from the group has told Fish and Wildlife ComThe Lincoln Marriage Temple, married to Spanish Prince'Juan
and
$5
missioner Minor Clark that raising the cost to an even
which Lincoln's parents were Carlos.
eliminating the nickel change would help their boakkeePilliiwed, now stands in Old Fort
A thought for the day: frialCAV
_
Harrod State Park at Harrod- Benjamin
Franklin
said, TarN malortimfm
a
endorsed
has
HERITAGE—The state Heritage Commiasion
sburg.
SISEPIIIIELLE1
"There never was a good war
proposal by a Lexington realtor to save Clay Villa from being
riowas•Pianan•imemavenno
It was in Kentucky that Lin- or a bad peace."
razed and to preserve it as an historic building. The structure,
coln's talent for law came to the
home of the late James B. Clay, a son of Henry Clay, would be put forefront. When he was 18, he
arits
to use, possibly as apartments, without destroying
earned extra money by running a
chitectural integrity.
ferry service across the Ohic
THEATRE
River.
February 4, 1971
STUDENTS—Grants have been announced by the Highway
He was arrested for ferryine ADUI.TS 109
Tonite &
Department for civil engineering scholarships for state high without a license and suc.
NURSERY 6
school graduates planning to study at the University of Kentucky, cessfully defended himsell
Western Kentucky University or the University of Louisville.
against the charge in the court of
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Magistrate Samuel Pate ir
Baby Girl Forth (Mrs, Linda
Lewisport.,
Forth), 411 S. 8th, Murray, Relit
In Kentuky he also found hit Girl Cox (Mrs. Patricia Cox), Rt
driving, fined 120 00 costs $10.00. wife, Mary Todd, who marriec
3, Cadiz.
Eight' persons were charged,
James Coursey, driving while the young lawyer despite her
entered pleas of guilty, and were
intoxicated,
given
six months family's protests
fined in the City Court of City in jail and
DISMISSALS
fined $540.00.
The Mary Todd Lincoln home
Mrs. Paula, Boone„B.C. 2.
Judge William Donald Overbey Elmer
Dillon,
in
drinking
on Lexington's East Main Stmer Murray, Mrs:- Affene Pritchett,
dwing the past week. Records public, given two
days in jail.
Dexter, Mrs. Martha Lawrence
is presently being restored.
—7-1show the following occurred:
Terry Lynn Manning, no
Another memorial to Abraharr and Baby Boy, RI. 5, Benton,
Richard M Kucharski, driving operator's license, fined $20.00 Lincoln stands in the Kentucky Mrs. Vera Cushman, New
.•
Catch
- %%Yule intoxicated, amended to costs $10.00.
Capitol Rotunda.
Concord, Riley Henson, Rt. 1,
P.
public The 14-foot statue of "Honest Almo, Mrs, Rose
Patton,
reekless driving. fined $100 00 FL
them
Bryan,
1302
drunkenness, given two days in Abe" was designed by A. Wiernar Wells„ Murray,
Lysts $14.00.
Albert Cassity,
both
Higgins,
jail.
Watne
.Andre*.
in 1911. Made of Pennsylvania Rt. 1, Murray, Jessie Dick, Rt. 2,
Danny J. Burkeen, improper serpentine marble, the statue Hazel, Mrs. Ella Adams, 506
reckless driVing. fined $10
registration, fined 620.00 costs was cast by -the Roman Bronze feh. Murray.
&NI:us $10.00.
rerkjess ;10.00
Billy LIT Ba

753-6333 Murray, Ky.
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HAMBURGER * FRENCH FRIES * DRINK
You gel s delicious, open-flameibroded, pure-beef Hamburger
A big bag of Idaho French Fries .. and your
Sandwich
choice of beverage, A tremendous trio, at a paltry price!

BIG SHEF * FRENCH FRIES * DRINK
For BIG moriehies
get a inple-giack
BIG SHEF two Hamburgers, minted
cheese, lettuce, and creamy Sauce) .
bag of Idaho French Fries ... and
your favorite drink . .
•
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BURGER
CHEF

1300
Main Street

Family Restaurants

6 AND 10 PM
IC 1163,1

BURGER CHEF GOES ALL OLT TO PLEASE YOUR FAMILY
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:Hull Scores 544th Goal
Of Career Sunday Night

Murray State Coasts To
Win Over Austin Peay

Weekend Sports
Summary

By United Press International
Saturday
By United Press International Bruins' home ice win streak at WS ANGELES (1P1)-Se• To Bobby Hull, the game in 19 games, it left them with a bond-ranked UCLA defeated No.
Murray State coasted to an Governors were held to 31 per Thoroughbreds as a team
f,:which he scored the 544th goal nine-game unbeaten streak and 1 Southern California, 64-60.
easy victory over Austin Peay cent of their attempted field outrebounded the Governors 4531.
Saturday night, 81-58, after goals, hitting 20 of 63 shots.
7 of his career may be a bitter- enabled the Beantovmers to
pulled down ten
first
Saturday night's win keeps the
the
Taylor
in
lead
Les
point
26
a
gaining
increase their lead over New ST. LOUIS (UPI)-The St.
' -sweet memory.
Off.)
Andrie.
Pat.
US.
(Reg.
Ror Racers hot on the heels of the
with
Racers
the
for
rebounds
to
off
shot
RICHMAN
tee
half.
Joe
D
his
Hull provided the only scoring York in the East Division to touts Blues traded Red*Berensent
By MILTON
son and Tim Ecclestone to the
the left When be got to the Ltd by Les Taylor and Ron Johnson also grabbing eight. The Western Kentucky Hilltoppers.
as the Chicago Black Hawks seven points.
UPI Sports Writer
Garry
for
Wings
Red
Detroit
Murray is only half a game
edged the Pittsburgh Penguins, The 'Blues celebrated general
PHOENIX, Ariz. UPI)-The ball, he looked at those three Williams with 15 points each, the
15to
behind the Western Club in the
record
their
you
pushed
a
tell
took
Racers
him,
of
1-0, Sunday night. The 'Golden manager Scotty Bowman's re- Unger and Wayne Connelly.
in
front
trees
will
Pittsburgh Pirates
for the OVC Championship
only
race
and
wins
to
a
six
going
with
by
breaking
Jet's 34th goal of the season turn to coaching
deep breath and then dribbled 2 overall
Bill Mazeroski is never
The Thoroughbreds take to the
his second shot no more than 40 one loss in the OVC
enabled him to tie the storied five-game winless steak as QUINCY, Mass. (UPI)-Lar- have a heart attack.
polio
Coach Cal Luther emptied his By United Press International road tonight for another allMaurice "Rocket" Richard for Fran Huck led the way with ry Hinson, who overcame
He's not the type. Everything yards.
armm
left
his
withered
that
and
on
his
Lesuk
Bill
tree
bench in the second half with Nationally ranked Western important game with Middle
Mazeroski hit a
second place in career scoring two goals.
is low key.
over he does
Kentucky travels to Dayton Tennessee at Murfreesboro.
among National Hockey League Jimmy Johnson scored for the and went on to win
He brings Pittsburgh its first left witlt his drive and had a every Racer getting on the
Scoring
100,000 on the pro golf tour world championship 11 years tough -second shot. He had to scoreboard. The victory was today looking for a nonFlyers.
players.
winner of
the conference victory after down- Murray State (81)-Young 8,
In other NHL action Sunday, Gordie Howe, the NHL's all- last year, was named
ago with an electrifying home get around the trees to reach Murray's 23rd win over
Governors in 24 meetings. Austir ing Ohio Valley Conference foe Taylor 15, Williams 15, Blondet
Boston rallied for a 4-4 tie with time scoring leader, clicked for Ben Hogan Trophy.
run for example, and when they the green.
five
a
Peay's lone triumph came in the Middle Tennessee in Murfrees- 10, Johnson 8, Mancini.*, Towns
clubhouse
him
gave
a
His
caddy
on
up
Minnesota; St. Louis trounced his 17th and 18th goals of the
him
boost
-Rod
(UPI)
YORK
NEW
when the boro 97-73 Saturday night.
as
2, Steverson 11, Brows 2,Later 2.
assist
an
added
front
two
and
i
1966-67 season
took
in
season
Mazerosk
and
iron
Philadelphia, 6-2; Detroit
trunk and stick a mike
Tom Okker, 6-1,
Austin Peay (sp-Santel 15,
Governors won it 117-94 at The Hilltoppers were paced
whipped California, 5-2, and the Red Wings snapped a five Lover defeated
all he can think of practice swings.
him
of
by big Jim McDaniel who hit Pack 7, Nob)e, Kinman 2,
game winless streak. It was the 6-4, 6-3, in the Champions saying is:
"I just stood over the ball Clarksville.
Toronto edged Buffalo, 4-3.
Dunn Thomas 2, Fry 4, Young 4, Smith
to run his
thinking I gotta make the best Itte in the first half, the 26 points and by Jerry
Although it marked the sixth loss in a row for the Tennis Classic
"I'm very happy."
890,000.
to
2
18.
Jan.
with
since
while
earnings
points
18
2, Thompson 2, Wanstraph 4.
embedded
totaled
RaCers
second straight game in which Golden Seals, deeply
Now he goes and wins the shot of my life," he said.
keeping the Governors scoreless. By halftime, Rh-ranked WestClose to Bet Shot
Airlines Astrojet golf
Hull tied a Richard record, the in the West Division cellar.
American
Ont.
,
ern had a commanding 51-35
night wound up unhappily for Jim McKenny slapped in a 12- PETERBOROUGH
BENCH IN YOUTH POST
classic for the third time Mazeroski came mighty close A technical four on Coach Luther
MagKerne
's
lead over the Blue Raiders, WASHINGTON (UPI) -John-Canada
UPI)
minutes
six
the
in
the
scoreless
gone
his
broke
1:38
of
shot
the blond superstar when he footer with
with a sudden-death to making the best
Sunday
Janet Lynn of
whose top scorer was Nick
bruised his hip crashing into third period of a fight-marred ussen dethroned
ny Bench of the Cincinnati
birdie putt worth $10,000 to him life, curling the ball around the for the Governors when Tom
in the North
charity Prather with 20 points.
the
on
connected
to
Santel
came
It
tree.
the
r
of
linebacke
branches
box
the boards in the secotid period contest to score what proved to Rockford, Ill.,
Reds, the National League's
his
and
overall
skating
figure
Western boosted its
shot.
and had to be assisted off the be the winning goal in the Americnn
Most Valuable Player in r970,
Andy Russell of the Pittsburgh rest five'.feet from the cup.
record to 15-3 with a conference
Maple Leafs' victory over the championships.
ice.
Steelers, and all he does is DiMag made an excellent The battle was marked with
has been named to the athletic
Sabres.
recovery and canned a 15-footer numerous floor mistakes on both mark of 7-1.
Scores 26th Hat Trick
little and say:
e of the Youth Deve-True smile a
MTSU to 1-6 committe
(UPI)
Fla.
,
HIALEAH
to
save a par for his team but sides. The Thoroughbreds were The loss slipped
Foundation Inc.
On Saturday night against
lopment
North won the $65,700 Seminole
didn't wanna get too Maz made it game, set and charged with 26 errors and Austin in the OVC and 7-8 overall.
Minnesota, Hull scored the 26th
Other sports figures on the
Middle Tennessee hopes to
Handicap at Hialeah.
woozy," he said. "I only had a match by knocking in his five- Peay made 23 mistakes.
hat trick of his career to tie
athletic committee of the
way
a
winning
into
couple of beers."
Greg Kinman of Austin Peay et back
foot birdie putt.
n, which raises funds
Richard's league record.
Tennes-4 foundatio
at
when
ARCADIA, Calif. (UPI)Andy Russell, playing in this Later, as Mazeroski revealed who came into Saturday's game tonight
ileged children,
underpriv
Hull scored at 11:17 of the
for
Favored Ack Ack won the tournament for the first time, he now knows how to mark his as the OVC's leading rebounder, see Wesleyan
first period on an assist by
include Billy Casper, Dave
Austin
Handicap
shocked
State
sat
Pasqual
855,800 San
played it even safer. He
ball correctly on the green- was held to only three rebounds Murray
Bryan Campbell Sunday and
Bing, Carroll Dale, Sam Huff,
night 81-58 with
at Santa Anita.
.there sipping Seven-Up.
something he didn't know how as a result of an ankle injury. Peay Saturday
and _ liarown_
that was enough to assure
Kaline
Al
When it came time for to do four :lean ago-F. Jack Murray hit a sizzling 61 per a 62 per cent shooting average Killebrew. •
Tony
goalie
Hawk
Black
per.
15-point
and
floor
the
Sunday
the
to
out
from
'everybody to trek
Mullins, senior vice president cent from the floor on 34 of 55
Esposito of his fifth shutout of
by Les Taylor and
HELSINKI (UPI) -Russia's 17th hole where they were to for American Airlines, asked field goal attempts. The
•
the season.
the
won
h
J
Statkevic
Williams.
poor
death,
Ron
sudden
Nina
Fla.
the
BEACH,
A
begin
Maz whether he had any
4,000 total bases
Esposito, who made 28 saves, DAYTON
world speedskating D. said he was beat, Ron Salto preference regarding the site of
Murray stands at 6-1 in the
was sensational in the second (UPI)-Grandfather Iggy Kato- women's
PITTSBURGH (UPI) -7_
a
to
s
dropped
Amercan
OVC while APSU
championship while
limped up to the tee onTa ntxt year's tournament.
period when he stopped 13 na held off a last-minute charge
Roberto Clemente:p two-base
Hening skinned and tender right heel
Anne
and
7-10.
Holurn
Diane
and
Sunday
Farmer
Red
by
to
where
"We haven't decided
shots, including four at pointAPSU meets UT Martin to- hit against the WMets on
pushed his 1970 Dodge to a won gold medals-in two events. and Ed Podolak, like most of hold it yet, Puerto Rico,
blank range.
August_t1970, tieuOit
his
of
t at Martin.
. 8th
the
the others, had lost much
Acapulco; Mexico or -Hawaii.
Despite a _ 87-shot bombard- record speed win in
latse
seto
leagu
East Tames_ career
(UPI1- touch. Unier and Podolak drove
favored
Japan
,
Heavily
the
SAPPORO
at
race
Arca-300
annual
head
his
Mazeroski scratched
ment of-North Stars' goalie
Clemente is the 28th player
e
Tennesse
France
past
of
and
squeaked
Farnose
Santo
see
by
Annie
Speedfollowed
onal
first
and looked at Russell - for help.
history
Gump Worsley, the Bruins Daytona Internati
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Cynthia Gale Rose
Becomes Bride Of
Steven L. Readel

Hadassah, Zionist Organization, Meets
In Jerusalem; Has 320,000 Members
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the postage.
Holiday Inn at 12 noon.
reservations call jack or Sally Mg, pin flicks :mil appliques.
a War of Independence army
as possible to women."
White at 753-6658.
DEAR GRANDPA: You are a sweetheart and I thank
The firmly established arbiter of fashion, etiquette, diet officer. She married at 25 a
and healthy domestic architecture, landscaping, child-rear- lawyer who helped her expand
you for your generosity, but the problem has already bees
Murray Branch of the AAUW
ing continued active editorially until ninety, She retired an education started by her
solved.
will meet at the home of Mrs.
satisfied that she had labored to elevate her 'country-women mother and brother (a DartRobert Higgins, 713 Main Street,
by providing in her magazine "a beacon-light of refined mouth student). She died at 92.
CONFIDENTIAL Ti) M. C. IN ANAHEIM: You're right.
taste, pure morals and practical wisdom."
at 7:30 p.m.
I was wrong. Next time a king-haired hippie-type approaches
me for a headset, I'll not refuse. I'll give him a dime on the
All Rights Reserved. Distributed by King Features Syndicate. Inc,
es
ye Time.
Morning Circles of the WSCS of
chance that he wants to call his mother—collect.
Leaders froth the Homemaker
the First United Methodist Clubs from all eight Purchase Clothing—Mrs. Sam Howard,
What's your problems You'll feel better if you get it off
Church will meet at 9:30 am. as Area Counties and Extensi Area Chairman; Mrs. Catherine
your chest. Write to ABBY. Box MN, Las Angeles. Cal.
ompson, Extension Advisor, 1.
follows: Alice Waters at the Home Economists from the
Clothing Construction
WWI For • personal reply enclose stamped. addressed
social hall with Mrs. C. B. Ford University
ew
of
Kentucky
as hostess; Bessie Tucker with Cooperative Extension Service Techniques, 2. Charistmas Gifts
envelope.
Mrs. W. B. Graves, 1507 Kirk- discussed their problems, needs from your sewing Machine, 3.
wood; and Maryleona Frost with and desires concerning the home Time Saving Gadgets for Sewing,
For Abby's new booklet, "Mast ToevrAgers Want to
Mrs. Jim Garrison, 303 Oakdale economics information they 4. Sewing on Lingerie & BeginKnow.- seed SI to Abby. Dim WM, Los Angeles, Cal. WM.
would like to receive in the future ntng Sewing.
,
Hurt,
while in a meeting in Mayfield 'Issues & Concerns—Mrs.
Groups bf the Baptist Women of recently.
ea Chairman; Mrs. Maxine
Advisor, 1.
the First Baptist Church will
These discussions were held on riffin, Extension
meet as follows: I with Mrs the club level first, then on the Dilution, 2. Population ExRagon McDaniel at 9:30 a.m.; II county level. County Chairmen in
By PATRICIA MeCsOftiblACK in a report; "Windows On Day with Mrs. John Keel at ten am., each Home Economics subject ill Febeilary, -members of-the
memakers Clubs will select
NEW
I UPI i—The Care," which Mrs. Keyserling and III with Mrs. Neva Waters at, matter area met and shared
YORK
study at
two p.m.
mothers of six million boys and is preparing_
problems and ideas, studie he lessons they will
Club
Homemakers
their
girls under the age of six work Testifying at the recent White
alternative solutions, and set
House Conference on Children The WSC-S of the Goshen United priorities. The following is the meetings beginning this fall.
outside the home.
Methodist Church will meet at summary of each group's The President has committed
Most of these young children in Washington.
and expand
the church at seven p.m.
are cared for in catch-as-catch- Keyserling said.
suggestions, ranked according to, himself to improve
His
Agriculture.
of
Dept.
from
U.S.
hide
longer
can fashion. Eighteen thousand "Let us no
importance:
•
is to corrent the situation of
of them, once out of the crib ourselves the fact that millions Senior recital of Marciasloslin, Home Furnishings--Mrs. R. M,,
kafield, Vt., piano, will be at Gardner, Area Chairman, Mrs,, furls' citizens by improving the
and past the play pen stage, of our children today are
farm
are latch-key kids—left on their neglected. Their futures and the the Recital Hall, Fine Arts Mildred Potts, Extension Ad! tandards of living for
is
Responsibility
at
MSU,
eight
p.mi-No
esidents.
own, incredible as it seems.
future of our society are, in
visor, Attractive Lamps, 2.
arge.
'laced at local and state levels.
Some others of this young age jeopardy."
Flower Arrangement.
widely varied program of
are cared for by older brothers
Among solutions suggested by
Cultural Arts—Miss Alice
Clubs gives interest
flpmemaker
calling
one
and sisters kept home from Mrs. Keyserling is
Cooperative Sowell, Area Chairman;
Leo's
St.
week long
and
elementary school on a rotation for day care centers in every Preschool Mothers will meet at Dean Roper, Extension Advisor, tor all and a chance for study
said.
spokesman
housing project nationwide—as Gleason Hall at seven p.m. Slides 1, Rocking Chair Tour of Keti- cork, a club
basis to provide care.
Some are farmed out to in Sweden.
will be shown on "Little Children tuchy—Jackson Purchase, 2,
And why not day care centers and Big Poisons".a.0
neighbors. Fewer than one
Creative Women.
million lucky ones go to day within walking distance of
Family Life—Mrs. William
care centers, some good, some schools, especially in urban
The Lions Club Valentine Huff, Area Chairman; Miss Sue
Laundered to Pertection
Ample onions is the cheery
custodial'only. An estimated areas"'
Dinner will be served at 6:30 p.m. Heltsley, Extension Advisor, I.
quality
High
message.
market
Mrs Keyserling said ctirricu- at the Woman's Club House. What Values Shall I Teach My.
900,000 accompany their mothonions are attractively priced
ers to work and spend the day turns in high schools could be Slides of the Tokyo Lions Con- Child', 2. Family Dicisions about dry
supermarket. How shall
your
at
the
in
out
help
to
reformed
shop
counter
playing behihd the
vention will be shown by Dr. Money.
Zip lining, Slack Suits, Suede and Fur Trini, Fermat,.
them? How - about a
use
or in the back room of, say, a crisis on a long-term baste
Housing—Mrs. James Boyd,
Castle Parker at the social hour
Maxi and Pleated Garments Extra.
elegant French
stew,
beef
saVory
She proposed that every high at SIX p.m
Area Chairman; Mrs. Juanita
dry-cleaning plant.
poultry
fragrant
soup,
Amonett, Extension Advisor, 1, thion
Mary Dublin Keyserling, con- school youngster, male and
stuffing made with onions and
Storage, Everything in Its Place,
sulting economist and former female, take a course in child
French fried onion rings to
2. Housing, Building Si Buying sage.
Wednesday, February 10
director of the Women's development and care- -part of
garnish hamburger or steak, and
Bureau. U.S. Department of the course obligation being time The Pottertown Homemakers
jlloped pattliees layeeed With
thaw . care
'Foods—Mrs.
Labor. - sketched that- seem eervong
MeColion;
ub will Vilit it the Holiday Inn
Area Chair-man; Mra: pat
during an interview about the centers.
'
t ten S.M.
Curtsinger, Extention Advisor, 1.
nation's lack of day care
Drycleaning
facilities for children of work.
Concord Fruits & Vegetables, 2. Fondue
New
The
mg.-mothers
If 'oil keep 'a bottle with
at Cookery.
meet
will
Club
Homemakers
to
+nigh
larpol
Itio 'rungs
Home Management —Mrs If.
iiign-dirrow-an
The economist now is directthe home of Mrs. I. B. Mayfield at
it
:
isloinet, fasten' the toils
' IN•JI Gor tovthree
H. Brady, Area Chairman; Mrs:
ing and analyzing a study of I
p.m.
meal. A 9-11,1' I. o ethic iota
Barletta Wralher Extensieti
to wills a joiere of Abrday care in 93 cities - or the
upt.. nil. will keep you
"44. ailsiul fstit
11*
1.
'
Advieor,
t
i
Guarantees
Open Daily from 7 a.m.-6 p.m. 25e ea.
National Council of Jewish l'14
Grove
- The , Harris
mid- a led( inolie, , •
Mistaking it (sir
,in
2
Warranties,
Using
New
AOWomen.
at
meet
will
Club
Homemakers
••
plicances, Equipment,' Etc' Td thing
The findings will be presented "t"°''01140$1:bot
the home of Mrs. Clifton L. Jones
•
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Alcoholism Is Secret
Plight of Many Women

rises come to four
ry dollar donated
46 goes directly to

dicapped child may constitute a
, stress situation for the mother. FRANKFORT, Ky.—"The
--The wife who finds the Eagles: Revisited" will tie the
subject of a special enFRANKFORT. Kv.—Everv pressures of entertaining,
day the sun rises on women Wbe coupled with her husband's full vironmental workshop at Kentucky Dam Village State Resort
aren't thinking of the usual lolly outside schedule, too much."
Park, February 12-14.
to
difficulties
Add
economic
morning housewifely chores—but
any of the above and the situation Sponsored by the Kentucky
of having an "eye opener."
Department of Parks, the
The number of female becomes unduly complicated,
workshop will feature well-known
added.
Armstrong
alcoholics is not known with
specialists in ornithology and
certainty, but it is generally "The ability of a woman with a
biology. Principal speakers will
agreed that there are more than drinking problem to delude
J. Ronald Austing, author of
be
She
needs
g.
is
herself
astonishin
the best estimates indicate,
World of the Red-tailed
the
according to Harold B. Ann- a drink because she is tense; she
Hawk; Dr. Clell Peterson of
she
up;
her
perk
to
needs
another
on
informati
strong, alcohol
Murray State University and Mr.
specialist with the state drinks because her husband is
Robert Howes, Director of Land
to
celebrate
drinks
Department of the Akita! away and she
Between the Lakes.
Health's Office of Alcohoilin. his return home.
Other noted ornithologists will
This is particularly true since "Women alcoholics may not
as field leaders. Field trips
serve
they
but
others,
fool
always
women are more successful than
Into Land Between the Lakes will
men in hiding their illness behind almost always deceive thememphasize sightings into the
the doors of their homes, he selves—this selfdecption is the
winter eagle population. Both
keeps
it
all,
for
of
most
dangerous
added.
Bald and Golden Eagles winter
Armstrong quoted some them from seeking and accepting here.
"
treatment.
m
of
alcoholis
characteristics
Participants are urged to bring
problems peculiar to women as 'Husbands often deny their
pair of comfortable hiking ,
good
a
cited by Dr. Vernelle Fox,forgoer wives' alcoholism," Armstrong
boots and wet-weather gear.
medical director of the Georgian added. "Fain pride prevents
Field trips will be taken regarClinic in Atlantic and a many a man from helping his
"Vh: ratvarir
11
of weather conditions.
dless
first
the
her
problem,
recognized authority on the wife face
necessity
a
will
be
Binoculars
step in many successful treatk.treatment of alcoholism:
and spotting scopes will be of
—The female usually remain, ments of alcoholism."
great assistance.
a
woman
mother,
and
a
wife
at home and is protected as a wife As
alcoholic's erratic behavior, Particpants will register on
and mother.
Friday at 6:00 p.m. CST. A
Some simple rules fat good
—The wife is more likely to swinging from one emotional
registration fee of $4.00 will be
a
has
another,
to
extreme
make homework easier
lighting
seek help for her husband than he
. The
devastating effect on her family, required of each participant
students—and help prevent
for
is for her.
fee will cover the cost of special
eye strain. Light should spread
—Drinking to excess carries a Armstrong said.
equipment, weekend services
an
shown
has
Research
over the entire working surface.
bigger stigma for the female than
alcoholic mother is more likely to and transportation fees.
shadows from the , body or
'No
for a male.
All reservations should be
hands should fall on the work.
A vast majority of females with lose the respect of her children
Darn
Kentucky
by
writing
made
Direct view of a bulb et brightalcoholic problems are afraid to earlier than an alcoholic father,
Village State Resort Park,
ness beneath the lamp shade
get out of the house for fear of and is less likely to win it back.
Husbands are more apt to Gilbertsville, Ky.arcalling (503) should be avoided. There should
being seen and found out.
362-4271.
be no glare spot upward from the
"There are many paths a divorce an alcoholic mate than a
may follow
into woman Is.
bulb through the larnp shade
woman
--igeiningt lb* table or desk suralcoholism." Armstrong noted. Alcoholism among females has
and
"Stress is a big contributor in too often been called "the houseWool L. the 'ca.( flarntnabIt- face should be light in color
both sexes, but in females it takes wife's secret sickness." The time ol the natural fibers, authori- non-glossy as should the wall in
has come for female alcoholism ties report. It is slow to ig- back. Some light should be sent
a different form:
--•'The young wife and mother to be brought into the open so it nite and naturally name re- upward onto the walls and
ceiling, and except for small
who can't cope with the peasores can be treated successfully, sistant.
Armstrong stressed.
of children and housekeiPing:
—"The middle-aged, depremstio
woman who feels useless because
her children are grown and her
husband is 'married' to his
business.
—"The wife who has become
very dependent on her husband
and finds herself having to face
life without him, for any of a
number of reasons.
—"A family with a banBy Dee Gianabil
State News Dams

Anies in Israel to
one Mrs. Schenk
th pride. It is the
brew
University
iter — a 600-bed
with an
rspital
that
department
X) patients a year
as president, Mrs
is involved in
ters of concern to
us worldwide. Last
appealed to the
dstration to exerfluence to gain
,viet missiles from
I Zone.
convention, two
"very much on
will be Soviet
ace in the Middle
k, the wife of
bbi Aix Schenk,
h's medical proall people—Jews,
oslems.
ffs from research
rted by Haciasbenefit the world

KENTUCKY HONEY SUNDAY--A unique photo-effect puts- Honey Sunday
(March 7) into unusual statewide perspective. Co-sponsored by the Kentucky Jaycees and The Kentucky Assn. for Retarded Children, the goal of Honey Sunday
is the sale of 75,000 bottles of honey at $1 apiece, proceeds to benefit retarded
children on the state and local levels. Bob Cobb,itate_president of the Kentucky
Jaycees, is chairman of-the- fund-riisirtg drive. (Ritliala Upcli uich-Photor

Governor Nunn Proclaims
'Honey Sunday' March 7

ale as pictured
d signature. She
wport, N.H. in
of Gordon Buell,
pendence army
rried at 25 a
lped her expand
started by her
•ther (a Dart. She died at 92.

Environmental
Workshop To
e Held at Dam

By Dave Thompson
State News Bureau
, FRANKFORT, Ky.—"In an
effort to draw greater attention to
the needs of the mentally
retarded," Gov. Louie B. Nunn
recently proclaimed Sunday,
March 7, 1971, as 'Honey Sunday'
in Kentucky.
'Honey Sunday' is a statewide
campaign, conducted by the
Kentucky Jaycees and co-

CLEARED .FOR TRIAL —
Charles (T e x) Watson
"(above), 24, who was reported "tinning Into..a
"". etable" last October, has- regained his mental cape- cityT-doctors say, and will
be tried in Los Angele4 for
the Tate - LaBianca murders for which Charles
Manson and three young
women already have been
convicted by a jury

sponsored by the Kentucky Assn.
for Retarded Children (KARC).
An estimated 90,000 Kentucky
citizens are mentally retarded,
most of them living in their own
homes.
Members of the Jaycees
organizations in Kentucky will
be knocking on doors on 'Honey
Sunday' for the benefit of Kentucky's mentally retarded to,
provide tangible resources for
the development of new and
better programs.
The Sioux City Honey Corp., of
Sioux City,Iowa,is furnishing the
12-ounce plastic squeeze containers of honey at 33 cents a
container. The selling price is $1
per container; the proceeds will
be contributed to the mentally
retarded.
The KARC will receive 50 per
cent of the proceeds and the
remainder will be divided equallyamouqt the local and state
Jaycee organizations.
The 'Honey Sunday' concept
began nine years ago by the
Nebraska Jaycees. The Kentucky
Jaycees, whose program began
last year, received about $10,000
profit for selling 45,000 containers. This year's goal has been
set at 75,000.

NEW YORK (UPI )—"The
bull market has only started to
bellow," the Alexander Hamilton Institute says. The firm
as
environment
the
sees
"healthy" with interest rates
remaining low and business
indicators firming up. "The one
big blemish is inflation, which
AGAINST VOLUNTEERS —
the
Sen. Edward Kennedy, D- roars on," it adds. "Still,
inflation
unbeatable
seemingly
the
Mass., appears before
Senate Armed Services provides a good case for stock
Cortunittbe in Washington ownership."
to oppose President NixRecent relatively high volume
ores proposal to create an
al1,1 volunteer Army by on the American Stock Exrnid-1973 He charged the change suggests that trading is
merpw re amounted to in- becoming more speculatively
dating "poor men's sons to oriented, according to E. F.
fight itch men's wars.- Hutton.
However, although near term
.
Ele-ctric heat --gravr3-. In strength - seems
popularity. Just a few years ago, concentrated in the mig*
The electrical industry's own a survey found that one in every speculative issues,speculation
action to combat pollution is by five families would prefer an is still far from what could be
no means its only contribution to electric heating system if they called excessive, it observes.
a better environment. Users of bought a home. Now, more than
electricity do not have to employ one family in three lists electric The fact that the Dow Jones
any form of combustion to obtain heat as first choice. Among the Industrial Average has more
the tremendous amounts of under-29 age group in the than recouped its oversold
energy they receive from electric recent surv4y, 44 per cent ex- losses of last summer suggests
power. This is why electricity -is pressed a preference for electric the market may be headed for
a plateau until other principal
called the clean energy.
'heat.
economic measures, including
profits, catch up, Spear and
Staff says. Street interest,
during this potential lull, may
dwell on secondary issues,
particularly on the American
and over the counter exchanges, it adds.
Few analysts doubt that the
end of the 1908-70 bear market
has been seen, according to the
International Statistical Bureau.
But there is still some concern,
since no one denies the stock
market could reverse lti trend
quite rapidly, it observes.

strip at. KheALONG--L1.. soldiers repair the !gilding
KHE SAWN GOES ROLLING
d by U.S
abandone
was
base
air
The
planes.
s.iiiti to aecommottite large transpou t
is being used aea supply base for the
now
end
MS
in
siege
lengthy
aNtatmes after
giant 11weep thrmigh infrthern South Vietnam.'

More than one-third of the worldwide total production of electricity takes place in the United
States, which has only 6 per cent
of the earth's population. The
U.S output of production, they
are the next fiye nations combined In order of production,
they are the Soviet Union, Japan,
the United Kingdom, West
Germany and Canada

Additional training during their
careers is common for people in
the electrical industry, as they
keep up with advances so they
can be of greater service. Over
100,000 members of the International Brotherhood of
Electrical Workers, for example,
have taken courses in skill imMany
provement.
IBEW
members also participate in first
aid and safety classes to be better
prepared for emergencies

Thomas Edison, father of the electrical
industry, didn't discover electricity. But
he did develop its use for people like
7.13 11171
A
you. He patented almostA,100 invenrk.1
tions that use electric power.
e the 124th
During National Electrical Week, we celebrat
electricity
genius,
anniversary of Edison's birth. Thanks to his
works to improve the quality of your life.
And we will keep it
• Edison put electricity to work for people.
working. For you.
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Snow . ..

Apollo Timetable

Seen & Heard .. .

Tax . . .

SPACE CENTER, Houston I Continued From Page One)
(Continued From Page One
(UPI -The timetable for Apollo 14 (all times EST and variou.s and sundry meat sauces Board released figures showing
may phinge to five degrees
for a couple of hours
that Calloway County had the
subdect to change).
tonight.
Today
lowest tax rate of all of the twelve
school districts in the Jackson
9:23 a.m.-Astronauts awaken
New York City Police called from 10-hour sleep period and She fixed another one of those Purchase. Some residents have
for boats to rescue stranded eat first meal of the day. At salads from which we could Pointed out that even though
motorists from flooded express- this time they will be 146,584 literally make a meal.
Calloway County has the lowest
ways, heavy snow piled up in miles from earth.
tax rate, it also has a utility tax.
upstate New York and new
Efforts are being made at this
1:23 p.m.-Crew exercises for
inches
four
to
England, and up
one hour then eats second The steaks were done to a "T" time to determine how many of
of snow caused hazardous meal.
with no grease dropping from the schools districts in the
Murray-Calloway County Youth Scholars elected officers at the
the
parts of
in
driving
5150 p.m.--Sixth course cor- them These two had hardly no Purchase have the utility tax organizational meeting held Thursday. Hall MeCuiston, left, is
Southeast today as winter rection if needed.
fat on them with the exception of also.
program chairman for the group. To his left are Kathy Thompson,
weather continued to plague the 6:30 p.m.-Television show the rnarbelling in them. The grill By press time today this in- treasurer, Betty Joe Ward, secretary, Vicki Lowery, vicenation.
is the one Gassy Doran put in for formation was not obtained.
from space.
president, and David Hall, president.
The Upper Midwest was so 8:42 p.m.--Astronauts take us and it works like a charm.
The Calloway County School
cold even the Detroit Zoo's some pictures of the dark side
Board listed the following points
polar bears didn't like it.
of earth.
as the reasons for their request
The National Weather Service
10:23 p.m.-Crew eats third The snow last night and today
warnings for
for
the new school tax:
snow
of
really.
winter
first
heavy
the
posted
marks
meal, 100,284 miles from earth.
DEL RIO, Tex.--Becoad Lieutesiant John E. Spratt, soa of Mrs.
a large area from Western
We have had no winter weather to "Relieving over-crowded
begin
awarded
p.m.-Astronauts
been
has
Murray,
11:23
Ave.,
Mame
1808-B
Sprott,
B.
Shirley
Massachusetts and Southern eight-hour rest period.
speak of and we were wondering conditions enabling students to
his silver wings at Laughlia AFB, Tex., upon graduation from U.
to
south
York
New
Western
and
if we would go from the chilly receive more individual atTuesday
S. Air Force pilot training. Lieutenant Spratt is being assigned to
today
early
several tention.
Virginia. By
7:23 a.m.-Astronauts awaken atmosphere of the past
Little Rock AFB,Ark., where be will fly the C-138 Hercules cargoand Albany, N.Y., and eat first meal, 54,961 miles weeks right into Spring. The snow "Full time music teacher for
Binghamton
Command.
Mr
the
Tactical
of
anti
troop carrier aircraft(as
each reported seven inches of from earth.
causes some trouble, but at least each new elementary school.
a definite breaking "Art programs for each
new snow and several other
12:49 p.m.-Seventh course it provides
upstate cities had as much as correction if needed. This will point and we know for sure that elementary center.
"A well-rounded supervised
winter.
four inches.
last chance to correct the we had a
were be
physical
education program.
warnings
Travelers
course for proper entry into
"More special education units
posted as far south as the Gulf earth's atmosphere.
round-table such as Trainable Mentally
a
Coast states.
Named to the refreshment committee for the Murray-Calloway
3:34 p.m.-Command module Watching
A 1971 C,arnero Z2I1 burned
New York City and Long separates from service module. discussion of some people who Retarded, Educable Mentally County Youth Scholars were, left to right, Bill Adams, Mary Ann
as
11:15
about
morning
Saturday
Island had heavy rains. As
were involved in drug traffic in Retarded and Speech and Taylor, and Bruce Miller.
Two traffic collisions were U was being unloaded from a much as four feet of water 3:47 p.m.-Apollo 14 enters
way,all the way from users Hearing.
some
and
18
atmosphere
earth's
investigated by the Murray haulaway at the Dwain Taylor
in some expressways in seconds later loses radio to pushers. One mentioned that "A full time librarian for each
stood
Police Department on Saturday Chevrolet. Inc.,on U. S. Highway the area and police called for
he had a hate within himself and school.
contact with Mission Control.
and Sunday. No injuries were 641 South.
boats to rescue drivers
pointed out that he had a "A full time remedial reading
small
another
14
pollo
deploys
the
listed on the reports filed by
Officials told the Murray Police on the Southern State Parkway. 3:58 p.m.-A
hate. We questioned this teacher at each school.
to
right
officers.
Department that the haulaway Parts of the Belt Parkway and main parachutes.
right because hate in any fashion "The possibility of a com14
Apollo
p.m.
Gary
4:03.53
p.m.
6:23
Johnson's
at
the
Sunday
had been parked at
the Harlem River Drive also splashes dolvn in the Pacific tends to destroy the individual prehensive high school program,
Joseph Wittle of Louisville and Grocery parking lot on Friday
were closed because of high
rather than the person or which is the highest rating given
a
driving
Murray Route Three,
night and the four barrel car- water. The National Weather Ocean.
movement or group that is the in Kentucky, being offered to the
stoton
door
car
two
the
Volkswagen
from
stolen
1964
buretor was
Service issued flash flood
of the hate.
recipient
_
North
high school students. .
on
south
wagon, was going
sometimt that night.
warnings for an area from New
"The possibility of initiating a
7th Street when his car slid into
The police report said when the Jersey to South Carolina.
football program at Calloway
the 1965 BIliCk four door sedan car was started as it was being
A tornado spawned by the
After listening to this discussion County High School.
owned by Mason Ross of 301 unloaded from the haulaway, the
system ripped
frontal
same
thirty or forty minutes, we
for
that
North 7th Street, Murray,
car caught on fire and was through Gulf Breeze, Fla., (Continued From Fake Ow) came to the conclusion that the
was parked in front of his home, burned. No other damage was
Sunday, destroying an apartHe is also ideas of many people will never
according to the police report.
reported to the haulaway or other ment complex and injuring 250 county officials.
in Yp- be changed, that reason is a
authorities
Debbie Rogers, left, Alan Spencer, and Johnnie Stockdale were
by
it
wanted
while
The accident occurred
cars at the Chevrolet Company. persons.
of treasure to be valued, and t
charge
named to the publicity committee for the Murray-Calloway Youth
silanti, Mich_ on a
was snowing and the street was
ty
Damage fronfilie-fieister was felonious larcney, officials said. clear unbiased thinking is a
Scholars at the meeting held Thursday.
slick, according to the police
ADULTS 98
as high as $5 million. Trooper Stephenson, while on quality not possessed
estimated
on
was
VW
the
to
report. Damage
5
NURSERY
There were no fatalities.
regular patrol, recognized
the front fender and bumper, and
Snowfall Sunday prompted Willoughby's car, a 1962 Oldto the Buick on the left back
Americans use electricity in
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
travlers warnings for parts of
green confender.
Baby Boy Hopkins (Mrs.
almost countless ways to help 12 itates from Northeast New smobile white over
• •
.
0
,
vertible, and pursued the suspect'
Cars - Jived in a collision at them in their homes. A typical
Patricia Hopkins), Route 2,
From The
across the Texas who was reported traveling with
1:14 p.m. Saturday were a 1969 family has at least 11 electrical Mexico
Murray.
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FOR SALE

d officers at the
Cuiston, left, is
['thy Thompson,
Lowery, vice-

FOR SALE

AKC IRISH Setter pups. Toy 14 WEANING pigs Phone 753F9C
Poodles and three herds of 14904.
Chinchilla from certified stock.
$35.00 each animal. 753-1862.
AUTOS FOR SALE
February 26C
MOBILE HOME Insurance.
Broad', coverage. Low rates.
Check with us for all your Insurance before you buy.
Galloway Insurance and Real
Estate Agency, phone 7535842
March4C

GOOD '61 VW with new '65
engine. Dependable cheap
transportation, mechanic approved. $475 or best offer. Call
F1OC
753-3768.

FOR RENT

NOTICE

NOTH'F.

DISTRIBUTED

Lan

EXCLUSIVELY
by

SAF T BHT

TIRES

CAIN & TAYLOR

DRIVERS' DISTRACTION

inNICE FURNISHED apartment CHICAGO ( UPI)-An
for three or faur girls. Phone 753- crease in auto accidents along
7381 days or 753-5108 after 5:00 U.S. 12 north of suburban
TFC Palatine apparently has been
p.m
explained by the attraction at a
local outdoor movie theaterNICE PRIVATE rooms, will "Naked Island."
accomodate 8 to 10 boys, with
kitchen priviliges. Phone 753-7381 Police said the X-rated
film,
days or 753-5108 after 5:00 p.m. which is visible from the
TFC highway,
and on Sunday.
features nude men
and women romping across the
OFFICE SPACE in National giant screen. They apparently
Hotel building, formally occupied understood how motorists might
by Varsity Barber Shop. Phone lose their composure but said
there was nothing they could
Charlotte Kirk Whitnell, 753F8C do.
2240.

MUST SELL 1967 Mustang. Good
shape. Need tuition. Phone 753Corner of 6th & Main
F8C
USED TWO-ROW mechanical 7869.
tobacco transplanter. Has set
Phone 753-5862
only 20 acres. Billington Forsee
1965 CHEVROLET Impala
Tractor Co., Inc. Phone 753-2532 station wagon. Power brakes,
WINTER RANGER
FURNISHED GROUND floor
F8NC
power steering, hydramatic,
apartment. Three rooms and
-CLEAT
black leather upholstery, good
DEEP
bath, near court square. Phone
DISCOUNT FLOOR Covering shape. Phone 753-3876,
F8P
TFC
753-8175
Sale; New line congoleoum vinyl
$1.99
ft.
wide,
12
cushion floor,
1962 CHEVROLET, extra nice.
FURNISHED APARTMENT
square yard. Also Dupont 501 Phone 492-8622.
F9C
available March 1st. Couples or
carpet,$3.95 square yard. Heavy
teachers only. No pets. 1610
snag, $2.99 square yard. Some
excellent
College Farm Road. Phone 753mercial type hi-density rubber 1965 VOLKSWAGEN,
916 North 18th
F8C
1600.
back, $3.95 square yard. Some condition. See at
F8P
carpet low as $1.99 square yard. Street.
Big selections, volume buying,
FURNISHED APARTMENT,
cash and carry ( this saves you
SERVICES OFFERED
newly decorated. Couples only.
money. While it lasts. Paschall
F8P
South 8th Street. •
408
KenDiscount House, Hazel,
F8P
tucky, 492-9733.
FOR ALL your home alterations, REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY • FURNISHED apartment near
repairs, remodeling, etc., new or
Estey
campus. Call 7534806 after 5
DOUBLE KEY board
old. Free estimates. Call 753-6123.,
F8NC
p.311.
organ. Had three months. Sell for
February 15NC BY OWNER: Four bedroom
F8P
$300.00. Phone 753-8361.
brick house, 1612 Loch Lomond
ES--=FURN ISHE D
UPST
of'
TAX filing. Short form Drive, one block South
all utilities furnished.
apartment,
ALL BOYS and Girls dress and INCOME
deadquiet
each additional schedule Robertson School on
Couple only. Call 753-6278. F8NC
car coats sizes 12 mo. - 14 yrs. 1-2 $5.00,
family
paneled
Large
street.
end
Phone 437-4662 for further
price. Settle Workman Co. F6C $2.50.
ITC room, birch kitchen with built.
information.
FURNISHED STUDIO and two
ins, 11.2 baths, central heat and
Would you like to retire, right now,
completely
carpeted,
bedroom apartments. Zimfully
air,
12
to
a
hours
And work only 10
12 x 12 WOOL rug, 220 electric FURNITURE:
REFINISHING.
stall garage
merman Apartments, South 16th
week at your own pace? Then you're
heater extra good,set of good bed All work guaranteed. Free_ redecorated. Two
ready to consider becoming a Oil
F12C
with brick wall.
Street Phone 753-6609.
springs. Phone 753-5244 after pickup and delivery. Free and 25'X 30' patio
Distributor.
building next
selling,
for
Reason
FlOP
12:00 noon.
estimate. Antique or natural Joor. $29,500. Call 753-7683 for
WI Snack Shop Vending Machines
NICE 10 x 50 two bedroom trailer,
finish. Jerry McCoy,753-3045.
ate a proven business opportunity
Fl2P
quiet and conveniently located,
appointment.
in
market
BELTONE FACTORY fresh
a
market,
billion
in a $5
FebruaOr 20 NC
one mile from city. Phone 753which 800,10 of the business is done
hearing aid batteries for all make
<411.
F9P
operator
independent
small
5109.
the
by
hearing aids. Wallis Drugs. ITC
You can start your own business
FOR SALE
FOR SALE
week
a
hours
for as little as 10
REMOVE CARPET paths and
and build profits. . . with hard ,EURNISHED APARTMENT,
wart and good service
spots; fluff beaten down nap with
Married couples.. Close to
Blue Lustre. Rent shampooer
campus. Phone 753-8996 anytime.
You need no experience, you make
no personal sales Calls We will
FlOP
F13C
$1.00 Big K.

ikt

I-ray-Calloway
ms, Mary Ann

SNOW TIRE
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AND
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WHY WORK_
FORA
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tockdale were
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ficers
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ion. This is a ten
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noway,County

FOR SALE
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e program is
at businessmen
the Cooperative
e University of

SPOTS before your eyes-on your
new carpet-remove them with
Blue Lustre. Rent electric
shampooer .$1. Western Auto,
'Home of The Wishing Well,"
FlOC

n leaders at the
g were Bill Boyd
nk who led the
y Economics",
on Of the Murray
cy who discussed
rporation''.
ed were David
• Vicki Lowry,
Betty Jo Ward,
thy Thompson,

COFFEE TABLE and two
matching end tables. Mahogany
with formica tops. Good condition. Phone 753-6030 after 5:00
FlONC
p.m.

appointed were
Ian Spencer, and
le, publicity, and
ary Ann Taylor,
er, refreshments.
I meet at the City
with the meeting
bruary 11, at 7:30

om Page One)
and disorderly
three for condelinquency of

train you, counsel you, and secure
your locations Your $600 to $1500
investment covers machine and
no hidden costs or
product .
fees

GOOD USED COLOR TVs AND BLACK AND
WHITE PORTABLES

PLAN YOUR PROFITABLE RETIRE. WRITE TODAY!
MENT

E CET E R

1
isaiesup

TitSERVIC
Phone 753-5865 I
Central Shopping Center Murray, Kentucky
HELP WANTED

HELP WANTED

TIMOTHY HAY and mixed hay.
Contact Thurston Furches at 435- ARE YOU a well-known - and NEEDED: THREE women for
FlOP respected lady in Murray full or part time counseling
5131.
desiring profitable, part-time service. Excellent earnings with
a
Counselor
Beauty
NICE,CLEAN beauty shop chair activity? If so, we can offer you Vanda
no in- Cosmetics. Phone 753-1711. FlOC
without head, $15.00. Phone 436- great opportunity with
1TC vestment. Must have car
2383
available to service established ARE YOU WORTH $18,000 IN A
high
YEAR?
1968 BSA Motorcycle. 250 cc, 2500 accounts on unusually
commission basis, welcoming Most of our men earn less but are
miles. Call 753-7342 after 4 p.m.
with
F20C newcomers. Interviews and pleasantly surprised
training in Murray. If interested, splendid income they do enjoy.
or write: Need man over 40 to take short
18 FT. CABIN Cruiser, no motor call: 502-842-5566,
'P.
Service,
Greeting
Community
753-5252.
auto trips in Murray area. Air
or trailer. $175.00 Phone
Green,
Bowling
1092,
Box
0.
FlOC
.inail__W-5._ Dickerson, Pr
fte
eau ri
Southwestern Petroleum Corp.
ITC
Ft. Worth, Tex.
TWIN 'CLOTHES, girls, sizes 8PREPARTION LADY, day shift,
10, winter and summer. Phone
time. Apply in person at
Fpc full
753-1499.
FRC
Jerry's Restaurant.
SEMI DRIVERS
NOTICE
NOTICE
(Experience not necessary)

SPIDORS
Are Poison

TOIUASTIS
Eat Your Home

ROACHES
Carry Germs

NATIONALLY ADVERTISED BRANDS
(pi
1273 PROFIT Dithil OM/LAS, MIAS 75747
I am interested in more informatioa
about making money pa the rending
business I have a car and 6 6 hours
ger snob spare time
o I can invest $600 n e route'
O I can invest $1500 in a root.
Name

Do not be deceived! Termites work 24 hours
a day the year round . .. Winter and Summer

CALL TODAY FOR FREE INSPECTION
hF

be •
irf
brrl

r

Kelley's -Termite
• and'
Pest Control
Murray. Ky.
100 S. 43th Street
Nite
or
Day
3914
Phone 753
Home- Owned and Operated Over 20 'lean
Licensed .by State of Kentucky

By Jim Warren
State News Bureau
HYDEN, Ky.-Tragedy gtruck
this Eastern Kentucky town last
December but out of the sorrow
is growing a massive relief
program to help needy families
across the entire Clay-Leslie
County area.
Within hours after 38 miners
died in a nearby mine explosion
Dec. 30, tons of food, clothing and
Answer to Saturday s P.atte

Crossword Puzzle
ACROSS
Prohibit
Fuel
Insect
Transaction
Poker stake
Grain
Teutonic deity
Hindu cymbals
Simpler
Soak
High
mountain
23 Cushion
21 Brother
of Jacob
26 Exist
28 Direction
31 Man's name
33 Anglo Saxon
money
35 The urial
36 Hypothetical
force
38 Hermit
41 Printer's
measure
42 Plunge
44 Cry of cow
45 Youngster
47 Hard of hearing
49 Pigpen
Si Small children
54 Rodent
56 Lamprey
58 Also
59 Sponsor
62 Goal
64 Note ol scale
6$ Be in debt
66 Couple
68 Verve
713 Man's
nickname
71 Short packet
72 Plaything

I
4
8
11
12
13
14
15
17
19
21

EXTRA NICE one bedroom
furnished apartment, 1-2 block
frcrrn University campus. $90.00
per month. Couples only. Phone
F13C
753-9135 or 753-4478.
NICELY FURNISHED apartment, paneled, carpeted, washer
and dryer connections, built-ins.
Excellent location. Phone 753F1OC
.1158 after 5:00p.m.

DOWN
Reveals
2 Man's
nickname
3 Openwork
labric
4 Kind of lily
1

I.

Preposition
6 Devoured
7 Jump
8 Newly married
women
9 Organ of sight
10 Without end
(poet )
11 Withered
16 Cooled lava
18 Carpenter's
tool
20 Chinese
Pagoda
22 Adyance in
rank
25 Employ
27 Silkworm
29 Pronoun
30 Sunburn
32 Limb
34 Unit ol
Sll mete
currency
16 Unusual
37 Expire

OWEIMO W0000
MOM= MMOMQM
00 M000000 Elp
MB IMMO CHOP
MOM MRO IMMO

lll121L2011101:10

MMO
OMU
WIMMRW UMMOMO
0000 01210 0140B
MIA0 MOONA ORM
OM MMON3W0 361
MOMMUM RMM0011 Mrs. C. M. Bishop, a member
UMW 00O001 of the Manchester Woman's Club
39
40
43
46
48
50
52
33
55

Dawn goddess
Dine
Separated
Speck
Distant
Long for
Al present
Without delay
Drink heavily

. .x.,
,,

...m.,,,

14

16

57 Chinese mile
59 Vessel
50 Reverence
61 Man's
p nickname
63 Encountered
67 Maiden loved
by Zen's
69 Behold!

,Will

17
118
CO
linnTe. 23
19
la 21 •22 -.
120
MN
27 1228
23 '§* 26
)......
24•
32
etaX:e:476 31
Sl5

other retie items began pouring
in to help the miners' families,
many of which were left with no
income.
Some $9000 and many tons of
provisions were donated by individuals and groups from across
the country and an actual surplus
of items resulted.
Now after providing for the
immediate needs of the families,
local leaders are planning to use
the remaining provisions to help
other needy and irnproverished ,
families in the Clay-Leslie area'.
Leaders from both counties,.
including representatives of
religion, law enforcement and the
medical profession, met recently
and formed committees to
determine what the needs of the
people are and how best to meet
them.

and one of the planners, said two
committees will cover both
counties to study needs and
problems before distribution of
provisions begins.
While a large amount of relief
items still exists, Mrs. Bishop
said more donations will be
nd if the program is a success. All donations are wlecome.
the group hopes to reach every
needy family in the two-county

: area.
INif•!..W.:
29 30
Meanwhile

efforts still are
underway to help the families of
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....5-rom
kV.
the 38 miners.
eo eAf 41
36 37
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The Clay County Jaycees have
" 39Ill
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46 kaait launched the Miners' Children
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9tin Wig Scholarship Fund to provide
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college educations for some 97
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57 Virg sa
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children involved in the disaster.
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The group also plans to provide
39 60
individual counseling to ensure
1111161 ati 62
61ed all64
the children stay in school long
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enough to use the college funds.
VW 71
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IGag.IIkes Contributions may be sent to Box
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tear by Lnited Feature Syndicate. Inc:
273 Manchester, Kentucky 40962.
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DELIVER THE GOODS!

HOUSE FOR Rent, Lynn Grove.
F12C
Phone 753-7850.

_1-

Address

_
State

City
phone
Dept

3537

Set Dept. a
inside border opening
NOTICE

BEAUTIFUL VALARAH Lee
Apartment, 2 bedroom', living
room, kitchen, utility, and bath.
Carpeted. Air Conditioned. Dishwasher, refrigerator, stove,
garbage disposal. Across from
Westview Nursing Home on
South 16th St. Phone 753-4974.
F12C
WANTED TO RENT

WANTED TO RENT or lease:
either a 2 story house or a 1 story
house with basement. Must be in
good condition, Large rooms
preferable) with yard space
highly desirable, in or near city
ASOF February 5, 1971, I will not limits of Murray. call 753-8658 or
TFC
be responsible for%aydebts other 753-4646
than my Own".
Signed,
In Memory
G. C. (CThvie) Burkeen
F9P
memory of my dear
loving
In
Rayburn. It is
Lilburn
husband,
AS OF this date, February 5, so lonesome dear without you. I
1971, I will not be responsible for miss you more each day.
any debts other than my own. Somehow life doesn't seem the
R. L. Shankle
called
F9P same since you were
301 S 8th
away. My heart still aches in
sadness and eyes shed many a
JANE BRANDON is now em- tear. God alone knows how much
ployed at Doris' Beauty Salon I miss you as this ends the firsi
Tuesdays and Wednesdays. sad year. A broken heart that
Evenings by appointment. Phone loves you.
Wife, Helen Rayburn.
F9C
753-6474.
IC

ELECTROLUX SALES & Service, Box 213, Murray, Ky. C. M'
Sanders, phone 382-24M, FarMarch 5C
mington, Kentucky.

Can earn $4.50 per hour and up
after short training for local and
over-the-road hauling. For application write, Nation Wide Semi
Division, 171 New Circle Rd., N.
E., Lexington, Ky. 40505 or call
606-299-6912, after 5 p.m. -252FlOC
3484.

11111
‘1111111111111111111
CHEF

Protect Your Home!

Mine Disaster Spurs
Huge Relief Program

BURGER
MANAGER Pomoitt - Pay training period
'
Good starting salary
,Milst relocate to
Jackson, Tennessee
Contact Curtis Ragland
at Burger Chef
1304 W. Main
F8C

im.1111111111111111

NOTICE

TRAFFIC GOING
BY? FOR THE
BEST RESULTS
USE OUR WANT
ADS-IT WILL BE
YOUR BEST MOVE

NOTICE

Put your business profits into high gear by using the vehicle

PASCHALL TRUCK'LINES

that is powerful_ erne to dothe lob alone. Phone or corn*

by our Wont Ad
•

WANTED TO BUY

- DIRECT SERVICE -

WANT TO buy ;Jogs and standing
timber. Also have for sale lumber
and sawdust. Murray Saw Mill
and Lumber Co. Phone 753-4147.
_ TF_C.

MEMPHIS, TENN. Ph. 525-1415
NASHVILLE, TENN. Ph. 256-5847
_ST. LOUIS, MO._ Ph. CH1•3140

deporintionT fey eerrillier• information. Stop

'toddy.
q;

(4;i
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(t.
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"CIRCULATION
•

TH- Ar SELLS'
'
'
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THE LE(.FR & TIMMS — biLRRAY, .KENTUCKY

mile area and was pastor of the "do you remember 65 years ago
only church in that entire when you were the widow Lindon
country— Hardshell Baptist. The and seeing a young man named
church was made al logs covsrecl Green Trimble?". .
with boards, with a puncheon
Mrs. Little began to cry, threw
floor and split rails for seats. her arms around Trimble and
o
Located on the north side of sal...1"i never expected to see you
LOVE STORY
Quicksand, it was unaccessible to again. Vou are the onTy—BVIng
FROM IME PAST
Joseph Little and Nancy Lindon. witness to my marriage and you •••••..
By Helen Price Stacy
It still was early in the day and even cooked by wedding dinner."
WEST LIBERTY, Ky.—A love by noon the boy had made the She then was 90.
story can be a charming thing four-mile ride up the creek and
Those were frontier days in
whether it is one chapter or the back, and with him Parson Duff Kentucky when a couple
whole book. A story that began who immediately married the sometunes had to ride for miles
before 1837 will make a few couple.
to find a preacher...when a
paragraphs in print but truly In the meantime young wedding dinner of fish and
would lend itself to a book if all Trimble had cooked his fish and venison served on a box was as
the facts and fancies were told. when the ceremony was finished - sumptuous as the most carefully
The locale is a backwoods there was nothing to do but invite appointed table. But that's_ the
settlement in the Kentucky everyone to eat. It was a. way it is when it's a love story.
mountains and the beginning is a mountain custom.
three-room cottage near the The cottage did not possess a
ASKS PARDON
Kentucky River where a young table, but everyone sat down to a
CARSON CITY, Nev. (UPI)—
lad still in his teens had just large drygoods box the three James Freed,
a 52-year-old
accepted a job as clerk in a men had been using for a table inmate
of the Nevada State
country store of sorts.
and partook of the wedding feast. Prison, wants a pardon so he IN DANGER—Ellen SilverGreen Trimble, born in Morgan The menu included fish from the
can go home to Los Angeles man (above), 18-year-old
County at about the time Morgan river, venison from the nearby and
spend the rest of his days art student traveling with
was made a part of the com- woods, honey out of a robbed tree with
his wife. Freed is collegians in Mexico, is bemonwealth, had helped move and cornbread made from grain
currently in the prison hospital ing sought by her mother,
stock for the store from Mt. recently ground at the mill.
suffering from terminal leuke- Mrs. Rachel Silverman,
Sterling to the bank of the Ken- The couple said their thanks
and medical authorities to
mia.
tucky River by way of Hazel and left on the trip back to the
The state Board of Pardons inform her that a min
Green. Five wagons were home they had waiting.
has scheduled a special meet- traveling with the group
required to transport the mer- One evening nine years later
ing Monday to hear Freed's has contracted meningitis,
chandise and for many people Trimble himself was married,
case. Warden Carl Hocker says a highly contagious disease.
Living along the old State Road and the next day he and his bride
Freed, who is serving a 10-year The group set out in Janand a trail from Hazel Green to started fpr his family home in
term for robbery, wants the uary on a work study tour.
the river, the wagons were the Hazel Green, 55 miles away.
pardon so he can go home to
first they'd seen in many weeks. Trimble called on Joseph Little to
Los Angeles to die.
NEWS CONFERENCE
The last part of the way was by seek advice.
WASHINGTON (UPI) —
pushboat upriver.
"We have only one horse and
President Nixon will hold a
At the mouth of Quicksand, he distance is too great for me to
news conference this month as
which at that time was in Perry ake us both home on the same
part of a plan to increase
County, the merchandise was iorse, as you did nine years ago,"
contact with the news media,
unloaded and a store begun.
Trimble informed Little. "We
the White House says.
It was Trimble's lot also to be lave only $5 and cannot buy
Press 'Secretary, Ronald L.
chief cook at the cottage where he another horse. What shall I do"
Ziegler did not set a date for
and two older men were living. The happily married Little was
the planned news conference,
Since Trimble. liked # fish and quick to reply. "You once did me
nor did he outline other ways
string troutlines from shore to the greatest favor ever Conferred
contact with the news media
shore of the Kentucky, the table upon me by sending for a
would be expanded. But Ziegler
fare at the cottage often was preacher to marry me. You even
told reporters who have comsucculent fish fresh from the cooked my wedding dinner. Now
plained about Nixon5 inaccesstream.
I can reciprocate." Little took the
, -"We're going -txr-do
He had just caught an bridegroom out to the barn. things differently."
especially fine fish one day and
'I have' just returned front
was cleaning it when a horse down river where I sold a large
carrying two people stopped lot of sawlogs," Little said. "I
nearby. Astride the horse were had to take two horses as part
VICTORY PREMATURE
Joseph Little, prominent in the payment, one a fine, gentle
HILO, Hawaii (UPI)—Sevensettlement, and behind him the saddle mare. Take her for your
teen-year-old football player
widow Lindon, from a family wife to ride home with my best
Norman Wessels may not rule
equally noted.
as Hilo High School's homecomwishes that your married life will
The two had a marriage license be as happy as mine has been." HI ART "SPECIALIST" — ing queen after all.
and needed a preacher to per- It was 65 years from the day Steven Neumann, 10. demWessels, who entered the
form the ceremony. In those days Nancy Lindon married Ja,seph onstrates in West Bend. queen contest as a joke with
any responsible adult was called Little that Trimble was to see her Wis., how he, 'listened to the bridling of some of his
on in a pinch, but Trimble, still a again. He happened to be in heartbeats of ,brother schoolmates, .swept by five
teenage lad, was not about to Jackson and heard that the "Jackie, 6, and "diagnosed- female contestants in the
accept such a responsibility.
widow Little was a guest in the a congenital defect. He read balloting. But a number of irate
"Alight and make yourselves Bud Sewell home. He called on about heart behavior in a students and adults protested
library book, tested his lore Friday
at home in the cottage," said her.
over his victory.
Trimble, "and I'll get a boy to When she entered the parlor he on Jackie and heard a
Prificipal Richard Matsunaga
swishing
sound.
Now
ride my horse up the creek to asked it she recognized him. -No
says reports of Norman's
Jackie is scheduled to enfetch Parson Duff."
victory may be premature
sir, I never saw you before; 'ter University
Hospital,
Daniel Duff was the only you're a stranger to me."
Madison. on Feb. - 17 for because the, homecomiqg commarrying preacher within a 25- "Mrs. Little." said Trimble,
mittee has not offally anopen heart surgery.
.
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JUST PUT DOWN *ELEVEN,'
FRANKUN AND DON1 WORRI(
MOUT IT... THAT'S WHAT I DID.
-

".X" 15 AL llOST
ELEVEN, AND'
6/ 15 ALMOST
ALWAYS NINE..
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CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER'
HIGHWAY 641 N - MURRAY
OPEN 9 A.M.-9 P.M. - MON.-SAT.
BANKAMERICARD

SHOP ROSES 8 SAVE!
PRICES IN THIS AD GOOD
MON., TUES., WED. - FEB. 8-9-10
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LADIES

PANT SUITS

W:i

Large selection of styles.

f in
rin
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fulne

$1

122

SAVE '3.78!
Pant suits are "In"!
Select one of these
attractive suits to
add to your
wardrobe.

Eleve
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sevei
Sparr
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umt
Jun
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LADY SUNBEAM

FLAIR HAIR DRYER
New Slim styling in this Portable
Hair Dryer with air tight hood.
Regular 113.77$882
SAVE $4.811

Two
under
birds
Gov
wad

P°ss
Edito
we r

SKIRT
SUITS

REGISTER FOR

FREE
VALENTINE DINNER
FOR TWO

CT0001
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"
devsoaofusujitpthir

Lined jackets,

COmn:

pastels and

In Our Luncheonette

jlater
John
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a
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sitt uht:

pastel plaids.

NO PURCHASE NECESSARY'

100% Acrylic

Drawing February 10

Write

washable.
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396

The winner will receive a Free Dinner
for Two for

Reg. $
8.88
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pethersosii
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Saturday, Feb. 13

'
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REGISTER TODAY!
,1":;0411111.
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ALBUMS
COUNTRY FAVORITE

HERE
COMES
ROLLO,
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1:1T2-00 .

41-19
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HEAR
$328
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SAVE 11.99!

The Colonials

has a complete
selection of Valentine
Candy by the pound or
box. Also cards and
decorations.
ROSES
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Large, Thirsty ...

I
\ S.Q1JALI1Y
FOIE
WON‘E t`i

t CI

* Johnny Cash * Roy Clark
* Merle Haggard * Ray Price
* Tammy Wynette
* PctrUtr Waggoner
Reg. 4.98

NUNNALLY'S CANDY
14-oz. Foil

r4111k
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00
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long
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LP STEREO

BATRIOWELS

Her

These beautiful towels come
in a wide array of colors
and also florals.

Regular
1.27
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SAVE 28*
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MEN'S ASSORTED

UNDERWEAR•41P SPORT SHIRTS
Shorts & Tee Shirts
Boxer or brief shorts, tee stn. s'
and vests

2P1"

S
uit ulldi
MortFea
753-9.

Body shirts anc1,- regular
--Ityles--in prints-ail solids. Permanent pres;s
Reg. 2217
• -SAVE $ 1 92 %
81.05!
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